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ABSTRACT

After two decades of rapid growth in terms of volume and sophistication, there

is growing recognition among both academics and practitioners that the development

of transfer mechanisms for market risk has reached a mature stage. Investors have

available to them an unprecedented instrumentarium of financial instruments allow-

ing them to implement complicated exposure profiles with respect to interest rate,

equity, foreign exchange and commodity risk. By contrast, development of similar

mechanisms for credit risk has only recently achieved significant attention. While the

growing involvement of regulatory institutions in this area attests to the urgency of

the task, there is no consensus as to how credit risk should best be modeled, priced

and managed. The objective of this thesis is to make a contribution to the debate on

how to best model, price and manage credit risk. After a brief review of the literature,

I proceed to outline a framework for the pricing of credit contingent claims. Given

the decision to characterize credit risk in terms of a probability of default and a set

of payoffs conditional on default having occurred, I provide for both elements to be

subject to uncertainty. The concept of a forward probability of default is introduced,

capturing the idea of default probabilities varying randomly over time and facilitat-

ing incorporation of a correlation structure between credit risk and market risk. In

contrast, conventional approaches, by subsuming uncertainty into one credit risk com-

ponent, limit the scope of a given model to address comprehensively the pricing and

risk management issues associated with credit risk and fail to capture interaction with

other risks. Development of a pricing methodology as well as articulation of the re-

lationship between credit risk and market risk require that the components of credit

risk be embedded in a market structure in which credit risky and credit risk free in-

struments are being traded. I propose an arbitrage free securities market in which

treasury, Libor and credit risky corporate bonds are traded. Specification of a cor-

relation structure between credit risk and market risk requires the presence of the

treasury instrument, assumed to be subject to market risk only. Inclusion of the

Libor instrument is motivated in terms of the need to specify spread elements unre-

lated to credit risk. The corporate instrument incorporates credit risk. Restrictions

on the distribution of recovery rates necessary to malce use of the no arbitrage par-

adigm are identified. Equivalent martingale measure densities associated with the

use of alternative numeraire assets are derived and securities under these measures

-
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are characterized. Using the developed methodology, a number of pricing results for

contracts on credit risk variables are provided. A second application provides analy-

sis of quantification and management of credit risk in conventional contracts. Model

specification to a level of sophistication unwarranted by the requirements of a partic-

ular application will result in a waste of resources. Whether there is merit in making

allowance for uncertainty in credit risk or sacrificing tractability in return for incor-

porating a correlation structure between credit risk and market risk is ultimately an

empirical question. Using US data on corporate bonds issued by financial institu-

tions I examine the impact of credit risk specification on the valuation of securities

subject to credit risk. Relative to the particular metric I impose, a model incorpo-

rating credit risk uncertainty and correlation with market risk dominates the same

model with the correlation parameter constrained to be zero, and both models dom-

inate a naive model which stipulates that credit risk is not subject to uncertainty.

Consequently, the empirical results validate the relevance of my modelling choices.
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Chapter 1:
Overview

The subject of the present thesis is credit risk in derivative contracts. The objective of

this work is to make a contribution to the current debate on how to best model, mea-

sure, price and manage credit risk. This contribution is considered to be innovative

in the following sense.

On a theoretical level, the current thesis proposes a new credit risk specification.

This specification is distinct from existing credit models.

On an empirical level, the current thesis employs a new data set and applies

a new metric in assessing the merit of the theoretical specification introduced in the

analysis below.

This overview is intended to provide a coherent summary of this thesis, em-

phasizing the innovative features relative to established approaches to credit risk;

furthermore, it should provide a synthesis of the range of issues for which the current

analysis should prove relevant.

For the purpose of this thesis, credit risk is defined to subsume two types of

uncertainty. On the one hand, credit risk is used to denote the risk of loss of value

due to adverse changes in the credit quality of a given issuer; this risk is present

prior to the event of default. On the other hand, credit risk is also used to refer to

the uncertainty relating to the loss of value in the event of default. This uncertainty

relates to the realization of value at or after the event of default and potentially

depends on the nature of the complex bargaining process ensuing after default has

occurred.

In an environment in which market conditions were stable, credit risk was the

most relevant source of uncertainty faced by financial institutions. Given the relative

simplicity of financial contracts at the time, this uncertainty could be dealt with

through simple techniques. However, during the 1970's, political and economic events

led to an increased fluctuation in market variables, triggering a phase of innovation in

financial contracts aimed at facilitating the transfer of this market risk. This phase of

innovation can now be considered as completed: The demand by financial institutions

to adopt specific market risk exposure profiles is matched by a comprehensive supply

of market risk transfer mechanisms. Regarding credit risk, this is not the case: The

lack of established and proven credit risk transfer mechanisms is in stark contrast to

the rising demand for such mechanisms.. This demand has arisen due to a number of

circumstances.
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The financial industry is currently characterized by increased competition due

to the trend towards globalization. Because of this, margins on market risk-based

trading income are decreasing. In the search for new sources of income, banks are

therefore eager to develop new markets, specifically markets to trade credit risk.

Furthermore, banks will try to manage existing activities affected by credit risk in

more sophisticated ways. Both of these objectives are currently creating a demand to

develop sophisticated techniques to deal with credit risk.

Additional demand for such techniques is generated by regulators, whose pri-

mary objective is to provide for the stability of the financial system by ensuring that

financial institutions have capital resources commensurate with the risks they are

exposed to.

In short, there is a demand by a broad range of financial market participants

for a consistent paradigm capable of addressing issues related to the modelling, mea-

surement, management and pricing of credit risk.

This demand has stimulated development of credit models which can broadly

be categorized as belonging to one of two groups.

Models in the so-called capital structure category model credit risk as an imbal-

ance between the assets and liabilities of a given issuer. Default is assumed to occur

when a value process hits a reorganization boundary. Early instances of such mod-

els assume exogenous reorganization boundaries; current approaches provide for this

boundary to be determined endogenously, due to the possibility of pre or post-default

bargaining between different claims holders of the credit risky issuer's securities. Mod-

elling efforts following this approach have been credited with providing formalizations

of credit risk reflecting the economic mechanisms generating credit risk. However, im-

plementations of this approach have been less than successful because of the require-

ment of modelling the complete liability structure of a given issuer. At the same time,

specification of the reorganization boundary is a non trivial issue in practice as the

outcome of bargaining process defining this boundary is highly unpredictable. Con-

sequently, the ability of models in this category to address problems relating to the

pricing of complicated credit contingent claims remains untested. No applications of

such models to risk management issues exist.

A second class of models, termed reduced form models, have sought to model

credit risk in terms of a probability of default and a recovery rate. The advantage

of such a specification is its parsimony, which should facilitate implementation of

models belonging to this class. On the other hand, such model are subject to serious

identification problems. The reduced form specification is criticized for incorporating

less economic content than the capital structure approach. Furthermore, models
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in this category are not general enough in order to address comprehensively issues

relating to credit risk. Applications of models in this category to the pricing of credit

contingent claims are few and no applications to risk management issues can be found.

It must be concluded that existing credit risk models are incapable of addressing

comprehensively the demand by market participants for an integrated credit risk

measurement methodology.

The analysis in the current thesis is aimed at addressing this demand, propos-

ing a new theoretical specification for credit risk, illustrating its usefulness for specific

pricing and risk management applications and finally verifying empirically the signif-

icance of the modelling choices made.

On a theoretical level, the analysis in the current thesis is distinct from estab-

lished approaches with respect to two sets of issues.

On the one hand, while the present modelling approach is consistent with the

reduced form approach to credit risk modelling in terms of modelling credit risk

by specifying a probability of default and a recovery rate, a number of innovative

technical features are introduced. An explicit specification for the probability of

default is provided. Since this variable is allowed to be stochastic, this modelling

choice requires specification of a forward probability of default. Allowance is made

for the recovery rate to be stochastic. Finally, a correlation structure between market

risk and credit risk is explicitly specified.

On the other hand, the present analysis differs from established models with

regard to the market structure modelled. Specifically, the model proposed assumes

that treasury, interbank and corporate assets are traded in an integrated securities

market. This modelling choice is motivated by the objective to integrate a number of

existing models. Interbank assets trade at spread to treasury assets. In established

models, this spread is motivated primarily in terms of credit risk attached to inter-

bank assets. However, the interbank market is empirically free of default. This fact

generates the requirement to formulate spread components unrelated to credit risk.

At the same time, in order to avoid arbitrage between treasury and interbank assets,

imposition of trading restrictions are shown to be necessary. The spread between

interbank assets and corporate assets is motivated by the presence of credit risk at-

tached to corporate bonds. The analysis of credit risk is thus embedded in a richer

market structure relative to established models.

Based on the innovative technical features of the model and the elaborate mar-

ket structure, a number of theoretical results are derived. It is shown that restrictions

must be placed on the distributional assumptions relating to the recovery rate process

in order to make use of the no-arbitrage paradigm. It is also demonstrated that cer-
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tam processes are fully specified by volatility parameters under a probability measure

which is relevant for pricing purposes. This is an attractive feature for implementation

purposes since volatility parameters are more easily estimated than drift parameters.

This part of the analysis can be interpreted as extending the by now classical Heath

Jarrow Morton analysis from market risk to credit risk. Furthermore, pricing func-

tions facilitating valuation of contracts defined in terms of arbitrary credit contingent

payoffs are identified.

The generality of the theoretical model is illustrated through two applications.

First, the model is applied to the pricing of specific credit contingent claims.

Pricing results relating to four different underlying assets are provided: The treasury

asset, an interbank deposit, a credit risky corporate bond and a corporate bond

whose credit characteristics are continuously refreshed to preserve a given level of

credit quality. Examination of pricing results for forward and futures contracts on

prices and yields relating to these four assets yields new insights with respect to

four specific issues: The impact of the presence of the treasury interbank spread on

contract valuation is examined; the impact of the credit refreshing feature is made

explicit; explicit convexity adjustments due to payoffs being non-linear functions of

prices arising from the presence of credit risk are provided; and finally, the impact of

the continuous settlement feature of futures contracts in the presence of credit risk is

illustrated. A second set of pricing applications is concerned with the model's ability

to price a number of emerging structures containing credit components. It is shown

that the credit risk model proposed in the present thesis is capable to handle the

pricing of specific components of credit risk. This is due to the modular specification

of credit risk in terms of a probability of default and a recovery rate: It seems that

contracts emerging in the markets are structured in terms of these components. Given

that, in contrast to the majority of other approaches, both components are subject to

uncertainty, the present modelling approach seems well suited to address the pricing

and hedging issues associated with these credit structures.

Subsequently, a number of risk management applications of the model are il-

lustrated.

Practitioners have focused on exposure and loss statistics to measure credit

risk. It is shown that exposure and loss statistics are easily formulated in terms of

the credit risk specification proposed by the current thesis. Furthermore, calculation

of these statistics is illustrated to be very similar to the corresponding concepts re-

lating to market risk. Regulators and financial institutions are using Value at Risk

(VaR) measures to estimate maximum losses arising from adverse movements in mar-

ket variables. It is illustrated that the current credit risk specification facilitates
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calculation of a Value at Risk measure for credit risk, identifying the maximum loss,

subject to a given confidence level and liquidation period, due to adverse changes in

issuer/counterparty credit quality. Both the calculation of exposure and loss statis-

tics as well as potential Value at Risk calculations for credit risk will depend on the

nature of comovements of market risk and credit risk. The explicit modelling of cor-

relation between the probability of default and risk free interest rates proposed in the

present thesis permits for the interaction between market risk and credit risk in such

calculations to be taken into account.

The two applications of the credit risk specification demonstrate that the model

provides a very general framework in which pricing and risk management issues can be

addressed in a unifying framework. For both sets of applications, it is demonstrated

that the modelling innovations facilitate a greater understanding of how uncertainty

in specific credit components affects the pricing of specific contracts or the magnitude

of some credit risk statistic.

The final chapter of this thesis is concerned with an empirical verification of

the relevance of the modelling choices introduced in the earlier chapters. From a

technical point of view, the credit risk model is more general than other models, and

whether explicit modelling of uncertainty in credit risk or correlation between market

risk and credit risk is warranted is ultimately an empirical question. A number of

problems exist with regard to empirical work on credit risk. Credit risk, comprising

significant issuer specific components, is idiosyncratic by its nature; this fact means

that data constraints are severe. Because there is no consensus as to how credit risk

is best modelled, data problems are compounded by lack of information as to the true

credit risk model. Finally, estimation techniques used in the context of estimating

market risk models (for example, term structure models) still display considerable

shortcomings; it is unlikely such techniques perform better in a credit risk context. It

is ultimately for these reason that few empirical studies relating to credit risk exists;

among those studies that do exists, the majority focuses on statistical properties of

credit models as opposed to pricing properties.

Based on such considerations, for the purpose of empirical verification I formu-

late a metric which is based on pricing performance rather than a statistical measure

of fit: I examine how well a model based on a given credit risk specification performs

when confronted with the task of pricing a credit contingent claim. Implementation

of this principle is based on the following algorithm. First, a nested set of three credit

models is specified. The simplest model is based on a fixed credit spread, while the

most sophisticated model assumes a stochastic credit spread as well as non-zero cor-

relation between credit spreads and risk free interest rates. The three models are
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parameterized using data on A-rated straight corporate bonds issued by US financial

institutions. The models are then implemented, using trinomial trees. Given that

call schedules and price data is available for A-rated callable corporate bonds issued

by US financial institutions, the model prices (corresponding to the three credit risk

specifications) of the calls embedded in these securities can be calculated using the

trees. Using a market-based measure of the embedded calls, pricing errors associated

with each of the three credit risk specification can be calculated. The results indicate

that, relative to a model in which credit spreads are constant, incorporation of un-

certainty and, subsequently, correlation between credit spreads and risk free interest

rates reduces the pricing errors of the embedded calls. The empirical results therefore

validate the modelling choices of the present thesis to the extent that the additional

technical features distinguishing the credit risk specification from other credit risk

models are shown to generate significant improvements when applied to the pricing

of credit contingents claims. The assertion that credit risk should be modelled as be-

ing subject to uncertainty, as well as the contention that correlation between market

risk and credit risk is relevant for the pricing of credit contingent claims, have thus

been established as refutable propositions.
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Chapter 2:
Literature

2.1. Credit Risk in Debt
Instruments

Introduction

The term structure of interest rates has been a long standing research field in financial

economics. A substantial part of the literature is concerned with the analysis of

debt instruments free of credit risk 1 , focussing on domestic currency bonds issued

or effectively guaranteed by a sovereign government2 . The equilibrium approach to

modelling the risk free3 term structure, pioneered by CIR (1981a), CIR (1985a), CIR

(1985b), starts from a description of the economy, specification of the evolution of

a number of state variables subsuming uncertainty and assumptions about investor

preferences. Recent variants of this approach include Ahn and Thompson (1988),

who analyze the term structure based on a jump-diffusion specification for the state

variables, and Longstaff and Schwartz (1993), who propose a model in which the term

structure is determined by the value of the short rate and its volatility, both of which

are assumed to follow diffusion processes.

The equilibrium approach produces the term structure of interest rates as an

output. As such, the model term structure is frequently at variance with the observed

term structure. Given the objective to identify mispricings in the term structure itself,

such models will provide useful information. For the purpose of pricing contracts

contingent on the term structure, the fact that these models misprice the underlying

instruments is problematic. While some authors have proposed introduction of time

1 In the (,trrent thesis, the term credit risk is used to denote changes in value due to changes in credit
quality before the occurence of default as well as the actual event of default. The term default risk
is reserved to denote the contingency of the latter event.

2 While in these approaches the definition of a credit risk free issuer is synonymous with a sovereign,
there is a growing interest in analysis of sovereign debt issues subject to credit risk. To the extent
that such iiistruinents, taking account of the required currency translation, are equivalent to domestic
credit risky corporate bonds, analysis will be identical to that pursued in the current thesis and the
spific literature is iiot reviewed here.

Unless otherwise stated, the term risk free will be used as being synonymous with credit risk free
aiid does i,ot preclude the presence of other risks.
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varying coefficients in order to obtain consistency between model and observed term

structures (Hull and White (1989), Maghsood (1996), Jamshidian (1995), Jamshidian

(1996)), the problem of attributing the model's failure to replicate market data to

either misspecification of variable dynamics or omission of relevant state variables

remains.

A second problem relates to the fact that pricing formulae generated by these

models invariably include parameters subsuming investors attitudes toward various

sources of risk; estimation of these parameters has proved an elusive exercise.

Early arbitrage approaches refrained from giving a complete description of the

economy and focused on the relative pricing of traded instruments. In contrast to

the equilibrium approach, specification of the dynamics of a finite number of state

variables (Vasicek (1977) uses the short rate, Brennan and Schwartz (1982) propose

the short rate and the long rate as state variables), coupled with the assumption

that bond markets are free of arbitrage, is sufficient to derive the term structure and

prices for some term structure contingent claims. Still, pricing formulae would include

preference parameters and model term structures would fail to replicate observed

terms structures.

Both shortcomings were addressed in the seminal articles of Ho and Lee (1986),

Heath, Jarrow and Morton (1990) and Heath, Jarrow and Morton (1992). Taking the

observed term structure as an input, these models are attractive for the purpose of

pricing term structure contingent claims in that the underlying zero coupon bonds are

priced correctly. Equally important, the dynamics of the stipulated state variables,

and consequently the model term structure and model prices, are fully parameterized

in terms of volatility parameters, estimation of which is easier than estimation of

preference parameters.

A related part of the literature is concerned with the term structures corre-

sponding to debt obligations which are subject to credit risk, the review of which is

the subject of the following sections.

2.1.1. General Considerations

The probability of default of a particular debt instrument will rise in a situation in

which the issuing firm is experiencing financial distress. In principle, the presence of

financial distress has the potential to free resources to be moved to higher valued uses

by forcing managers and directors to reduce capacity and to rethink operating policy

and strategy decisions. In an all equity firm this kind of organizational change is un-
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likely to occur because poor performance does not lead to financial distress. However,

given that a firm has chosen a particular liability structure4 , Wruck (1990) notes that

"it is financial distress that gives creditors a legal right to demand restructuring."

The final payoff on a given debt instrument will depend on the source of value

from which liability claims are met, the specific events triggering default, the nature

of the ensuing restructuring and the final settlement between the parties involved.

A debt obligation entitles the holder to receive a stream of payouts defined in

and subject to contingencies set out in its covenants (e.g. Smith and Warner (1979)).

The source of value from which payouts are met are the real and financial assets of the

instrument's issuer. As will be shown below, established models differ in the extent to

which firm value is explicitly modeled and linked to the value of specific debt issues.

Financial distress occurs when cash flow is insufficient to cover current oblig-

ations. Default is defined as occurring when principal or interest payments under

borrowing agreements are not met. The occurrence of technical default, understood

as the violation of debt covenants other than the ones stipulating repayment sched-

ules for principal and interest repayments5 , can be a warning sign that distress is

imminent. Financial distress generally leads to negotiations with at least one of the

firm's creditors.

Payoffs on bonds which have defaulted are potentially subject to the complex

bargaining processes which are initiated when a firm is precipitated into financial

distress. Models may either aim to replicate this process or sidestep the issue by

assuming an exogenous payoff in the event of bankruptcy. Depending on the nature

of the firm's insolvency 6 , the resolution of distress will take different forms.

In a private workout, the firm and its creditors renegotiate their contracts with-

out recourse to the legal system; typical settlements involve either waivers of specific

payments or complete restructurings of all liabilities involving offers to exchange some

of the distressed instruments for new debt securities or equity claims.

Alternatively, firms can file for bankruptcy protection, subsequent to which ne-

gotiations to rewrite contracts with creditors take place in a court supervised setting.

Finally, a firm may file for liquidation, in which case a bankruptcy court over-

sees the distribution of the firm's assets to claimholders in order of their claim's

A iiiiniher of authors discuss strategies available to equityholders to effect wealth transfers aniong
(lailIllIolders aiid possible (lefdnsive mechanisms against such actions (see Famna (1978), Kalay (1982),
Black (1976), Brickley (1983), Danim (1982), Easterbrook (1984), Gertimer and Scharfstein (1991),
Mas,ilis (1980)). There is a substamitial literature addressing the prol)lemn of adverse incentives
between managers, equityholdors and bondholders in the presence of credit risky debt and proposimig
liability designs which maximize firtim value (e.g. Famna (1978), Jensen and Meckling (1976), Myers
(1977), Myers amid Majluf (1984), Titnian (1984)).
E.g. minimum net worth requirements or working cal)ital constraints.

6 Iiisolvemmcy amid distress are used synonymously; ee Wruck (1990) for for definitions of stock based
and flow I,ased definitions of insolvency.
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priority. The nature of a firm's financial- and asset structure, the constituency of its

creditors and the legal environment in which the firm operates will determine the na-

ture of the process by which distress is resolved 7 . Given the complexity of this process

and the fact that strict absolute priority rules only provide an approximative indica-

tion of actual distributions to claimholders, final payoffs in the event of default on a

given debt claim must be considered highly unpredictable.

2.1.2. The Capital Structure Approach

Building on the insight by Black and Scholes (1973) that corporate liabilities can be

viewed as contingent claims on firm value, the capital structure approach to credit

risk places the analysis of individual debt claims issued by a specific firm within the

framework of its complete asset liability structure, which is explicitly modelled. Most

generally, default is defined as the moment at which this structure violates contrac-

tual constraints, usually emanating from covenants in the firms outstanding debt.

Formalizing this idea in its full generality is usually not feasible and most approaches

in this category define the time of default as the moment at which firm value hits

a boundary subsuming the firm's payment obligations associated with outstanding

liabilities.

The first model of this type was formalized by Merton (1974). Assuming fric-

tionless markets and constant interest rates, he stipulates that firm value follows a

mean reverting diffusion process9:

dV=(aV—C)dt+odz	 (1)

where is the instantaneous expected rate of return on the firm's assets, C denotes

the net flows to or from the firm'°, odt is the instantaneous volatility of the firm's

assets and dz is a Brownjan increment. It is further assumed that investors can take

positions both in the firm and in another security, the price F of which is assumed

to be a function of firm value and time only. By taking positions in this security, in

the firm and in a riskless debt instrument, Merton demonstrates that investors can

construct a zero net wealth portfolio, the value of which is free of uncertainty. This

See Ea.sterl,rook (1990) ajid Gertiier and Scharfstcin (1991) for a discus.sjozi of the merits of different
niechanisnis used to resolve financial distress.

8 Weiss (1990) and Franks and Torous (1989) provide empirical evidence of significant deviations from
strict absolute priority rules for bankruptcy cases under U.S. law.
Notation in the current chapter corresponds to the notation in the referenced articles and will he
explicitly rcfcrred to oniy as far as warranted for the purpose of discussion.

10 If positive, it denotes the the firm's payouts to its clainiholders in the forimi of dividends or imiterest
I maymm1 ( mits ; if negative, it denotes imijections from new financing.
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consideration is equivalent to the price of the firm value contingent claim to satisfy

the following partial differential equation:

2V2F + (rV - C)F - rF + F + C = 0 	 (2)

where C is the dollar payout per unit time on the contingent security. Merton

considers a firm whose capital structure is given by a single zero coupon issue, default

on which occurs upon failure to make the principal payment at the maturity date,

and a residual equity claim. Default results in a transfer of ownership of the firm's

assets from equity holders to bond holders and entails no loss of value. Therefore, the

value of the firm is identical to the sum of the value of the equity- and bond holder's

claims:

V=F(V,t)+f(V,t)	 (3)

where f is the value of the equity claim. The price of the zero coupon bond must

satisfy:

'2V2F + (rV - C)Fv - rF + F = 0	 (4)

If at the maturity of the debt firm value is insufficient to repay the bond's principal,

control of the company is transferred to the debt holders and the value of the debt

drops to firm value; otherwise bond holders receive the principal B1'

F(V,0) = (V,B)	 (5)

Given its definition as the residual claim, the value of the equity claim at the bond's

maturity date is given by:

f(V,0)=(0,V—B)	 (6)

Given (6), Merton argues that the value of the equity claim is identical to the value

of a call option on the firm with exercise set to the bond's principal, and using (1)

and (3) he derives a closed form solution for the value of credit risky debt:

F(V, T - t) = Be_'(T_t)N (_o.2 (T - t)/2 - ln(d))	
(7)

-

+Be_(T_t) N (—o 2(T - t)/2 + ln(d))

where d = e_ 7'(T_t) . Using the definition of yields R(T - t):

F = Be_T_t)T_t)	 (8)

(7) can be restated as follows:

_____	 f—o2(T - t)/2 - ln(d)
R(T—t)—r = _1loN	

rT—t	 )	
(9)

The following notation is used throughout: (a, b)+ = max (a, b) , (a, b) = rain (a, b)
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- ___________

Merton denotes R(T - t) - r the risk premium and refers to (9) as defining a risk

structure of interest rates. For a given maturity T, this risk structure of interest rates

can be seen to be a function of the volatility of the firm's value, and the ratio of the

discounted promised principal to the current value of the firm.

A number of researchers have provided useful extensions to Merton's models.

Black and Cox (1976) consider valuation subject to inclusion of more realistic in-

denture provisions and demonstrate that existence of safety covenants, subordination

arrangements and restrictions on the financing of interest and dividend payments in-

crease the value of credit risky bonds. Allowance for stochastic interest rates is made

by Shimko et al. (1993), who stipulate a lognormal process for firm value:

dV
V=odt+o.vdzi	 (10)

and a mean reverting process for interest rates:

dr = k(y - r)dt + ordz2	(11)

The authors consider the pricing of a default risky zero coupon bond on which default

is declared at the maturity date if firm value is insufficient to cover the principal

repayment. They propose a formula for the price of a credit risky zero coupon bond

as:

F=V—VN(h1)-i-BP(T—t)N(h2)	 (12)

where h 1 and h2 are functions depending on, among other things, the correlation be-

tween firm value and interest rates. (13) is similar to (7), except that the deterministic

risk free discount function Be_(T_t) has been replaced by its stochastic equivalent,

P(T - t). The authors provide a constraint which must be satisfied by credit and

interest rate contingent claims in the presence of stochastic firm value and interest

rates:

v2Fvv + pvarVFvr + Frr + Fr(k(y - r) - A) + F + rVFv - rF 0 (13)

An extension to Merton's model to coupon bearing debt is provided by Kim et al.

(1993), who examine the possibility that default is triggered prior to maturity by eq-

uity holder's inability to meet coupon payments. Specifically, bankruptcy is triggered

when -yV < c, where c is the coupon on the default risky bond and 7V is the net cash

outflow from the firm. If this is the case, the payoff to bond holders is assumed to be:

(6(r)B(r, 'r; c), V*)_	 (14)
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where V is the lower reorganization boundary for the firm's value, .5(r) is a positive

fraction and B(r, r; c) is the price of a treasury obligation free of default risk. At the

maturity date, .5(0) = 1, and bond holders receive the minimum of firm value and

principal amount. The authors demonstrate that at reasonable parameter values,

their specification is able to generate the empirically observed magnitude of yield

spreads on corporate bonds. A rather stylized model nesting the above specifications

is provided by Longstaff and Schwartz (1995a). The authors propose a model in which

firm value and interest rates evolve according to the following processes:

dV = 4aVdt + aVdZj	 (15)

dr= ((-13r)dt+ijdZ2	 (16)

Default is defined as the time at which firm value reaches an exogenous threshold

level K; this condition is equivalent to the process X = V/K reaching unity from

above. This specification allows default to be triggered prior to maturity. The fixed

threshold level K is consistent with default being triggered by the inability to meet

coupon payments, but potentially permits a wider range of interpretations. In the

event of default, bondholders sustain a fractional loss w on the principal value of

their instruments. The authors derive a partial differential equation which must be

satisfied by securities subject to firm and interest rate risk:

V2Hvv + P(h7)V"Hr +	 + rVHv + (a - /3r)Hr - rH = HT	 (17)

where a represents c and a constant representing the market price of risk. The authors

demonstrate that the value of the credit risky zero coupon bond in their framework

is given by

P(X, r, T) = D(r, T) - wD(r, T)Q(X, r, T) 	 (18)

where w is the fractional loss in the event of default, D(r, T) is the price of a risk free

zero coupon security and Q(X, r, T) is the probability of default of the credit risky

instrument. The value of a credit risky floating rate payment is shown to be

F(X, r, t, T) = D(r, T)R(r, t, T) - wD(r, T)G(X,r, y, T)	 (19)

where R(r, t, T) = E [TTI is the expected value of the floating rate payment, G(X,r, 'y, T) =

E [rT . J{<T}] 
corresponds to the same expectation conditional on default occurring

and expectations are evaluated relative to the risk adjusted processes

dlnX = (r -	 - p.iiB(T - t))dt + odZ1	 (20)

dr = (a - /3r - 9' 2 B(T - t))dt + jdZ2	 (21)
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The approach is interesting to the extent that it does not assume constant interest

rates and introduces an explicit role for the correlation between interest rates and

firm value. The model allows for default to occur prior to maturity. The use of

a threshold level triggering default does not differ from Merton's approach, where

the corresponding boundary is given by the principal on the outstanding bond issue.

Thus, the threshold level can be found explicitly in the bond's indenture provisions,

whereas in Longstaff and Schwartz's approach K must be constructed as an aggregate

default trigger from the contractual terms of all outstanding liabilities.

All of the above models assume that both the default trigger and the fractional

loss are exogenous constants . This may not be the most satisfying way of capturing

either the events that precipitate a firm into bankruptcy or anticipating the outcome

of the complex bargaining process that might ensue. A significant shortcoming of

models incorporating such a feature is that their structure is not compatible with the

observation of nontrivial spreads at short maturities: Since credit risk is modeled as

a continuous process and the default triggering boundary is fixed, at short maturities

the time of default becomes predictable and the risk of default becomes degenerate.

Given the time varying nature of not just firm value but also outstanding

liabilities and covenant structure, the desirability of attaching uncertainty to the

reorganization boundary is apparent. Such an extension was proposed by Nielsen

et al. (1993), whose specification of firm value and interest rates is consistent with

earlier models:

dr(t) = a,. rb,. - r(t)] dt + (7,.dZ,.(t)	 (22)

dV(t)
= (r(t) + p)dt + odZ0 (t)	 (23)

V(t)

In contrast to earlier specifications, allowance is made for lognormal dynamics of the

reorganization boundary:

dK(t) -
[r(t) + d]dt + 7krdZr(t) + kvdZv (t)	 (24)

k(t) -

If default occurs, bond holders are assumed to recover a constant fraction of the

principal value of the defaulted bonds. The price of a credit risky zero coupon bond

in this model is given by:

Pc(t,T) = P(t,T1 ) - Lx(t,T1,V(t),r(t),k(t)) 	 (25)

where

L(t,T1 , V(t),r(t),k(t)) = Q(Tk ^ T1 )	 (26)

xE [(1 - ck)P(T, T)ef r(s)ds I Tk ^ T1]
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is the term capturing the loss incurred by bond holders in the event of default. This

approach must be credited with formalizing the idea of the default boundary itself be-

ing stochastic, adding another element of realism to the capital structure paradigm.

Nevertheless, there is no economic motivation of the change in the level of the de-

fault boundary. Most recently, a number of authors have sought to extend the capital

structure approach with a view of determining the reorganization boundary endoge-

nously. A common element in these models is that explicit allowance is made for

bargaining between bond holders and equity holders. One of the first models in this

category was proposed by Mella-Barral and Perraudin (1996), who model the liquida-

tion decision of a firm operating with constant flow costs w but with a stochastically

varying output price p. The event of liquidation entails a loss of value in that the

firms earnings fall to jp - (oc, where ( 1 and (o ^ 1. The timing of liquidation

is determined by the decision of equity holders to cease injecting capital. The au-

thors demonstrate that when the firm experiences financial distress, equity holders

may chose to engage is strategic debt service, delivering debt service payments lower

than contracted and thereby extracting concessions from bond holders.

The pricing of infinite maturity debt subject to default in the presence of bank-

ruptcy costs and tax benefits to issuing debt is considered by Leland (1994). Bank-

ruptcy on so-called unprotected debt is triggered when equityholders cannot meet the

required coupon payment by issuing additional equity. This will be the case when the

value of equity falls to zero. Leland imposes a standard smooth pasting condition re-

lating to the value of the equity claim in order to identify the level of firm value at

which default will occur:

Iv=vH— 0	 (27)

The value thus determined will be the lowest possible value subject to the requirement

that the value of equity stays positive. Leland subsequently compares the behavior of

unprotected debt with that of protected debt, for which default is assumed to occur

when firm value falls below the value of the debt's principal, and derives the firm's

optimal capital structure for both debt contracts. The infinite maturity assumptions

serves to derive closed form solutions and is relaxed in a subsequent paper by Leland

and Toft (1996). Here, equityholders have to choose not only the amount but also the

maturity of debt to be issued. A condition equivalent to (18) endogenously determines

the bankruptcy triggering asset value VB. The authors show that when V = VB, the

appreciation of equity satisfies the following dynamics:

dE=((1—r)C+p)dt—(d(Vfi ;Vfi ,T)+51/B)dt	 (28)

-
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The above relates the change in the equity at the bankruptcy triggering asset level to

the net cash flow required to be paid from equity holders to bond holders to service the

debt. This cash flow consists of the costs of debt service-the after-tax coupon expense

plus the principal expense-less the sum of the revenues from selling new bonds and

the cash flow generated by the firm's operations. The model generates a number of

interesting results. For long term debt, the endogenous bankruptcy triggering asset

value will frequently lie below the principal value of debt and the firm will continue to

service the debt despite having negative net worth. For short term debt, bankruptcy

will occur despite net worth being positive. Both of these results are ultimately

driven by the fact that bankruptcy is triggered not because asset value falls below

principal value but because the anticipated equity appreciation does not warrant the

additional contribution required by equity holders to avoid default on bond service

payments. Finally, Anderson and Sundaresan (1996) consider the optimal design and

valuation of default risky debt contracts in a bargaining framework. Debt contracts

are assumed to experience a fixed loss of value K in the event of default. Equity

holders chose a level of debt service. Faced with a given level of debt service, debt

holders chose whether or not to liquidate the firm. The authors demonstrate the

existence of an equilibrium in which equity holders will service the debt strategically

and show that their model generates yield spreads consistent with empirical facts for

reasonable parameter values.

The primary merit of the capital structure approach is conceptual: It explicitly

links default to an imbalance between assets and liabilities. Recent contributions in

this area eurich the economic intuition of this approach by extending the analysis past

the time of default to include bargaining scenarios between equity holders and bond

holders. Such extensions have shown some promise to improve the poor empirical

performance of early implementations of models in this category. However, due to

the need to model the firm's complete liability structure and the difficulty in modelling

firm value, implementations remain difficult.

2.1.3. The Reduced Form Approach

The requirement to model credit risk without having to specify the complete liability

structure of the issuer under consideration has led researchers to explore a more

parsimonious class of models: The focus is on a subset of the firm's outstanding

claims and there is no explicit role for the value of the firm's assets.
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This approach was originated by Jarrow (1993) and Jarrow and Turnbull

(1994), who propose a model in which both treasury and credit risky corporate bonds

are traded. Forward rates for a default free treasury instrument evolve according to

the following process:

dfo(t,T) = cro(t,T)dt+(t,T)dW1 (t)	 (29)

while the equivalent process for the credit risky discount instrument is specified to

be:

df1 (t, T) £o(t, T)dt + o(t, T)dW1 (t) + O(t, T) (I{t=rt } - A 1 I{t<rr })	 (30)

where r is the time of default and A1 is the probability of default, assumed to be

deterministic. This latter instrument, denominated in a hypothetical "XYZ" currency,

is assumed to be risk free: Investors with long positions in this instrument will receive

the principal on this security with certainty. The authors stipulate existence of an

exchange rate e 1 (t) which serves to convert risk free payoffs in "XYZ" currency into

credit risky payoffs in dollars:

e i (t) = I{t<1} + '{t^rr}'51	 (31)

where is the fixed recovery rate on the corporate bonds. The model allows for de-

fault to occur prior to maturity; nevertheless, default is triggered with an exogenously

specified probability which bears no link to any concept of fundamental value. The

dollar price of the credit risky instrument is then given by the exchange rate adjusted

"XYZ" price of the same asset:

v1 (t, T) = Pi (t, T)e i (t)	 (32)

Invoking the analogy to the framework for pricing of foreign exchange contingent

claims developed in Amin and Jarrow (1991), the authors derive a pricing measure

under which normalized security prices are martingales. Under this measure, the

dollar price of the credit risky instrument is given as:

rei(T)
v i (t,T) = B(t) x E 

LBT]	
(33)

= po(t,T) >< (e_)h1h1(T_t) +5(1 -

where p0 (t, T) is the price of the risk free discount bond and A 1 1z 1 is the instanta-

neous probability of default under the pricing measure. The value of this instrument

is thus seen to be the discounted value of its default state weighted payoffs. This

decomposition is possible due to the assumption that the default process is uncorre-

lated to interest rates. The above approach has the conceptual merit of facilitating
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derivation of the spread between risky and risk free bonds under the assumption that

the risky bond will be subject to an explicit capital loss with a positive probability.

Nevertheless, both the default probability as well as the recovery rate in this model

are deterministic. In effect, credit risk is not subject to uncertainty, which limits the

appeal of this model.

A variation of the above model is given in Madan and Unal (1996), who con-

sider the case of recovery rates being stochastic, but fail to address issues relating

to hedgeability and market completeness. The process of making risk adjustments

and explicitly deriving a pricing measure is thus neglected. Assuming existence of a

pricing measure, the authors derive the price of the credit risky discount bond as:

D(T)1
v(t,T) = B(t) x E [B(T)]

	
(34)

where D(T) is a random process denoting the recovery rate. Further models in this

category include Duflie et al. (1995) and Duffie and Singleton (1995), who assume

existence of a pricing measure without consideration of issues relating to market

completeness. While Lando (1994), assuming a stochastic probability of default,

derives an expression similar to (33):

v(t, T) = p(t, T) + I{> t}(1 - )E [ex (_ f(R(X3 ) + A(Xs ))ds)]	 (35)

and notes that due to the expectation, the price of this instrument will potentially

be a function of the correlation between interest rates and the probability of default,

none of the existing models in this category make explicit allowance for interaction

between credit risk and interest rates.

While the default state space in the above specifications is limited to a default

and a no default state, researchers have sought to enrich the no default state to

include distinct credit ratings ( see Lando (1994), Das and Tufano (1996), Jarrow et

al. (1994)). Although parameterization of such models will be complex, the suggestion

that changes in credit quality prior to the event of default occur in a discontinuous

fashion is an interesting one.

2.1.4. The Spread Approach

While both the capital structure approach as well as the reduced form approach

make some attempt at specifying the components of credit risk, the spread approach

considers that for some purposes specification of the spread between two instruments

is sufficient to capture their differing credit characteristics.
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An early illustration of the this approach is offered by Ramaswamy and Sun-

daresan (1986), who argue that the expected return on credit risky seasoned instru-

ments should be identical to the return on newly issued instruments in the same credit

risk class:

E [dF] + (r(t) + 7r)dt = F{r(t) +p(t)}	 (36)

where it is the coupon on the former security, set at the time of issue, p(t) is the

market premium on the latter instrument and r(t) is the rate of return on the risk

free instrument. Assuming that interest rates and the default premium follow mean

reverting square root processes,

dr= K(z—r)dt+oVdz	 (37)

dp =	 - p)dt +	 (38)

The authors show that interest and credit contingent claims must satisfy the following

partial differential equation

o =	 Frr(r2 r +	 +	 (39)

+Frk(U - r) + Fk(/i —p) +(r + it) - F(r+p)

subject to the boundary condition F(r,p,0; it) = 1, where F is the price of the credit

contingent claim. Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) stipulate mean reverting normal

specifications for both the credit spread and interest rates:

dX = (a - bX)dt + sdZ 1	 (40)

dr=(c—f3r)dt+odZ2	 (41)

and derive an expression similar to (39):

o = --Fxx+--Frr+Fxrpos

+Fr (afir)+Fx(abX) —rF—Ft

The spread approach is less than ambitions in that no attempt is made to provide

an articulation of the nature of credit risk. Nevertheless, the approach might prove

fruitful in situations in which the credit risk is negligible relative to other risks or

information required to employ more elaborate approaches is not available.
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Conclusion

Depending on the objectives of the analysis, the merit of distinct modelling approaches

might be evaluated by the application of three criteria: The extent to which it reflects

economic mechanisms generating and information flows disseminating credit risk, the

degree of explicitness and level of complexity to which components of credit risk are

modelled and finally the relative ease of implementation and ability of models to

generate results consistent with empirical facts. While the capital structure approach

has been credited with capturing intuition by explicitly modelling firm value, analysis

of individual securities is not possible without consideration of the complete set of

the issuer's outstanding liabilities; this requirement makes implementation difficult.

The definition of default as the moment at which firm value, which is invariably

modelled as a continuous process, reaches a fixed reorganization boundary implies

that the transmission of information regarding the credit quality of a particular issuer

to investors is free of frictions and the time of default becomes predictable. Because of

this feature spreads generated by this model are bound to be at variance with market

spreads at short maturities.

The reduced form approach fails to motivate credit risk in terms of firm value

insufficient to cover liabilities. The assumption that the default state is entered with

an exogenously specified probability captures the intuition that the time of default

cannot be foreseen by investors, who effectively face an information barrier regarding

the issuer's credit quality. It provides explicit roles for the probability of default and

the recovery rate. The importance of addressing specification of these components

has been underlined by investor's demands to transfer specific constituents of credit

risk, although existing specifications fail to generate sufficient complexity in order to

address these requirements.

The spread approach must be credited with providing a useful tool for the

purposes of exploring empirical properties of credit risky securities, but might prove

too parsimonious for some applications.

2.2. Swaps: A Review of the Issues
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Introduction

Swaps are one of the most successful financial innovations of the last decade. The

pace of innovation in these markets has been paralleled by increased academic inter-

est in these instruments. The literature has focused on two complementary areas.

Considerable attention has been given to issues related to the pricing and hedging of

swaps. Valuation of swaps has been based on the argument that the standard swap

agreement is equivalent to the exchange of two bonds. A number of authors have

recognized that this characterization is incomplete since it neglects the credit risk to

which participants in a swap contract are exposed.

A second area of analysis has focused on trying to identify the causes underlying

the phenomenal growth of the swaps market. Early theories were based on capital

market imperfections and comparative advantages among different borrowers in these

markets. These arguments imply that all counterparties should benefit from entering

into a swap, a situation the continued existence of which is inconsistent with the

assumption of complete and integrated swap markets. Agency costs, informational

asymmetries and liquidity considerations have been adduced as possible motivations

for investors to enter into swaps, and the relevant arguments will be discussed below.

2.2.1. Swap Pricing

In its most general form, a swap consists of an agreement between two parties to ex-

change two streams of cash flows; it is the definition of these cash flows which define

the particular swap. While a detailed categorization of all possible structures 12 is

beyond the scope of the present review, suffice it to say that the majority of arrange-

ments can be classified according to the following characterization. In an interest rate

swap, streams based on one interest rate index 13 are exchanged for streams based on

another index; both indices as well as cash flows are denominated in a single currency.

In a currency swap, flows based on an index in one currency are exchanged for flows

based on an index in another currency, the respective payments being made in the

two distinct currencies.

12 For exaniples of possible variations, see for Turnhull (1993), Babbs (1994), Jainshjdtan (1993) and
Wei (1994)).

' Typical j !I(I jcCs jncj,,de Lil,or, T-bjll rates, coinmercaji paper rates, federal funds rates and prune
rates (.ee Fabozzi (1991)).
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2.2.1.1. Pricing of default-free Swaps

In the absence of credit risk, a standard interest rate swap can be characterized as

an exchange of two bonds. The party agreeing to make fixed payments exchanges

a fixed coupon bond for a floating rate note issued by the party having contracted

to make floating payments. Given that coupon and maturity dates on the bonds

correspond to the contractual terms of the swap, the cash flows from bonds replicate

the cash flows from the swap agreement. In the absence of credit risk and barring

non-standard reset provisions, the value of the swap to the floating rate payer is equal

to the difference between the coupon bond and the floating rate note. The equilibrium

swap rate denotes the coupon on the fixed coupon bond which results in the value of

the swap having zero market value.

This approach to valuing swaps is consistent with industry practice (e.g. Hen-

derson and Price (1988) or Miron and Swanell (1991)): A zero coupon swap term

structure is obtained by interpolation from quoted swap spreads, Eurodollar futures

and recently issued government securities. This zero curve is used to value the coupon

bond and the floating rate instrument, assumed to sell at par at the payment dates;

the value of the swap is the difference between these two instruments. This approach

values the cash flows under the contract as if they are free of credit risk, using a zero

coupon curve which includes a spread over the govermnent yield.

2.2.1.2. Pricing of default-risky Swaps

In quantifying and pricing credit risk in swaps, researchers have generally relied on

models originally developed to price credit risky debt instruments.

Wealth transfers and swap spreads in the presence of default risk are analyzed

by Cooper and Mello (1991) within a capital structure framework. They stipulate

existence of a credit risky counterparty whose firm value evolves according to

dV = (aV - C)dt + avVdzv	 (42)

where a is the instantaneous expected rate of return on the firm's assets, C represents

the payouts per unit of time and °v is the instantaneous volatility of the firm's assets.

Before entering into a swap, the firm has raised funds of an amount B in the variable

debt market by issuing a floating rate note with face value F; the remainder of the

firm is equity financed. Swaps are assumed to be subordinated to debt; in the event of

default the net value of the swap will be paid to the counterparty whose net position
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is positive, regardless of the identity of the defaulting party. Assuming that interest

rates follow a lognormal specification

dr = m(a - r)dt + c,.rdzr	 (43)

the authors show that a coupon bond issued by the credit risky counterparty must

satisfy

o = (rV - C)Bv + m(ji - r)Br - rB + F	 (44)

+C +	 V2BVv + 2pcv o rrVBvt + t7r2Brr)

subject to the boundary condition

B(V,r,T,C) = (F,V)	 (45)

It is assumed that default is triggered if the value of the firm at any of the coupon

dates falls below the coupon level. The authors show that a risk free coupon bond

must satisfy the following partial differential equation:

r2Grr
m(ii—r)Gr+	 —rG+Gt+C=O	 (46)

2

subject to the condition that at maturity, G(r, T) = F. The par spread S for credit

risky floating rate bonds is defined to be the fixed mark up over the index rate r that

equates the value of the instrument with its face value: B(V, r, t, (r + Sx)F) = F.

The par spread SF for credit risky coupon bonds is defined to be the fixed mark

up over the coupon g that equates the value of the instrument with its face value:

B(V, r, t, (g+SF)F) = F. Once the firm enters into a swap, its net liability is to pay a

fixed coupon of g + Sx, to be divided between the bondholders and the counterparty,

assumed to be free of credit risk. Ex post, shareholders will be worse off if the firm

ends up being a net payers, while shareholders will gain if the firm happens to be a

net receiver. Ex ante, since the present value of the floating rate bond and the fixed

component of the swap are identical, shareholders are indifferent as to whether the

firm enters into the swap. Bondholders, on the other hand, gain because the cash

flow to service the debt will be increased when the firm is due to receive payments

under the swap. Therefore, whereas the unswapped floating rate note will sell at par,

the equivalent instrument in combination with a swap will be worth more than par.

Cooper and Mello demonstrate that the price of the swapped note must satisfy the

following partial differential equation:

o = Bv(rV—(g+SF)F)+m(a—r)Br—rB+Ft 	(47)

+(r + Sx)F + 7 ,V2Bvv + 2p7v(TrrVBvr + r2Brr)
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Default will occur when the firm is unable to make the promised payment of (r + S )F

to the bondholders. However, cash flow to service the debt is available from two

sources: The firm's own assets as well as payments under the swap, if positive. This

is reflected in the boundary condition for the swapped floating rate note. If the firm

is receiving a swap payment, r + Sx ^ g + SF, default occurs if its assets and the

swap payment are insufficient to cover the coupon payment:

B(V,r,t,r+Sx) = (V,(r+Sx)F)	 (48)

If the firm is due to make a swap payment, r + Sx > g + SF, it will default if its

assets alone do not cover the coupon payment on the debt:

B(V,r,t,r+Sx)= (V+(r+S —g—SF)F,(r+Sx)F) 	 (49)

However, this equal value swap will not be an equilibrium transaction: Since share-

holders will be indifferent towards the transaction and bondholders gain from entering

into the swap, the contract must have negative value to the risk free counterparty.

Consequently, the firm must increase the fixed payment g + SF it offers in return for

the variable payment r + Sx by a strictly positive amount S and the equilibrium

fixed swap rate is given by

c3=g+S+S	 (50)

The equilibrium swap spread is defined as the fixed rate that must be added to the

risk free fixed rate in exchange for a risk free variable rate r:

Ss=c5 —g—Sx	 (51)

Using (50), the swap spread can be expressed as

SS=SF —SX +S	 (52)

Thus, the swap spread is composed of the difference between the fixed and floating

debt market spreads and the specific swap spread; this latter component is added to

the debt market spread differential to compensate the risk free counterparty for the

fact that, in the case that it is due to make payments under the agreement, it will

not be able to withhold payments if the credit risky counterparty has defaulted.

A similar analysis is provided by Abken (1993), who examines a swap contract

between a risk free swap dealer and a credit risky counterparty. Default is triggered

if the counterparty is unable to meet its obligations under the swap. It is assumed

that interest rates and firm value of the credit risky counterparty evolve according to

the following specifications,

dr0 = (c - ,cro)dt + or./dzi	 (53)
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dV =	
-	

CF(ro)6(t - ti )] dt + vroVdz2	 (54)

where the drift in (54) contains an adjustment due to the payments under the swap

contract. If the credit risky counterparty has contracted to pay floating rates, its firm

value is liable to drop by

CF(ro)1 = (rt - ro)	 (55)

In case this counterparty has contracted to receive floating rates, firm value will

decrease by

CF(ro)2 = (ro - r t )	 (56)

Decomposing the counterparties' positions under the swap into positions in caps and

floor, Abken notes that the component owned by the risk free counterparty will only

pay off if the value of the assets of the credit risky counterparty are sufficient to

make the contractual payment. If the credit risky counterparty has contracted to pay

floating rates, the boundary condition for the cap the risk free counterparty is holding

is given by:
A	 fC(rT,V,O,r)= V(rT),(rT_r) )

	
( 57)

If the credit risky counterparty has contracted to pay fixed rates, the equivalent

condition for the floor is given by:

F(rr,V,O,)= (V(rT)(_rT)) 	 (58)

Abken uses the yield option model proposed by Longstaff to identify equilibrium

swap rates in this framework by finding the fixed rate which equates the value of the

respective cap and floor, adjusted for the credit risk of the risky counterparty.

An application of the reduced form model to swaps is given by Duffle and

Huang (1996), who demonstrate that credit risk can be incorporated into the pricing

of swaps by discounting payments under the contract at the risk free rate and the

credit spreads of the respective counterparty.

The spread approach to credit risk in swaps is chosen by Babbs (1991), who

constructs a model for the joint evolution of the risk free term structure and the term

structure of swap rates. The rate of return on risk free assets is assumed to evolve

according to

= {r9 (t) + s(M, t) + O9 (t)o 9 (M, t)}dt + o 9 (M, t)dZ9 (t)	 (59)
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while returns on the credit risky asset from which Libor rates are specified by the

following process:

dB(M, t)
= {r(t) + O(t)o(M, t)}dt + o(M, t)dZ(t) 	 (60)

B(M,t)

Expected returns on these two assets differ by two components: s(M, t) captures the

maturity dependent return differential between the two instruments, while the spread

between the instantaneous spot rates r9 (t) and r (t) reflects the maturity independent

component. Due to the possibility of default, investors require a positive yield spread

on the credit risky instrument and Babbs demonstrates that this differential must

satisfy

D(M,t) = r(t) - r9 (t) - s(M,t)	 (61)

if arbitrage is to be precluded. The model formalizes the idea that the two term

structures should differ by a deterministic but possibly maturity dependent spread.

This is reasonable in light of the fact that swaps are contracts contingent on future

interbank borrowing rates; such rates do not correspond to future borrowing rates

of specific firms but refer to rates obtainable by members of a pool of firms, the

constituency of which is continuously updated with a view of preserving a given credit

quality.

2.2.2. Swap Theories

2.2.2.1. Market Imperfections

Market imperfections and the existence of quality spread differentials 14 were the first

arguments advanced to explain the existence of the swap market. Bicksler and Chen

(1986) and Henderson and Price (1988) argue that high credit quality borrowers have

a comparative cost advantage in the fixed rate markets, while companies of lower

credit quality might have a comparative advantage in the floating rate markets. Both

firms can issue bonds in the market in which they hold a favorable borrowing position

and subsequently enter into a swap. Net payments under this combined transactions

will be lower than net payments under a similar borrowing strategy which does not

14 A quality 8pread is the difference between interest rates at which issuers of distinct credit quality
(au borrow.
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make use of the swap; the net reduction in combined borrowing costs can be shared

by the counterparties.

In the absence of market frictions a situation in which all participants gain from

a given transaction under all possible scenarios seems inconsistent with equilibrium,

and other authors have sought to identify the apparent inconsistency in the above

argument. Cooper and Mello (1991) demonstrate that if the swap agreement is valued

as an exchange of two debt instruments and the swap rate is set to equate the market

value of these securities, wealth transfers from a high credit quality counterparty to the

debtholders of a low credit quality counterparty can occur. This result underlines that

in the absence of externalities, not all parties can gain from entering into a swap. The

equilibrium swap rate at which wealth transfers are precluded is shown to be higher

than the rate at which the value of the two debt instruments is equated. Rendleman

(1992) argues that while swap transactions can reduce promised interest payments

for both counterparties, they cannot reduce expected interest savings unless, due to

market imperfections or other externalities, swaps create real benefits that would not

accrue under conventional borrowing arrangements.

2.2.2.2. Agency Cost Explanations

Given that swaps should be a zero sum game in the absence of market imperfections,

various authors have sought to identify externalities specific to swap arrangements.

According to Rendleman (1992), companies will have incentives to reduce

agency costs associated with financial distress by hedging their interest rate expo-

sure. While the issuance of short term debt resolves the agency problem, it leaves the

firm exposed to interest rate risk. Callable bonds set a ceiling on the firms borrow-

ing costs and allow the firm to exploit a drop in market rates; however, the firm must

pay for the option to call the bonds through the payment of a higher coupon rate.

The combination of short term borrowing and swaps, on the other hand, eliminates

both the interest rate exposure as well as the agency costs.

2.2.2.3. Asymmetric Information and Incomplete
Markets

An alternative motivation for the existence of externalities to counterparties entering

into a swap is given by Arak et al. (1988), who argue that heterogeneous expectations
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and asymmetric information between lenders and credit risky borrowers regarding the

latter's future credit quality could provide a preference for swap financing relative to

the issue of straight bonds. These authors decompose the credit risky firm's borrowing

costs into four components: The risk free rate, the risk premium associated with the

future uncertainty of that rate, the credit premium attached the specific borrower

and a risk premium associated with the uncertainty of this credit premium. For fixed

rate debt, the total cost of borrowing per unit principal is given by

n
KL = 11(1+ rI,M + P,,M + Ci,M + PM)	 (62)

i= 1

where the subscript M refers to the fact that in the case of fixed rate debt, all

components are fixed over the life of the contract, based on the market's expectation

at the time the contract is initiated. For floating rate debt, the total borrowing cost

is given by:

K0 = fi (1 + r,B +P,5 + Cj,M +P,M)	 (63)

The risk free rate components of this cost is based on the borrower's expectation,

whereas the credit components are fixed over the life of the contract on the basis of

the market's assessment: Floating rate debt fixes the credit component while allowing

the rate component to fluctuate. Finally, the cost of rolling over short term debt is

entirely based on the borrower's assessment of all cost components and thus allows

both the credit and rate components to float:

K =	 (1 + r , 8 + PB + Ci,B + PB)	 (64)

The authors subsequently consider a strategy of borrowing in the short term market

and entering into an agreement to swap floating for fixed payments. The borrower

would expect to receive a floating rate of k2,0 = r;,B + p,r,B per period, pay a fixed

rate of k,,j = r,,M + p,r,M and face an expected cost of k, ,5 =	 +	 + Ci,B +

on the short term borrowing for a combined cost of

ki,5wap = fi	 + PM + i, B +	 (65)

Through this strategy, the borrower has replaced the floating risk free rate component

r ,5 +p 5 with the fixed risk free rate component r,M +Pt M; the net borrowing costs is

thus given by the risk free rate components, set according to market expectations, and

variable credit components, based on the borrowers own assessment. Borrowers will

prefer synthetic floating rate borrowing using the swap to other borrowing strategies if

the net costs of this strategy are lower than under alternative borrowing arrangements.

From (62), (63), (64) and (65), this will be the case if any of the following restrictions
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are satisfied:

+ P,M + Cj , fi + P,B <r,M + P,M + Ci,M + PZ,M	 (66)

r,M + P ', M + Ci,B + P,B <1i , B +	 + Ci,M + P,M	 (67)

r,M + P,M + Ci,B + Pn <r,B + PLB + Cj,B +	 (68)

Consequently, the swap strategy enables the borrower to fully hedge his interest ex-

posure while leaving the credit component of his borrowing costs unhedged, allowing

him to take advantage of private information concerning his future credit quality.

This will be the case if at least one of the following conditions hold:

• the borrower's expectations of future risk free rates are higher than the market's.

. the borrower is more risk averse than the market with respect to risk free rates.

. the borrower's expectations of its future credit quality is higher than the market's.

• the borrower is less risk averse than the market with respect to his own credit

quality.

A more elaborate approach to motivating swaps on the basis of asymmetric

information is taken by Titman (1992), who argues that in the absence of a swap

market, the presence of financial distress costs arising from interest rate exposure

creates a dilemma for firms of high credit quality: A strategy of long term borrowing

forces them to pool with issuers of lower credit quality, requiring them to pay coupons

which are high relative to their own credit quality, while short term borrowing subjects

the firm to interest rate exposure and thus enhances the likelihood of financial distress.

Titman demonstrates that the introduction of a swap market facilitates construction

of borrowing strategies permitting low risk firms to both hedge their interest rate

exposure as well as obtain better financing terms by permitting them to signal their

credit quality.

2.2.2.4. Swaps and Financial Intermediation

A distinct line of enquiry has aimed to rationalize swap activity on the basis of finan-

cial intermediaries' comparative advantage in managing financial assets. Campbell

and Kracaw (1991) argue that financial intermediaries face lower transaction costs

and realize returns to scale in hedging interest rate risk. The fact that a significant
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fraction of swaps are contracted between endusers and intermediaries is adduced as a

manifestation of those advantages.

2.2.2.5. Liquidity Motivations

Some authors dismiss credit risk as a dominating factor in determining swap spreads.

Grinblatt (1991) argues that there is a liquidity advantage to holding treasury se-

curities relative to holding Libor or corporate assets due to the ability to execute

collateralized borrowing strategies in the repo market at very favorable rates. This

idea is modelled as being equivalent to investors receiving a positive convenience yield

on long treasury positions. Grinblatt stipulates existence of two mean reverting cor-

related state variables:

dr= PC(r* —r)dt+ardz 	 (69)

dx = O(x* - x)dt + odw	 (70)

dw=pdz+/1_p2du	 (71)

The convenience yield y(t) is assumed to be a linear combination of the two state

variables:

y(t) = 3r(t) + x(t)	 (72)

Grinblatt considers a strategy of taking long positions in an interest rate swap, receiv-

ing fixed and paying floating rates, and a Libor deposit which is being rolled over at

the payment dates of the swap; the price L of this strategy must satisfy the following

partial differential equation:

0Lt +Lr (cr* Kr)+Lrr rL	 (73)

The price C of the treasury security is shown to be constrained by the following

equation:

0 = Gt. +Gr ( Kr*_A_ Kr)+Gx (Ox* —p—Ox)	 (74)

+ (oGrr + 2prxCrx + oG) + (r - y)C

Grinblatt argues that the present value of the swap spread cash flows is equivalent to

the liquidity benefit on the treasury instrument, the value of which he shows to be:

PVLB = t [1tx (_Yr8d8) dt]	 (75)
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While categorical exclusion of default risk from swap spreads might be premature,

introduction of spread components unrelated to credit risk is warranted.

Conclusion

The literature on swaps has evolved considerably since academics began to take in-

terest in these issues. With regard to credit risk, applications of approaches from

the credit risky debt literature has met with some success but remains subject to

the shortcomings of those models as discussed above. One area which has received

considerable attention by practitioners is the development of credit risk mitigation

techniques, a subject which so far has generated only limited formal analysis among

academics. With regard to externalities, I believe that the efficiencies afforded to

endusers by the presence of intermediaries in conjunction with the flexibility of the

instrument itself provide the most convincing rationale for the existence of the swap

market.
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Introduction

The objective of the current chapter is to elaborate a framework for the pricing of

credit contingent claims. The modelling approach chosen here is consistent with the

reduced form approach in that explicit specifications for the probability of default and

a recovery rate process are made. In other models specification of these components

was sufficient to comprehensively characterize credit risk. I demonstrate that this is

not the case when both components are stochastic: In this case comprehensive char-

acterization of credit risk requires specification of the correlation structure between

credit risk and market risk as well as the maturity dependence of credit risk in the

form of a forward probability of default. While existence of these elements has been

alluded to, I am unaware of any model providing an explicit specification for either of

these components. I propose a security market model in which discount bonds issued

by issuers from three distinct risk classes are traded is a single currency environment:

Treasury bonds, interbank deposits and credit risky corporate bonds. Payoffs on these

instruments are characterized in terms of their respective contractual and non con-

tractual payoffs. The contingency of default of the interbank deposit is assumed to be

negligible.. This is consistent with the fact that empirically the interbank market is

free of default. Instead, the yield spread between treasury and interbank assets is mo-

tivated in terms of institutional features of these markets. Given the fact that both

markets are empirically free of default, the existence of non-trivial spreads requires

that in order to preclude arbitrage between the treasury and the interbank market

instruments, restrictions must be placed on permissible trading strategies. Payoffs

from credit risky corporate bonds are assumed to be subject to default. Existence of

a strictly positive probability that actual payoffs on these instruments fall short of

contractual payoffs generates a yield spread between interbank and corporate assets.

Having formulated the market structure, I turn to the derivation of pricing measures

under which normalized assets are martingales. A very significant technical point

arises when stochastic processes are considered under the pricing measures. It turns

out that under the respective martingale measures, the dynamics of the stochastic

processes driving market and credit risk are fully specified in terms of volatility pa-

rameters. The analysis can thus be interpreted as extending the approach of Heath,

Jarrow and Morton from market risk to credit risk. Given that volatility parame-

ters are much easier to estimate than drift parameters, the current analysis therefore

improves the prospects of making the pricing of credit risk more operational.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 1 contains a characterization of the

time at which default occurs. The requirement to specify a forward probability of
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default is also motivated. Section 2 contains the description of the traded discount

instruments in terms of their contractual and non-contractual payoffs It is shown

that the possibility of default can be modelled as a negative non-contractual dividend

process attached to the instrument which is subject to default. The derivation of

pricing measures is the subject of section 3. Different distributional specifications for

recovery rates are examined and restrictions on permissible specifications necessary for

the use of the no-arbitrage paradigm are identified. Martingale measures associated

with the use of a risk free money market account and a risk free deposit of a given

maturity as numeraires are identified. I show that absence of arbitrage implies certain

drift restrictions such that processes under the martingale measure are specified in

terms of volatility parameters. Section 5 elaborates on the extension of the derived

pricing operators to derivative securities.

3.1. Modelling the Time of Default

The first credit risk component to be modelled here is the time of default, r. As

noted above, one of the weaknesses of the capital structure approach to credit risk was

that default, being triggered upon continuously evolving firm value hitting a constant

reorganization boundary, could be predicted by investors. This is somewhat equivalent

with credit risk being locally deterministic, a characterization fundamentally at odds

with the existence of credit spreads at short maturities. Capital structure model

based on endogenous reorgani2ation boundaries may generate improvements relative

to earlier models, but sofar no empirical evidence as to their performance is available.

The current modelling approach is consistent with reduced form models of credit risk

as proposed, among others, by Duffie and Huang (1986) and Lando (1994). In these

models, the time of default is driven by a doubly stochastic Poisson process with a

stochastic intensity, which has the interpretation of being the instantaneous probabil-

ity of default. The structure of such a process is briefly reviewed here. Furthermore,

I will motivate why the specification of a stochastic default intensity generates the re-

quirement to specify a forward probability of default. This is the point at which the

current analysis surpasses established approaches.

I consider a continuous time securities market subject to a fixed trading interval [0, 1J.

Uncertainty is characterized by a fixed probability space (!, IF=	 F), where

is the state space, F is the sigma algebra representing measurable events and P is

a given probability measure. Information evolves according to the right continuous
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augmented filtration' 5 F. There is no explicit role for information asymmetries in the

present setup and the information 	 is assumed to be available to all investors.

At any given point in time it is assumed that observation of F is sufficient to de-

termine whether or not default has occurred. The mathematical equivalent of this

requirement is that the time of default is a stopping time: {t ^ 'r} E F. The set of

stopping times of F can be decomposed into a set of accessible and inaccessible stop-

ping times, the former capturing the idea of events associated with stopping times

being predictable and the latter set denoting the complementary concept' 6 . The re-

quirement that uncertainty of credit risk be preserved locally thus translates into the

specification of the time of default as an inaccessible stopping time of the filtration

F. Associated with r is the default indicator

N = J{t^T}
	 (1)

where N = 1 if {t ^ r} and N = 0 if {t < r}. Assuming that i- admits a density

G(dt), Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)demonstrate that the compensator' 7 of (1) is given

by the following process:
tAr

A	 f G(ds)	
2J G([s,00])

0

Example 3.1 If r is exponential with parameter A, a deterministic function, A is

given by:
tAr

= / A8 ds	 (3)

This is the specification used by Jarrow and Turnbull (1995).

Example 3.2 If r is uniform with parameter 1, A is given by:

A =—log(1—(tAr))	 (4)

In the present context I assume that the time of default is distributed exponentially

with a stochastic parameter A () : [0, 1] x R+, itself a measurable process

adapted to F. In order to economize notation, I will use A to denote A(w) in

the following sections. Note that the filtration generated by this process is defined

as F' = (A8 ; 0 ^ s t). (1) in conjunction with the exponential specification for

15 An augmented filtration contains all null sets of a given measure ( Karatzas and Shreve (1989), P.89).
The filtration is therefore assumed to satisfy the socalled "usual cod it ions" (e.g. Protter (1990), p.3
or Jacod and Shiryaev (1989), p.10), a technical requirement neccessary for the application of many
results in the theory of stochastic integration.

16 A stopping time T is inaccessible if P (n, : T(i) = S() < oo) = 0 for every predictable stopping
time S (e.g. Protter (1990), p.99 or Jacod and Shiryaev (1989), p.2O).

17 Giveii a	 X, its compensator X' h characterized by the fact that X - X' is a martingale.
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G(dt) characterizes N as a Poisson process. Given the assumption that the parameter

)t(W) is stochastic, the following definition, taken from Bremaud (1981), p.22, will

facilitate further derivations:

Definition 3.1 If N' is a conditional Poisson process 18 , the following holds:

E {exp (iv(N - N) I	 = exp ((eiv - 1) / du)	 (5)

(5) is the characteristic function of a conditional Poisson increment N - N, where

the prime is used to distinguish the process from (1), which is subject to a single jump

only. Expanding both sides of (5) yields the following:

P[N—N=kIFJxexp(iv(N_N)	 (6)

t	 t	 k
= exp (_J \du) çi (jdu)

Therefore, the probability that a conditional Poisson process will incur k jumps over

the interval [s, t] is given by

P[N_N=kI1fl=exP(_JAudu) (I)k

This expression can be used to verify the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1 The compensator of a conditional Poisson process is given by:

A= fA8ds=fI{8<r} ds	 (8)

Proof:

We need to verify the martingale property of the compensated process N' - At:

E[N—N—A+A8 IF]=O 	 (9)

Using (7),

E[N-NIFfl =

	

exp(J	

00
1

	

t	 It	 \k
=	 -	 du	

(k-1)! (fAdu

	

/ k=1	 I

18 ALso (lenoteci doubly stochastic or compound poisson process.
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Noting that

(k-1)! 
(_ I Autht) c= 

(IAu)	
(Itht)Ic

and

A —A8 
= Idu

yields (8).D

Note that an alternative motivation of (9) is possible using (2) and

G(dt) = A t e_ t \tdt	 (10)

Applied to the process N, (9) facilitates interpretation of A as the intensity of the

single jump process (1):

A =lim !E {N+ - N I	 (11)
u-.O U

as well as the instantaneous probability of default occurring over the infinitesimal

interval [t, t + U]:

At=lim!P(t<r<t+uI)	 (12)
u-.O U

The next lemma collects useful results regarding probabilities relating to default oc-

curring over given time intervals.

Lemma 3.2

P(t<r)__E[exP(_fAsds)]	 (13)

P(t<rI)=exP (_JA s ds)	 (14)

P(t^r)=E[1_exP (_JAsds)]	 (15)

P (t ^ r I2)=1_ exP(_fAsds)	 (16)

Proof:

While (14)-( 18) could be proven using (7), I provide an alternative derivation.

Following Karatzas and Shreve (1987), p.3139, define the stopping time

r=inf{t>0;fAs ds^r1 }	 (17)
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where i-' is a Poisson random variable with unit intensity. Using the law of iterated

expectations and (19) facilitates the following manipulations:

P(t<r) = E[I{t<}]

r'Ir'Ir= n	 ['{t<r} -'t

r,-'rr=	 L1{At<r'} .I

= E [le_sds]

Evaluating the integral yields (14). (12)-(18) are derived in a similar manner.D

The final result in the present section regards a technical point the relevance of which

will become apparent at a later stage.

Lemma 3.3

E[NT — ATI2I =E[NT — AT_I.F_]	 (18)

Proof:

Using Protter (1990), p.101, the following holds

P [L̂ AT 0] = 0	 (19)

where LAr = AT - AT_ and AT_ =lim A8 . (21) is equivalent to
BIT

P [AT =AT_] =1	 (20)

Assuming the filtration generated by the intensity process contains the null sets of P,

(22) can be used to establish left continuity of J4:

(21)

completing the proof. 0

The above lemma demonstrates that the martingale nature of the compensated default

indicator process is preserved if the intensity process is stopped just prior to the time

of default. From a modelling perspective this means that specification of the intensity

process up to r— , as opposed to r, is sufficient to characterize the uncertainty over

the interval [0, T} relating to the time of default. The compensator (9) of (1) is thus

equivalent to

A= ff	 (22)

The notation "t A r—" is somewhat tedious, and for the remainder of the analysis, I

will use "t A r" with the implicit understanding that processes associated with such a

notation exist at most up to time i- -, not r. Having characterized uncertainty relating
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to the time of default in terms of its density and a stochastic intensity, it must be noted

that such a specification necessitates introduction of a maturity dependence of the

probability of default. In analogy with interest rates, let At,T denote the instantaneous

forward probability of default, at time t, over the infinitesimal interval [T, T + dt],

where t < T. Consider a model in which the probability of default is deterministic.

Specification of A is sufficient to characterize the probability of default over the

interval [T, T + dt], because At,T = AT and there is no need to separately specify a

process At,T. Now assume that A is stochastic. Knowledge of A only characterizes

credit risk dynamics over the infinitesimal interval [t, t + dtl and P (AT = At,T) = 0.

For any interval (T, T + dtj with t < T, a function At,T must be specified which

characterizes the probability, at time t, that default will occur over the infinitesimal

interval [T, T + dt], where t <T. Based on the intuition that the credit quality varies

over time in a smooth but stochastic fashion, we impose a diffusion specification for

the dynamics of the forward probability of default.

Definition 3.2 The forward probability of default, characterizing, at time t, the

instantaneous default intensity at some future date T, is given by

dAt,T = ow,t,T)dt+o-(w,t,T)dW	 (23)

The coefficient functions are assumed to satisfy conditions necessary for existence and

uniqueness of strong solutions to the above differential equation.

Remark 3.1 Note that due to the nature of the variable modelled, the process

in the above definition must not become negative. Such a requirement could be

achieved by defining the forward probability of default in terms of a new variable

= ( A ,T)or A ,T = At,TI; in the first case, A,T is simply kept at zero when

negative values of the process in (23) indicate very high levels of credit quality; the

second case postulates a reflecting boundary for the forward probability of default,

which could be more difficult to justify in economic terms (why should A, T bounce

off zero once this value is touched and not be able to stay there over non zero time

intervals ?). While conditions guaranteeing non-negativity of the process in (23) is of

fundamental importance, it is not the objective of the current analysis to explicitly

identify such conditions. Rather it is assumed that the dependence of the coefficient

functions on the current state implicitly subsumes such conditions. Furthermore, in

the absence of such explicit conditions, these considerations demonstrate that state

dependency is indeed necessary in (23) in order to refer to At,T as a probability. In

order to economize notation and unless otherwise stated, I will suppress the parameter

w in the coefficient functions of the process in (23).
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Remark 3.2 The forward probability of default in the current context is an exoge-

nously specified variable. While it is very similar to instantaneous forward interest

rates, it is more difficult to express this variable in terms of others. Note that given

the instantaneous forward rate fT on a credit risky zero coupon bond, the value of

this bond is given by

BT = exp ( Jf du)	 (24)

Vice versa, given the value of the zero coupon bond, the forward rates can be defined

as

fT = — 1nB T 	 (25)

Assuming a preference for bond prices rather than rates as the fundamental economic

concept, such rates can thus be expressed as functions of prices. The difficulty in

extending this idea to the forward probability of default is that instantaneous credit

risky forward rates are nontrivial functions of credit risk free forward rates, the process

describing recovery value and the forward probability of default. Once the nature of

this interdependence has been clarified, it is possible that the forward probability

of default can be expressed as a function of risk free and credit risky zero coupon

prices. The current analysis considers rates, not prices, as the fundamental economic

variables. It is therefore consistent to specify forward default rates exogenously and

not in terms of other variables. Nevertheless one might gain further intuition as to

what this variable captures by considering a contract which makes a payment of one

at the maturity date if default has not occurred; assuming zero interest rates, the

value of this contract would be given by

B T = exp ( I Adu)	 (26)

In such an environment and assuming that BT was given, the forward probability

of default could be defined as

= —lnB T	 (27)

I have demonstrated that my modelling approach regarding the time of default is

consistent with a number of established models. Nevertheless, it is demonstrated

that established approached leave certain credit risk elements unspecified. More pre-

cisely, credit risk models using the reduced form approach are characterized by their

specification of the probability of default and a recovery rate process. Regarding a

framework in which the probability of default is stochastic, the present considera-

tions demonstrate that specification of the latter two components is not sufficient to
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comprehensively characterize credit risk. Specification of a forward intensity is war-

ranted. The next section will introduce an explicit specification for both the spot

and forward intensity of default, facilitating incorporation of a correlation structure

between credit risk and market risk.

3.2. Characterization of Discount
Instruments

In order to derive no-arbitrage pricing rules for contracts contingent on credit risk,

the simplest possible contracts subject to credit risk must be characterized. The

contracts chosen for this purpose are zero coupon bonds. The following subsections

are devoted to the economic characterization of both contractual and non contractual

payoffs associated with traded discount instruments. Specifically, the components of

credit risk will be embedded in a market structure. It is assumed that available for

trading is a continuum of discount instruments, indexed by maturity, issued by the

treasury, interbank market participants and corporations, respectively. Assets issued

by interbank market participants will also be denoted as Libor assets.

3.2.1. Contractual Payoffs

The current section discusses characterization of contractual payoffs to traded dis-

count securities. In particular, it is demonstrated how processes for recovery rates

and forward probability of default are integrated into a forward rate process associ-

ated with the contractual component of the credit risky corporate discount security.

Furthermore, explicit specification of a correlation structure between market risk and

credit risk is achieved in the market structure outlined below.

By definition, contractual payoffs to discount instruments are given by the securi-

ty's principal value, normalized to unity in the present context. Dynamics of these

contractual components can be characterized through specification of the respective

instantaneous forward rate processes which are the object of the following set of as-

sumptions.
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Assumption 3.1 Instantaneous forward rates on the contractual component of the

treasury discount bond evolve according to:

df T = c 9 (t, T)dt + o-9 (t, T)dW	 (28)

Assumption 3.2 Instantaneous forward rates on the contractual component of the

Libor discount bond evolve according to:

dl = a 1 (t, T)dt + (t, T)dW'	 (29)

(25) and (26) are consistent with standard Heath-Jarrow-Morton diffusion specifica-

tions for forward rate processes. While forward rates on the corporate asset will also

follow a diffusion, their dynamics will include components arising from the presence

of credit risk. It was noted above that the assumption of the instantaneous prob-

ability of default being stochastic generates the requirement to separately specify a

process relating to the forward probability of default. Recalling the relevant defini-

tion ion the previous section, the dynamics of the forward probability of default At,T

is given by:

dAt,T = & (t, T)dt + 7A (t, T)dW	 (30)

This explicit specification of the dynamics of the forward probability in terms of drift

and volatility functions of default marks the departure from established models in this

area. o? (t, T) is the maturity dependent drift of the forward probability of default,

and oA (t, T) is the instantaneous volatility of the same process. Implicit in (27) is the

understanding that changes in credit quality evolve in a continuous fashion. As will

become apparent below, the mechanism translating credit quality as summarized by

.\t,T into the contingency of default is a discontinuous one. In order to make allowance

for stochastic recovery rates, I add the following assumption:

Assumption 3.3 Conditional on default having occurred at time t, the recovery

rate R(x) : [0, 1] x E —+ [0,1] is a measurable adapted function; the random variable

x admits a distribution t(X).

Note that the recovery rate is a function of a random variable x taking values in a

mark space (E, ), where E = 8(E) is the Borel set of events in E. A realization of

R(x) = 0 corresponds to a complete loss; a reali2ation of R(x) = 1 corresponds to

the contingency of complete recovery; intermediate realizations correspond to partial

recovery. Integrating over the mark space E, the expected recovery rate R is given

by

R = JRt (x) t (x)dx	 (31)
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(27) and (28) will be integrated into the diffusion specification for corporate forward

rates.

Assumption 3.4 The process for instantaneous forward rates associated with the

contractual component of the corporate discount bond is given by:

dfT = c(t,T)dt + a 1 (t,T)dW + (R - l)dA tAT, T 	 (32)

Remark 3.3 In contrast to the original specification of Heath, Jarrow and Morton (1992)

forward rates in the present context are driven by a single diffusion term. This fact

precludes articulation of interaction between rates, at different maturities, on a given

term structure but facilitates specification of interaction between rates on different

term structures by simplifying notation.

Instantaneous forward rates on the corporate bond include a drift and diffusion corn-

ponent identical to the credit risk free benchmark asset, in the present framework

given by the Libor instrument; in addition, there are components relating to the dy-

namics of the forward probability of default and recovery rates. Defining Wt = 1 -

as the expected loss rate, (29) is equivalent to the following process:

dfT = 1 (t, T)dt + a1(t, T)dW' + w t dAtAT,T	 (33)

(30) formalizes the integration of the processes relating to the forward probability of

default and recovery rates into a process for the instantaneous credit risky forward rate

relating to the contractual component of the credit risky zero coupon bond. This spec-

ification is an innovative alternative to the specification by Jarrow and Turnbull (1995)

whose process of the contractual component of forward rates includes a jump process.

Forward rate dynamics in (30) are specified in differential form; for future reference,

the respective integral representation is given by:

f& = fOT +J0(8T)(1t+fa'(8T)(1W	 (34)

t	 t

- f I{8<r} W8 0. A (s, T)dt - J I{8 < } w8 a1' (s, T)dWAl.
0	 0

Given that r = f, spot rates associated with the contractual component of the

credit risky corporate discount instrument are given by:

= fi,t + f c(s,t)dt+ Ja1(8,t)dW	 (35)

- 
J 1{

s <}Ws (s, t)dt - J I{ 8<}W8 (s, t)dWAT
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There are no reduced form models which make explicit allowance for a correlation

structure between credit risk and market risk. Given the diffusion specification for the

forward probability of default, articulation of such a correlation structure is straight-

forward.

Assumption 3.5 The correlation structure of

W, = (WP,W',W')T	 (36)

is given by the symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix

=
 (

3
p ')	 (37)

where, for i,j E {g,l,A},

	= (Wt, W')	 (38)

Given that (34) is symmetric and positive semidefinite, it can be diagonalized by an

orthogonal matrix Qt = (' ) ,j1:

Ct =Q t Nt Q	 (39)

where N is a diagonal matrix. By the definition of orthogonality of Qt,

	

QQT = QTQt =I	 (40)

and
=	 =	 (41)

where 8, = 1 if i = j and 6,, = 0 if i j . Defining

Qt =	 (42)

(36) is equivalent to

(43)

Making explicit the elements of Qt:

gl	 g2	 g3
q	 q,	 q

Qt	 q' q 2 q 3 	 (44)
Al	 A2	 A3q,	 q	 q

(34) and (40) yield the following set of equations:

qrq =	 (45)

q7Zqt=p7A	 (46)
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3

:
tiAi	 12q q =	 (47)

2=1

While different decompositions Qt of C satisfying (40) are possible, the one chosen

in the present framework is the Cholesky decomposition, which is characterized by

the fact that Qt is lower triangular. For the remainder of the analysis, Qt is thus

given by (41), subject to the constraint

g2_ g3	 13q —q =q =0	 (48)

Defining a vector of independent continuous martingales:

M = (M c , M2 , C Jti)T	 (49)

(33)-(35) can be summarized as

dM71 = Q tdM	 (50)

(47) is consistent with the representation results in Karatzas and Shreve (1987), p.

170, in that the correlated continuous martingale W t can be represented as stochastic

integral with respect to a vector M of independent continuous martingales:

3 t

w; = fqidM	 (51)
31 o

for i,j E {g,1,A}.

Given the specifications for forward rate processes and correlation structure, it is

possible to derive the return processes for the three discount instruments. The return

process for the treasury and Libor instrument, respectively, is given by

B9 = (
r + b9 (t, T))dt + a9 (t, T)dMtic 	(52)

2
= (r + bt (t,T))dt + a(t,T) >qidMznc 	 (53)

B,T	 i=1

where, for i € {g,l},

b(t,T) = ai(t,T)2 - f i (tu)du	 (54)

and

a(t,T) = J i (tu)du	 (55)

(49) and (50) are the familiar expression of zero coupon bond return processes, aug-

mented for the existence of an explicit correlation between the factors driving the

uncertainty. Derivation of the equivalent expression for the corporate bond is rele-
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gated to the appendix; the return process on this instrument is given by

t,T = (r + b(t,T) + I{t<l. } bA (t,T))dt	 (56)BT
—I{t<}p'a1(t, T)wt a' (t, T)dt

+at (t, T)dW + I{t<r} wtaA (t, T)W

where
T

b" (t, T) =	 (t, T)2 - 
w J 

&' (t, u)du	 (57)

aA (t , T) = _J(tu)du	 (58)

and the remaining terms are defined in (51) and (52). (53) describes the return process

for the credit risky zero coupon bond. In addition to terms arising from uncertainty in

risk free forward rates, the analysis demonstrates how the return process is affected

by the presence of uncertainty in the process describing the forward probability of

default. Using (47), (53) is equivalent to

dB T -
pd	 - (r + bt (t,T) + I{t<r}b"(t,T))dt	 (59)

3

I{t<}a'(t,T)wta'(t,T)	 qq'dt
1=1

2	 3

+a'(t,T)	 qdMc + I{t<}wta'(t,T)	 qtdMC
i=1	 i=1

This concludes specification of the contractual components of traded discount securi-

ties. It was demonstrated how explicit specifications for processes relating to recovery

rates and forward probability of default can be embedded into a market structure.

Furthermore, an explicit correlation structure between market risk and credit risk was

incorporated.

3.2.2. Non-Contractual Payoffs

Contractual components of discount securities return the principal value at the matu-

rity date with certainty. Characterization of this component is insufficient in order to

capture the payoffs associated with the traded instruments. The fact that three dif-

ferent assets with the same contractual payoffs continue to be traded, and assuming

that no arbitrage opportunities exists between these assets, means that these securi-

ties must differ in terms of features not captured by contractual specifications. The
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following section is devoted to the specification of non contractual payoffs associated

with different discount securities in the present market model.

In order to accommodate non contractual payoffs in the subsequent analysis, the

concept of trading gains is introduced.

Definition 3.3 Trading gains associated with a given security reflect the cumulative

benefits or losses to investors with long positions in these assets.

Trading gains subsume both contractual and non-contractual payoffs form the in-

struments they are associated with. No restrictions are placed on the time at which

relevant payoffs occur. Benefits to investors with long positions in the Libor asset

consist entirely in the principal payment at the maturity date. With regard to the

treasury instrument and the corporate bond, it is argued below that institutional fea-

tures in the treasury market as well as the presence of default risk in the corporate

bond market can be captured by recasting these features as non contractual pay-

offs associated with instruments traded in these markets. I discuss non contractual

payoffs associated with each security in turn.

3.2.2.1. Non-Contractual Payoffs associated with
the Treasury Instrument

The interbank market is empirically free of default. Absence of arbitrage between in-

terbank and treasury securities requires motivation of why assets with identical con-

tractual specifications and apparently identical credit quality continue to be traded.

In the present model, this fact is explained in terms of a non contractual benefit asso-

ciated with positions in the treasury security, coupled with certain trading restrictions

as outlined below.

With regard to treasury securities, a number of institutional features exist which in-

fluence payoffs on these instruments. Treasury securities are often used as collateral,

both in the repo market 19 as well as for purposes of margin requirements in futures

markets. If the rate of return on non-treasury securities for purposes of collateral-

ization is lower than the rate of return on treasuries, such return differential will

accrue to investors with long positions in treasuries. Tax arguments not formalized

here could be adduced to argue that investors benefit from holding treasury secu-

rities20 . Furthermore, treasury securities are subject to lower capital requirements

' See Diiffie (1996).
20 Thc evidence regarding tax advantagcs to holding treasury securities is not conclusive (e.g. Green

and Oedegaard (1995) aiid Rojin and Shin (1993)).
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than non-treasury issues and classes of market participants may be subject to statu-

tory requirements to invest a certain fractions of their wealth in government bonds,

benefitting investors with long positions in these securities.

Presence of such institutional features amounts to investors with long positions in

treasuries earning an actual rate of return higher than expected, given the contrac-

tual payoffs on those instruments. This non-contractual return differential can be

interpreted as a convenience yield, formalized in the following assumption

Assumption 3.6 Investors with long positions in the treasury security receive a

non-contractual deterministic convenience yield yt, proportional to the market value

of the treasury position. The value of a fund accruing at this yield follows the process

D = l+JDYsd8	 (60)

the solution to which is given by

D'=exp fYsds	 (61)

Remark 3.4 The current specification allows for the convenience yield to be a func-

tion of time. Babbs (1991) allows for additional maturity dependence by defining a

convenience yield of the type Yt,T; such a characterization does not add additional

insight in the present context and is not pursued here.

Remark 3.5 Extension of the above specification to make allowance for the conve-

nience yield to be stochastic is straightforward, assuming that Yt would be driven by

elements of W. A mean reverting normal specification of the following type

dy = K(O - y)dt + adW	 (62)

would be consistent with the framework proposed by Grinblatt (1993). Specification

of uncertainty components associated with yt independent of W would require in-

troduction of additional traded assets. Either of these extensions would necessitate

substantial additional notation and neither of them is pursued here.

Given the assumption of the convenience yield accruing in proportion to the market

value of the treasury position held, the value at time t of a treasury position, maturing

at time T, incurred at time 0, VT is given by

V9 - 9 r9
t,T -	 (63)
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Using (49) and (56), the rate of return on this process must follow:

dVt9T -
— (r + Yt + b9 (t, T))dt + a9 (t, T)dMtic	(64)

t,T

Investors with long positions in the treasury asset can realize arbitrage profits by

shorting treasuries and taking long positions in the Libor assets. The following as-

sumption is added to preclude this strategy.

Assumption 3.7 Short sales of treasury instruments are disallowed.

While formalization of market frictions generating short sale constraints is beyond the

scope of the present analysis, the necessity of the above assumption will be further

motivated below.

With regard to the Libor asset, it is noted that no non contractual payoffs are associ-

ated with this asset. Therefore the return process relating to trading gains is identical

to the one relating to the contractual component:

dVt1 T - dBT

- B,T	
(65)

This concludes the specification of non contractual payoffs associated with treasury

and interbank assets.

3.2.2.2. Non-Contractual Payoffs associated with
the Corporate Instrument

Non contractual payoffs on the credit risky corporate bond are negative in value and

arise from the possibility of actual payoffs falling short of promised payoffs. It is this

non contractual payoff which distinguishes the corporate security from the interbank

asset. The particular probabilistic structure of the recovery rate on the corporate

instrument in the event of default is of particular interest because only a subset of

possible specifications permits identification of unique pricing measures. Conversely,

uniqueness of pricing measures is equivalent to markets being complete, and only in

this case one can expect to be able to hedge the risk arising from the contingency

of default. I consider three specifications for the distribution of recovery rates: A

degenerate, a finite valued and a continuous distribution.
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3.2.2.2.1. Degenerate Recovery Rate Distribution

The specification of non contractual payoffs based on a degenerate recovery rate dis-

tribution is formalized as follows:

Assumption 3.8 For the case of a degenerate recovery rates distribution, the mark

space consists of a nonnegative constant k: E = {x} and x = k. Recovery rates are

given by

R(x) = eht	 (66)

and the proportional dividend process capturing the credit risk embedded in the

corporate bond is given by

= 1 + f D8d (R8 (x) - 1)dN3	(67)

Note that the function h captures a possible time dependency of recovery rates.

Derivation of the solution of (64) is facilitated by the following manipulations:

= 1 + f D(e' - 1)dN8

0

= JJ (1 + (e' - 1)N3)
0<s^t

= II (1 +	
-

0<8^t

which finally yields

D = exp (_k f h8 dNS )	 (68)

It is noted that for any maturity date T E [t, 1],

D = e T I T<r} + I{->T}	 (69)

The value at time t of a position in the corporate security incurred at time 0, VT,

based on the assumption of a degenerate recovery rate distribution, is given by

VtdT = B TD	 (70)

Using the stochastic equivalent of the chain rule for(67)

dV T = B'_,TdD + D_dB ,T + d[B'T, D}	 (71)

where [., . denotes the quadratic covariation process (e.g.Protter (1990), p.58). The

use of (69), in conjunction with (53), permits derivation of the return process for

trading gains associated with the corporate instrument under the assumption of a
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degenerate recovery rate distribution:

dVT
I,A I= (r + b'(t, T) + I{ t < . }b" (t, T) - '{t<r}Pt a (t, T)a (t, T))dt (72)

t,T

+a1(t, T)dW + I{t<r} aA (t, T)W + Wt (dN - 1{t.(r})%tdt)

(58) describes the rate of return process on the credit risky corporate asset under the

assumption that the recovery rate is deterministic but possibly time dependent.

3.2.2.2.2. Finite-valued Recovery Rate Distribution

I consider the case in which the recovery rate takes one of a finite number of possible

realizations.

Assumption 3.9 For the case of the distribution of recovery rates being finite-

valued, E = {Xl...Xm}. For a realization x' with i e [1...m], the recovery rate is given

by

R(x2) = eht	 (73)

and the proportional dividend process capturing the credit risk embedded in the

corporate bond is given by

D = 1 + f D'(R8 (x) - 1)dN3	(74)

withxEE={xI...xm}.

(59) is equivalent to

D = 1 +f D(R3 (x) - 1)dN(i)	 (75)
i=1

where, for i E [1...mJ,

N(i) = '{t^T}'{X=X}	 (76)

are point processes with respective intensities A(i). The probability of a particular

realization is

= P[x=xt]	 (77)

=

where the probability of default occurring is given as the sum of the probabilities

relating to the component processes:

A=A(i)	 (78)
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For any maturity date T e [t, 1],

= e_2TI{ T <T} + I{i->T}	 (79)

(53) and (60) permits derivation of the return process for the trading gains associ-

ated with positions in the corporate security under the assumption of a finite-valued

recovery rate distribution:

dVt,T = (r + b1 (t, T) + I{t<r} bA (t, T) - I{t<}p'a1(t, T)aA (t, T))dt (80)

+a1 (t,T)dW + I{t<r}a"(t,T)W
m

+	 (e_t - i) (dN(i) - I{t< 1.}At (i)dt)	 (81)
i=1

where the following manipulation has been employed:

=	 (I e_t(x)dx -

= AE [e_xht - 1]

= At (e" t _1)P[x=xh]

=	 (ez' - i) A(i)

Continuous Recovery Rate Distribution

Specification of non contractual payoffs based on a continuous recovery rate distrib-

ution is formalized as follows:

Assumption 3.10 For the case of recovery rates being continuously distributed

between zero and one, the proportional dividend process capturing the credit risk

embedded in the corporate bond is given by

D = 1 +fJD(Rs (x) - 1)ji(ds x dx)	 (82)

where E = [0, cc] and ui(dt x dx) is a non negative measure on ([0, 1] xE, 8([0, 1]) xE).

The compensator v(ds, dx) of /1(dt x dx) separates into an intensity and a recovery

rate distribution:

v(ds,dx) = 1{ t< 1-}At dt'(X)dX	 (83)

The random variable x is normally distributed x N (, o) and (x) is given by

(',	 2\
c1 (x)	

1	
exp - - 

( X - iZx	
(84)

c.z 1)
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The normal assumption for x results in recovery rates being lognormally distributed;

(67) is chosen for tractability and other distributions are possible. Using the definition

of the loss rate Wt(X) = 1 - R8 (x), (67) is equivalent to

= 1 + fJDw8 (x)(ds x dx)	 (85)

For any maturity date T E [t, 1],

= eTI{ <T} + I{i->T}	 (86)

with x E E = [0,00]. (53) in conjunction with (67) permits identification of the

return process of the trading gains associated with the corporate instrument under

the assumption of a continuous distribution for recovery rates:

dVj,T = (r' + b'(t,T) + I{t<}b(t,T) - I{t<T}pat (t , T)aA (t , T))dt (87)

+a'(t, T)dW + I{t<} aA (t, T)W

+fwt (x)(ii(dsdx) x v(ds,dx))

This concludes the specification of contractual and non contractual payoffs associated

with the discount securities which are being traded in the current market structure.

Given that return processes relating to the complete set of payoffs from the securities

have been explicitly specified, the next step in the analysis focuses on the identification

of probability measures under which arbitrage between traded assets is precluded.

3.3. Absence of Arbitrage and
Mart ingale Measures

Given the specification of traded assets in the current market model, the following

assumption is added.

Assumption 3.11 There are no arbitrage opportunities in the zero coupon market.

No effort is made here to formalize the content of the above assumption, which is in-

tended to capture the requirement that any trading strategy which is profitable ex

ante will be subject to uncertainty. The assumption that markets are free of arbi-

trage translates into the requirement that normalized trading gains are martingales

under a probability measure yet to be identified. While precursory arguments relat-

ing to this fact were formulated by Cox and Ross (1976), the formal links between
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absence of arbitrage and martingale theory were expounded in a string of seminal ar-

ticles by Harrison and Kreps (1979), Kreps (1981), Harrison and Pliska (1981) and

Harrison and Pliska (1983). Subsequently a number of authors have sought to estab-

lish similar equivalence propositions using generalized concepts of no arbitrage (e.g.

No Free Lunch, No Free Lunch with Bounded Risk, No Free Lunch with Vanishing

Risk) as well as generalized market structures. Contributions in this literature (see

Back and Pliska (1991), Dalang, Morton and Willinger (1990), Delbaen (1994), Del-

baen and Schachermayer (1994a), Delbaen and Schachermayer (1994b), Dybvig and

Huang (1988), Jarrow and Madan (1991), Jarrow and Madan (1994), Stricker (1990),

Schachermayer (1994) and Lakner (1993)) differ with respect to their economic con-

tent and are not reviewed here. The probability measure of interest has been denoted

as the risk neutral, or equivalent martingale, measure in the literature.

Definition 3.4 A probability measure P is called an equivalent martingale mea-

sure if the probability measure is equivalent to the original measure: P P and

normalized security prices are P*.martingales.

The first condition in the above definition formalizes the requirements that both

probability measures attribute positive mass to given events; the null sets of the two

measures must be identical. The second condition specifies that on average, investors

should expect to earn zero profits on their trading strategies. The remainder of

the current section is devoted to the identification of equivalent martingale measures

associated with the use of different numeraire securities. Eligibility of a security as a

numeraire assets is determined by the requirement that the expected rate of return

on this asset must be given by the rate at which investors can borrow and lend freely

without incurring any credit risk. Given the assumption of short sale constraints on

treasury securities in the present framework, Libor instruments of differing maturities

will serve as numeraire assets for the purpose of normalizing security prices.

3.3.1. Spot Risk Measure

The current section is devoted to the derivation of a probability measure under which

discount securities, normalized by the value of a money market deposit, are martin-

gales.

It is assumed that a money market account, accruing at the instantaneous expected

rate of return on the Libor asset, is available to investors. The value of this deposit,
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(89)

(90)

(91)

(92)

(93)

A, is given by

= expfrds
	

(88)

Using (61), (62) and (73), normalized return processes for trading gains associated

with treasury and Libor assets are given as follows:

d (1T/A)
= (r + Yt - r + b9 (t, T))dt + a9 (t, T)qdM

2d (Vt1T/A) = b
1 (t, T)dt + a t (t, T) >12 

qidM;.c
Vt,T/At	 i=1

The respective processes associated with trading gains from corporate positions cor-

responding to degenerate, finite-valued and continuous recovery rate distributions are

given as follows:

2
d (VT/A) = (b'(t, T) + I{ t<r}b (t, T) + a'(t, T) 	 qidM:c

TRt	 i=1
3

—I{t.(}at(t, T)w t a" (t, T) >1 
qtq%i)dt

i=1
3

+I(t< r} wtaA (t, T) >	 + Wt (dN - AtATdt)
2=1

d(VT/A)
Vd IAI	 = (bt (t,T) + I{t<T}b"(t,T)dt

t,T/
3

—I{t<r}a'(t, T)w t a' (t, T) >2 
qtqtdt

=1
2	 3

+at (t , T) >2 
q2dMc + I{ t<}W t a" (t, T) >2

i=1	 i=1
m

+ >2 (e" - i) (dN(i) - )tAl.(i)dt)
2=1

d(V T/A) -
vd/At	 - (b'(t, T) + I{t<T} bA (t, T)dt

_I{t<r}at(t,T)wtaA(t,T) >2qiqidt

+at(t,T) >2qidM;c + I{t<}wa(t,T) >2q\idMc

+fwt (x)(it(ds,dx) x v(ds,dx))

(76)-(78) demonstrate how the distribution of credit losses impact the return distri-

bution of the credit risky zero coupon bond. In the first case, the normalized return
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process is subject to a single jump. (77) expands the recovery rate distribution to

allow for a finite number of jumps and (78) generalizes the other two cases by al-

lowing for an arbitrary support for the recovery rate distribution. Corresponding to

each of the processes (76)-(78), the question of existence and uniqueness of martingale

measures will be examined below.

3.3.1.1. Density Processes

I consider the structure of martingale measure densities corresponding to (74)-(78).

Questions of existence and uniqueness of such densities relate to the hedgeability

of risks embedded in the tradeable securities. It must be noted that in addition

to the market risk component, the corporate instrument is subject to credit risk

arising from two components. Prior to default, the corporate instrument is subject

to uncertainty arising from random changes in the probability of default. At the time

of default, investors face uncertainty arising from stochastic recovery rates. These

facts generate the seeming contradiction that both components of credit risk must be

hedged with one assets, a requirement which is inconsistent with intuition. The key

to the resolution of this puzzle is the fact that the components of credit risk generate

uncertainty on the non-overlapping time sets { t < r} and {t ^ r }; by considering

analysis on each of these subsets in turn, issues relating to the hedgeability of credit

risk components can be illuminated.

3.3.1.1.1. Degenerate Recovery Rate Distribution

The following assumptions relate to the existence of market prices of risk prior to

default and at the time of default.

Assumption 3.12 (Existence of market prices of risk prior to default) On

{t < r}, there exists a matrix 114 such that the following holds

H + fl2H3H4 =0	 (94)

The matrix

b9(t,T)

111=1	 Ib(t,T)	
(95)3	 I

b'(t, T) + bA (t, T) - a 1 (t, T)wtaA (t, T)	 - Wtt I
i=1	 I
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is the matrix of excess returns on the three discount assets, the volatility matrix is

given by

a9(t,T)	 0	 0

H2	 0	 a(t,T)	 0	 (96)

0	 a'(t,T) wta'(t,T)

113 = Qt	 (97)

is the correlation matrix and
L1 CUt

H4 =	 (98)

Ut

contains the market prices of risk arising from the presence of uncertainty generated

by the continuous martingale vector M.

Assumption 3.13 (Existence of market prices of risk at the time of default)

On {t = r}, there exists a matrix 114 such that the following holds:

111+112113114 = 0	 (99)

The matrix

b9(t,T)

HI 
=	 b1(t,T)

b1 (t, T) + bA (t—, T) - a'(t—, T)wt_aA (t—, T)	 qq -

(100)

is the matrix of excess returns on the three discount assets, the volatility matrix is

given by

	

a9(t,T)	 0	 0

112 =	 0	 a1(t,T) 0	 (101)

0	 a1(t,T) tot

q' 0 0

	

fl3 Z q	 q 2 0	 (102)

	

11	 12

	

q	 q

is the correlation matrix and
/,1 ,cUt

114 =	 ( 103)

A O

contains the market prices of risk arising from the presence of uncertainty generated

by the martingale vector (M' 1 , M 2 Mi'), where M = dN - .\dt.
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0

a'(t, T)
	 (106)

0
12

	 (107)

(109)

(110)

(111)

The market price of risk at the time of default involves terms relating to the re-

covery rate as well as terms relating to volatility parameters of the default inten-

sity and, because of the explicit correlation modelling, volatility parameters of the

risk free forward rate process. Such a result is consistent with recent no arbitrage

approaches of bond pricing in the presence of jumps, such as Shimko (1995) or

Jarrow and Madan (1995).

Assumption 3.14 (Existence of market prices of risk after the time of default)

On {t > r}, there exists a matrix H4 such that the following holds

fl1+H2H3H4=O	 (104)

The matrix
/ b9(t,T)

11 1 = I	 I	 (105)
\ b1(t,T) )

is the matrix of excess returns on the treasury and Libor discount assets, the volatility

matrix is given by

/ a9(t,T)

0

/ gi

q;i

is the correlation matrix and
/ oi,c \

1T4 =	
)	

( 108)

contains the market prices of risk arising from the presence of uncertainty generated

by the continuous martingale vector (M 1 , M2).

Note that after the time of default there is no uncertainty relating to credit risk; the

only source of uncertainty is given by the market risk embedded in the treasury and

Libor security. (79) and (89) can be expanded as follows:

b9 (t, T) + a9 (t, T)qO = 0

2

b'(t,T)	 = 0
i= 1

0 = b1 (t,T) + b(t,T) - a(t,T)wa(t,T)	 -

2	 3

+a'(t, T)	 12,.t,cq	 + wta(t,T)
i=1	 i=1
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0 = b'(t, T) + b (t—, T) - a 1 (t—, T)wt_aA (t—, T)	 qqi -

+a1 (t, T)	 qt9C + w t a (t, T)AO	 (112)

Differentiating (89)-(92) with respect to maturity yields arbitrage-free forward rate

drift restrictions for the three discount securities:

I g101,cc 9 (t, T) = —o 9 (t, T)	 + a9 (t, T))	 (113)

/2

c'(t,T) = — 1 (t,T)

	

	 (114)
i=1

On {t < r}, drift restrictions relating to instantaneous corporate forward rates are

given by

c (t, T) = - (t, T) (
	

qjAiO + wtaA (t, T)) +	 (115)

(	
(a'(t, T)i' (t, T) + (t, T)aA (t, T))

whereas on {t = r}, the corresponding restrictions are given by

Y (t—, T)we_ = _crA (t, T)wt)tO + w?_a A (t—, T)ô (t—, T) +	 (116)

Wt_ (
	

qtA'q2) (a'(t_, T) (t—, T) + i1 (t—, T)aA (t—, T))

Consider (100) and (10); these equations formalize drift restrictions relating to the

drift of the forward probability of default. Coupled with (99), these restrictions mean

that, under the risk neutral measure, the drift of the instantaneous forward rates of

the corporate assets are fully specified in terms of volatility parameters (note that Wt

is like a volatility parameter for the Poisson process). This result can be interpreted

as extending the analysis of Heath, Jarrow and Morton from market risk to credit

risk.

While market prices relating to the various sources of risk may exist, they may not

be unique. The following assumption must be added.

Assumption 3.15 (Uniqueness of Market Prices of Risk) The matrix prod-

ucts H2 H3 in (79), (84) and (89) are nonsingular.

The above assumption guarantees that the relevant matrices can be inverted and

unique solutions for the market prices of risk as in (83), (98) and (93) exist. Given

the assumptions relating to existence and uniqueness of the market prices of risk,
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(74)-(76) can be expressed as follows:

d (vT/A) = a
9 (t, T)q1 (dMc - 8cdt) + (r + Yt - r)dt	 (117)

VtT/Aj

2

d (VT/A) = a1(t,T) > q i (dvf c - 8cdt)	 (118)

2

d (VT/A) - a'(t, T)	 q (dM c - 9dt)	 (119)vd /At	-
i=1

+Wt (dN - AtATOdt)
3

+I{ < } a (t, T)	 (dAf" - Ocdt)
i= 1

2

= a t (t, T)	 q 1 (dMtc - Ocdt)
i=1

3

+I{t<1.}a'(t,T)	 (dM;c - OtCdt)
i=1

+wt )% tAT( 1 - O')dt + wtdM'

where dM = dN - AtATOdt. (102)-(106) illustrate the familiar notion that expected

returns on normalized assets are given by the sum of the risk premia corresponding

to the various sources of risk. The following proposition identifies the density process

defining the equivalent martingale measure subject to the assumptions of the current

section.

Proposition 3.1 There exists a unique equivalent martingale measure * under

which the processes Vt9T/A , V1 /A and VT/A in (102)-(106) are martingales.

The density process defining this measure is given by

Z = Z x	 (120)

(J	 + f I{ 3<}ZOdM + J Z*_(O - 1)dM)

where £ (.) is the Doleans-Dade exponential. The solution to (107) is given by

Z* - Z	 (121)t -
It	 t

x exp 
(J I

8 <r}V(O - 1)Ads + J I< ln odN3)

0

'2	 2

x exp (	 f OI , C tiMiC -	 J(0)ds)

0	 t=I	 /
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It	 t

x exp 
(I 

I{S < T} z:_o'cdM'c - fI{S<T}(9c)2d8)

0

and defines the spot risk measure through

(122)

Furthermore, the following restriction holds:

r+yt —r=O	 (123)

Proof: See appendix.D

Remark 3.6 It is easily verified that the density process identified in the above

proposition facilitates expression of expected excess returns on traded asset as the

negative of the covariation of asset returns and the return process associated with the

martingale density:
AfT/k /At\	 AT/k	 j'*
k t,T/ ti -	 r	 t,T	 tLi	 irk lu	 - 1 irk 'v t,TI Ilt	 t,T	 t

where k E {g, 1, d} and [.,.] is the optional quadratic covariation process, extending

similar results from Back (1991) and Jarrow and Madan (1994) to the case of pricing

operators associated with credit risk.

Under the spot risk measure return processes of trading gains associated with the

three discount instruments are given by

= rdt + a9(t, T)qldM*	 (125)

	

dVT	 2
- rdt + at (t, T)	 (126)

	

t,T	 i=1

	

dVT -	 2

	

-	 (127)
t,T	 i=1

3

+I{<1}a"(t, T) >qidMC* +

i= 1

where the sources of risk are given by

= 
M - J 

6i,Cds	 (128)
0

M1d,* =	 - f (O - 1) )t3 ds	 (129)

(125)-(127) reflect the fact that under the spot risk measure, expected instantaneous

returns on assets are given by the risk free rate. The normalized processes (102)-(106)
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(133)

(134)

(135)

evolve according to

d (v/A)
= a9(t, T)qdMtC*

t,TIt

2
d (VT/A) = at(t,T)	 qtdMC*

i=i

(130)

(131)

d (VT/A)
iid IAIt,T/

2
= a'(t, T) >qtdM;c*

i=i
3

+I{t <,. } a' (t, T)	 qidMc* + wtdM,*
i=i

(132)

For future reference, (130)-(132) can be integrated to identify normalized prices as

IT	 T
V T Vt,T
_j - = _-_ x exp (f a9(s , T)qdM3l * - fa9(s,T)2ds)

I
VJ&,TVT	 '2 T	 2 T

- xi- 
x exp (f al (s , T)qdM* -

lid	Lrd
T,T -	 t,T
Al	 -

T
f 3 TAr	 T	 T

Az Iixexp	 f a"(s,T)at (s,T)q8 q3 _fI{s<r}WsAds_kfhsdNs
li t 	 t	 t
'2 T	 2 T

x exp	 al(s,T)q1dM* - >1a1(87T)2d8)

1=1I i	 t
/3 T	 2 T

x exp	 J I{s<r} aA (s, T)qdM* - _	 f J{8<}A( T)2dS)

li t 	 lit

The latter expressions will prove useful for the purpose of pricing specific contracts.

While the probability measure identified in the above proposition will subsequently

serve as the main pricing tool, the impact of alternative specifications for the recovery

rate distribution is briefly considered.

3.3.1.1.2. Finite-valued Recovery Rate Distribution

When the recovery rate distributions permits a finite number m of possible realiza-

tions, a sufficient number of securities spanning this uncertainty must be available. I

assume this is the case.

Assumption 3.16 There exists a number m of zero coupon bonds B'., i E

issued by the same corporation who issued B T . The normalized return process
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associated with trading gains on bond i is given by

d (Vtd 1A1'1

V''/A	 -t,T

t,T/	
- (bt (t,T) + I{t<r}b(t,T)d

	
(136)

3

—I{t<}a1(t, T)w t a" (t, T)	 qtqtdt
i= I

2	 3
+a'(t,T)	 qidMC + I(t<}wta'(t,T) >qktdM;C

i=1	 i=1

(e_x't - i) (dN(i) - AtAT(i)dt)

The above assumption is a precondition to the existence of market prices of risk for

the various sources of uncertainty.

Assumption 3.17 (Existence of market prices of risk prior to default) On

{t < r}, there exists a matrix 114 such that the following holds

Hi + H2fl3H4 = 0
	

(137)

The matrix

b9(t,T)

bt(t,T)

=	 b'(t, T) +	 (t, T) - at (t, T)wt (1)aA ( l ) (t, T)	 qig(I) - w(1)A(1)

(m-f2)x3

	

bt(t,T) + b(m)(t , T) - at (t,T)wt (m)aA(m) (t,T)	 qiq m)l 
- wt(m)At(m)

(138)

is the matrix of excess returns on the treasury and Libor instruments and the m

discount assets from (136); the corresponding volatility matrix is given by

a9 (t, T)

0

112 =	 0
(m+2)x3

0

0	 0

at (t,T)	 0

a'(t,T)	 wt(1)a')(t,T)

a'(t, T) wt(m)a(m)(t, T)

(139)

11a = Qt

is the correlation matrix and
nI ,cVt

H4 =
3,c

(140)

(141)
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(145)

(146)

contains the market prices of risk arising from the presence of uncertainty generated

by the continuous martingale vector M.

Assumption 3.18 (Existence of market prices of risk at the time of default)

On { t = r }, there exists a matrix H 4 such that the following holds:

Hi + H2 H3fl =0
	

(142)

The matrix

b9(t,T)

b'(t,T)	 I
3	 I

A(1)i	 I

	

b1 (t,T) + b"(')(t—,T) - a 1 (t—,T)wt_(1)a'(1)(t—,T)	 q - qt- - wt_(1)At_(1)	 I
(m+2)x3	 .	 I

HI -
	 t=i	 I

3	 I

	

b'(t,T) + bA(m)(t_,T) - a (t_,T)wt_(m)a.(m) (t—,T)	 q - qt_	 - wt_(m)At_(m)
i=1	 /

(143)

is the matrix of excess returns on the three discount assets, the volatility matrix is

given by

a9(t, T)

0

H2 	0
(m+2)x3

0

gI
q

H3 = q'
3x (m+2)

11

	0 	 0

a t (t,T)	 0

at (t,T) w(1)

a'(t,T) wt(m)

0	 0•.•0

	

q 2 0	 0

	

q2 1	 •..	 1

(144)

is the correlation matrix and

nI ,cVt
1D2,C
Ut

H4 =	 A(1)O(x')
(m+2)xI

A (m)O(xm)

where o d (xi ) = e: .dox contains the market prices of risk arising from the pres-

ence of uncertainty generated by the martingale vector (Mtc.1 , M'2 , Me", ..., M.m),

where M" = dN(i) - A(i)dt.
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Assumption 3.19 (Existence of market prices of risk after the time of default)

On {t > r }, there exists a matrix 114 such that the following holds

ll j +112113114 = 0	 (147)

The matrix

I b9 (t T)

	

11 1 =1	 I	 (148)
\ b'(t,T) )

is the matrix of excess returns on the treasury and Libor discount assets, the volatility

matrix is given by

I a9 (t,T)	 0
H2 = 	 ( 149)

	

0	 &(t,T) )

113 

(q1 0
=	 11	 12 I	 (150)

q q j

is the correlation matrix and
I	 \

114 =	
)	

(151)

contains the market prices of risk arising from the presence of uncertainty generated

by the continuous martingale vector (M1", M2).

Note that after the time of default there is no uncertainty relating to credit risk; the

only source of uncertainty is given by the market risk embedded in the treasury and

Libor security. (79) and (89)can be expanded as follows:

b9 (t, T) + a9(t, T)q9c = 0 	 (152)

2

bt (t,T) +a1 (t,T)qO = 0	 (153)
i=i

On {t < r}, (137) yields, for i E {1...m},

3

0 = b1 (t, T) +	 (t, T) - a'(t, T)wt (i)a" ) (t, T)	 qiq\(i)i	 (154)
i= 1

2	 3

-Wt(i)At(i) + a t (t, T)	 qi9C + wt (i)a" () (t, T) :i: q
i=1	 i=1

whereas on {t = r}, (142) yields the restriction

3
t	 (;)z0 = b'(t,T) + b(t—,T) - a'(t—,T)wt_(i)a")(t—,T) 	 qLq1 _ 	 ( 155)

i=1

2

—w (i)At_ (i) + a1 (t, T)	 + Wt (i)a () (t, T)X_ (j)92 (x)
t=1
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(156)

(157)

(158)

Differentiating (152)-(155) with respect to maturity yields arbitrage-free forward rate

drift restrictions for the case of finite-valued recovery rate distributions similar to

(98)-(1O1) and is not pursued at this point. As for the case of fixed recovery rates, a

non-degeneracy assumption must be added on order to guarantee uniqueness of the

spot risk measure.

Assumption 3.20 (Uniqueness of Market Prices of Risk) The matrix prod-

ucts fl2 113 in (137), (142) and (147) are non-singular..

The above assumption guarantees that the relevant matrices can be inverted and

unique solutions for the market prices of risk as in (141), (146) and (151) exist on the

relevant time sets. Given the assumptions relating to existence and uniqueness of the

market prices of risk, normalized return processes can be expressed as follows:

d (vT/A) = a
9 (t, T)q' (dM - O'cdt) + (r + y - r)dt

d (VT/A) - a l (t, T)	 q (dM;c - Ocdt)
-	 i=1

2d 
(vT/A) - a'(t,T)	 (dM'c - O"dt)

	

vd /At 	-

	

t	 2=1
3

+I{t < r} wtaA (t, T) >	
(dM;'c - O.cdt)

21
m

+	 (e' - i) (dN(i) - )%tAT(i)0'(x)dt)
t=1

Proposition 3.2 There exists a unique equivalent martingale measure * under

which the processes Vt9TIA , VtTIA t and Vt,T/At in (156)-(158) are martingales.

The density process defining this measure is given by

Z	 X	 (159)

e

 (

t	 t	 t

f z: odM + J	 + J z_(o() - 1)dM)
where E (.) is the Doleans-Dade exponential. The solution of (159) is given by

Z' = Zx
It	 t

exp (I '{s<r} (O(x) - 1)A (i)d8 + f '{s<r} in O(x)dN3 (i))(160)
21	 o

x exp ( J O'"dM'	
1	 f(9iC)2ds")

o	 o	 /
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(164)

(165)

x exp (I{S < r} z:_odAi c - I 1{S<T}(0)2dS)

and defines the spot risk measure through

dP*	 *
dP

Furthermore, the following restriction holds:

r + y - = 0

Proof: Identical to the proof relating to fixed recovery rates.D

Under the measure identified in the above proposition, (158) is equivalent to

d(VT/A) =	 2
a'(t, T)

V,T/At	 i=1
a

+I{(T} wa (t, T)	 q%tdMtC*
i=1

Tn

+	 (ex' - i) dM,d*
i=1

where the risk sources under P* are given by

dM,* =	 - Ocdt

dM,* = dN(i) - )ttAT(i)8(xi)dt

(161)

(162)

(163)

Note that o d (x) = gdoi(x) 9;d has the interpretation of the price of uncertainty

relating to the probability of a recovery rate realization of R (X2) occurring; O (x) is

the price of risk relating to the uncertainty as to the realization of R (Xt) itself. The

above analysis is relevant because it makes explicit that in order to hedge uncertainty

in recovery rates, assets spanning this uncertainty must be traded. If recovery rates

take on a finite number of values, this assumption may not be unrealistic. If the

support of the recovery rate distribution becomes infinity, such an assumption is less

tenable and one must conclude that credit risk in that case is not fully hedgeable.

Continuous Recovery Rate Distribution

In this section the case of a continuous distribution for recovery rates is considered.

The return process relating to trading gains associated with the corporate bond under

this assumption is given by

d (V T/A ) - 
(b1 (t, T) + I{ t<r}b (t, T)dt

	
(166)
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_I{t < r} at (t,T)wt aA (t,T)	 qqdt

+at (t, T)	 iidMi,c + I{t<r}WtaA (t, T)	 q2dM;c

+Jwt (x)((dsdx) - v(ds,dx))

where E = [0, ooJ. Because the number of possible recovery rate realizations is infi-

nite, existence of market prices of risk relating to uncertain recovery rates cannot be

established. For illustrative purposes it was assumed above that x N (, o); the

following theorem can then be proven.

Theorem 3.1 There exists a class of equivalent martingale measures *, indexed

by /4, under which the processes V9T/A , VtT/A and VT/A in (156), (157) and

(166) are martingales. The density processes defining these measures are given by

Z = Z	 (167)
'2	 t

xe
 (,

i f z:_odM + J
210	 0

xE
 (

Jz(oos (x) - 1)(ji(ds,dx) - v(dsdx)))
210

where e (.) is the Doleans- Dade exponential and

=	 - (/4 - lix)	
+ lix - 2x)	 (168)O(x) =	 exp

(x)	 2

The solution of (167) is given by

Z = Z	 (169)

x exp (YI{s < r}( OOs (x) - 1)v(ds,dx) + J I{ < } lfloSdeS(X)li(dsdx))

"2	 2
x exp ( f odM" -	 f(o2c)2ds)

i=1 0

It	 t

x exp (JI{S<T}z:_odf3c - 1 JI{<}(03.c)2d8)
S

0

and defines the spot risk measure through

dP5 - z*
1	 (170)

Furthermore, the following restriction holds:

(171)
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Proof: Identical to the proof relating to fixed recovery rates.D

Under a probability measure P from the class of measures identified in the above

theorem, the normalized return process for the trading strategy associated with the

credit risky corporate instrument is given by

2	 3
d (VT/A) = a'(t, T)	 qidyf;c* + I{ t<}WaA(t, T)	 qidMC* (172)

Vt,T/At	 i=1	 t=1

+Jwt(x)(it(dsdx) - zi*(ds,dx))

E

where

v*(dtdx) = AOdt*(x)dx	 (173)

and the expected recovery rate w under P is given by

= fwt (x)v(x)dx	 (174)

Recovery rates under the new measure are lognormally distributed. Given that

is arbitrary, this fact generates a whole class of measures. Lack of uniqueness of the

martingale measure in this situation arises from an infinity of possible writedowns

in the event of default. Unless one is willing to assume that an infinity of credit

contingent hedging assets is available, pricing by arbitrage is not feasible.. The fact

that markets are incomplete thus does not preclude the martingale characterization

of asset prices but destroys the uniqueness properties.

3.3.1.2. Asset Values, Rate and Yield Processes
under the Spot Risk Measure

In the preceding sections martingale measures under different assumptions relating to

the distribution of recovery rates were examined. This analysis was relevant because

in the case of a continuous recovery rate distribution, it is unlikely that the risk

of uncertain recovery can be hedged and no-arbitrage arguments will fail. Having

established this point, the current section is devoted to the characterization of various

processes under the measure P*. I start by considering the discount securities.

The price of the contractual component of the treasury security, to be identified by

the superscript c, is given by

B9,C - E* [ex (_ 1 r 1ds)]	 (175)t,T	 t
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The instrument that is available to investors who, due to some of the institutional

features outlined above, are in a position to receive a convenience yield on their

treasury positions, is given by:

B T = E [ex (_ J(r + Ys )ds)]	 (176)

Although (175) and (176) have the same value, they are based on different contract

specifications and are therefore denoted as different instruments.

The following lemma will clarify the payoff profile of the contractual components of

the treasury security.

Lemma 3.4 (176) is equivalent to

B9 —E	 (_Yrds) du+exp (_Y)]	 (177)t,T

Proof:

Define

IA'-	 t	 (178)

Taking the differential of (178) yields

dV = (dB T - B Trdt) /A	 (179)

Integrating the above using (176) and taking expectations yields (177). 0

While (176) and (177) have the same value, the contracts differ with respect to their

payoff structure. B" is a discount instrument accruing at a rate r, whereas by

inspection of (177), BT is a contract which accrues at a rate r, pays a continuous,

positive dividend of Yt and makes a principal payment of unity at the maturity date.

With regard to the Libor security, trading gains are identical to contractual payoffs

and we have

B,T=B=E [exP(_1rds)]	 (180)

The contractual component of the credit risky corporate bond is given by

B=E [exP(_Yrds)]	 (181)

where

(182)
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Note that (181) is identical to

B = E [ex (_Y(r + (1— ek)A)ds)]	 (183)

B' is the pre-default value of the credit risky corporate instrument. Such an instru-

ment is not available for trading. The following lemma will help to clarify the payoff

structure of the pre-default security.

Lemma 3.5 (181) is equivalent to

B'7 = E [Ywuxex (_1rds) du+exp (_Yrds)]	 (184)

Proof:

Define

V ' - d,c / ni
- 1J t,TI tit	 (185)

Taking the differential of (185) yields

dV = (dB' - Brdt) /A	 (186)

Integrating the above using (181) and taking expectations yields (184).D

Note that r = r + Yt and 4	 - wt A; therefore, the following relations hold:

B'7 ^ B	 B'7	 (187)

Given that B , T and that the contract B is available to a subset of investors,

these investors could realize riskless profits by shorting the treasury asset and taking

a long position in the Libor security for an instant profit of B' - B T ^ 0, while

at maturity principal payments would offset each other. The assumption imposing

short sale constraints serves precisely to disallow this strategy. On the other hand,

B' ^ BiT, and if B was available, investors could realize riskless profits by

shorting the Libor instrument and taking long positions in B' for an instant profit

of B' - B T ^ 0 and no subsequent cashfiows. While B' is not available, a similar

trade using BT would generate identical profits if investors could liquidate their

positions just before default occurs. However, the time of default being an inaccessible

stopping time in the current framework, there is no sequence of predictable times

announcing the time of default. Investors will not be able to liquidate their positions

and capture the positive return differential —wA because there is no rule indicating

at which time to do this.

Consider the corporate bond; under P, from (135):
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VtdT =E [ex (_Yrds) VTd T]	 ( 188)

On {t > T}, (188) is identical to

B,T = e_2T B ,T	 (189)

and e" is a realization of the stochastic recovery rate. On {t < r}, (188) is

identical to

T	
B,TDl

B 'T = E [ex (_frds)
j Dj

= E [ex (_ J rids) exp (_j h8dN8)]

= E [(e_nI{T>r} +I{T<})exp (_Yrds)]

= E [(e_xhT(1 - I{T<r}) + I{T<}) exp ( J rids)]

= E	 - (e_x1 - 1)I{T< } ) exp ( frds)]

which is identical to

B T = E [e_r exp ( f rids) - (eT - 1) exp ( J(r + A)ds)] (190)

(190) denotes the price of a credit risky corporate bond in the presence of stochastic

recovery rates and allowance for credit components to be correlated with interest rates.

While desirability of such features has frequently expressed, a result of this nature is

not available in the literature. In order to make explicit the role of the correlation

parameter relative to other models, assume that the recovery rate distribution is

degenerate and that the default intensity follows a Gaussian process. (190) is then

equivalent to

B T = e_kht B T + I{t<r}Et [Wt exp ( J(r + ))ds)]	 (191)

Under the assumption that the recovery rate distribution is degenerate, the following

proposition demonstrates the explicit impact of the correlation between credit risk

and market risk on the valuation of a credit risky zero coupon bond.
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(193)

(194)

(195)

Proposition 3.3 Assume that the recovery rate distribution is degenerate and that

the default intensity follows a Gaussian process. (191) is then equivalent to

B ,T = B ,T x eT +	 (192)

WtB,T x E [ex (_YA;ds)] x exp (1aA(sT)a1(sT)P1Osdds)

Proof:

Note that under P*.

t	 2

= f1 - J 
o'(s,t)a'(s,t)dt +	 Jo9(s,t)qdMc*

0	 i=1

t	 t3
Ad -
	 - f w8 (s,t)a 1 (s,t)dt +	 Jo%(s,t)qdM.c*

t-
t=10	 0

t	 3

+f ( qq ) (a'(s,t)(s,t) +'(s,t)a(s,t))
i=1	 /

Therefore

J
(rl,A*)ds = ff(u, ․)(u, ․)ep1duds

= f fa
(u, s)r1 (u, s)Op1dsd?1

= 
faA (s, T)a'(s, T)Op1ds

which, in conjunction with (191), yields (192).D

While the Gaussianity assumption is limiting, the above (192) is the first credit risky

bond pricing equation providing an explicit role for a correlation between credit risk

and market risk. If p = 0, (192) reduces to

B T =	 x E	 - exp ( 
f 

Ads)]	 (196)

+B ,T x E [ex (_YA:ds)]

If furthermore the intensity is assumed to be deterministic, one arrives at the result

of Jarrow and Turnbull (1995):

B,T = B,T x ( - exp (
	

Ad8)) e_khT + B T x exp ( 
f 

Ads) (197)
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In many contexts the value of a credit risky corporate bond has been characterized as

being equivalent to a long position in the underlying credit risk free instrument and

a short position in a put option on the credit risky claim. This characterization is

consistent with the current framework, as demonstrated in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.4 The value of a credit risky corporate zero coupon bond is equiv-

alent to a long position in the underlying credit risk free instrument and a short

position in a put option on the credit risky claim with the exercise price being given

by the principal value.

Proof:

The value of the contract described in the proposition is given by

B , T = B,T - E [ex (_ f rids) (B ,T - B4T) +]	 (198)

= B , T - E [ex (_Yrds) E [(B , T - BT)+]]

Noting that B ,T - B T = 0 if no default occurs yields

B', T = B , T -	 ( 199)

E [ex (_YrdS) (1 _eT) ( — exp (_7A;ds))]

= E [e_T exp ( f rids) - (e	 - 1) exp ( J(r + A)ds)]

which is identical to the characterization of the credit risky bond in (190).D

This proposition concludes the discussion of the discount instruments and briefly a

number of results concerning rate and yield processes for the case of fixed recovery

rates are collected.

Using (94) and (95), instantaneous forward and spot rate processes for the treasury

and Libor asset under the spot risk measure are given by

t	 t

If,-2- = ig, - f o 9 (s, T)a9 (s, T)ds + f o(s, T)qdMc*	 (200)
0	 0

t	 2

ft,T = f,T - J	 T)a1(s, T)ds +	 J o(s, T)q,idMtc*	 (201)S

0	 0

=	 - f (s, t)a9 (s, t)ds + f u(s, t)qldMc*	 (202)
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t	 t2

= f,t - f o'(s,t)a'(s,t)ds +	 (203)

0

On { t < r }, (96) facilitates identification of the dynamics of the forward probability

of default under the spot risk measure in terms of pure volatility parameters:

=	 - f w
8 (s, T)a 1 (s, T)ds +	 J (s, T)qldM* (204)

+	
(	

qsAq) (a1 (s, T) (s, T) + ' (s, T)aA (s, T))

0

The instantaneous probability of default satisfies

t	 t3

-	 - f w3 o(s,t)a'(s,t)ds +	 (205)t-
i= 10	 0

t /3
+ 

f (
	 qq) (a'(s, t)o (s, t) + a- t (s, t)a" (s, t))

The significance of (204) and (205) is that under the risk neutral measure, dynam-

ics relating to the probability of default are comprehensively characterized through

specification of volatility parameters. In this sense the present analysis can be con-

sidered as an extension of the arbitrage pricing framework for market risk to markets

in which credit contingent claims are traded.

Yield processes relating to the treasury and Libor asset are given as follows:

(T - t ) 9T = f(r - a(s,T) 2)ds + a9(s,T)q1dMc.*	 (206)

T	 T2
(T — t)Yt' T = f(r _a1(s,T)2)ds+fa1(s,T)qtdM,.c*	 (207)

t	 1t

Regarding the corporate asset the definition of zero coupon yields states that

(208)

Using the generalized Ito rule and (132) yields

T	 T
I.	 1

1nB ,T = lnB T + J —dB T
 - 2! BT.BTd[B5,TBs,T] (209)s,T

+ i (lnB - lnB_,T - 
BT 

t B)
t<s<T
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which, together with (208), permits identification of the yield dynamics relating to

the credit risky instrument under the risk neutral measure:

T	 2T

(T - t) Y T = f(r - a'(s, T)2 )ds +	 f	 a(s, T)qdMc*

t	 t
TAr

+	 f aA(s,T)qdMc*
i=1

TM-	 TAr

_ J a"(s,T)2ds--lnwr— f w8)ds

TAr

-	 J a"(s,T)a'(s,T)q'qds
i=1

For future reference the following results relating to yield covariances are collected.

TAM

coy ('', ,M)	 (T - t)(M - t) f a9 (s, T)a9 (s, M)ds	 (211)

TAM

coy (Y,',Yz)	
1	

J a1 (s,T)a1 (s,M)ds	 (212)
(T—t)(M—t)

t

TAM

cot' (Y T, Y M) = /3 J p (a)(s,T)a(s,M) +a'(s,T)a1(s,T)) ds (213)

TAM

+13 f (a(s,T)aA(s,M) +a'(s,M)a'(s,T)) ds

TAM

cot' (T 1 M) = /3 f p'a(s,T)a'(s,M)ds	 (214)

TAM

coy ('TYM) = j3 f (p9AaA(SM)a9(ST) +p'a(s,T)a1(s,M)) ds	 (215)

TAM

cov(YT,YM)=/3 I (paX(s, M) + a'(s, M)) a 1 (s, T)ds
	

(216)

where/3—	 1
- (T—t)(M—t)

(210)
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(218)

(219)

3.3.2. Forward Risk Measure

The measure P is associated with the use of the money market account A as the

numeraire assets; under this measure, spot prices are martingales. An alternative set

of numeraire assets is available in the form of the Libor assets, viewed as indexed by

maturity. The present section is devoted to the identification of a probability measure

associated with the use of a Libor instrument of some fixed maturity T E [t, 1] as the

numeraire asset. It turns out that under this measure forward prices of maturity T

are martingales. For this reason this measure is also called forward risk measure and

denoted by pT• Given that the impact of different specifications for the recovery rate

distribution has been already been examined in the context of the spot risk measure,

it is assumed in the present section that the recovery rate in the event of default is

fixed at e_1th1.

3.3.2.1. Density Processes

Return processes relating to the three discount securities, normalized by the Libor

asset of some fixed maturity T E [t, 11, Vt1 T, are given as follows:

= (r+yt —r +(t,T) —bt(t,T))dt+	 (217)

3
(q ici() - qa1(t,Tn)) (dM - qia1(tT)dt)

i= 1

d(VT/VT,,) = (b'(t,T) —b'(t,T))dt+
V /,T,,t,T

3

q (a1 (t, T) - at (t, Ta)) (dM;'c - qa1 (t, T)dt)
i= 1

d (VT/VT,) - (b
1 (t,T) + I{t<r} bA (t,T) - b1(t,T))dt

Vd/Vl	 -t,T,,

+>qi(al(t,T) - a(t,T)) x (dM;'c - qia(t,Tn)dt)

+	 I(<}qwaA (t, T) x (dMc - qa 1 (t, T)dt)

+Wt (dN - ) tArdt) + a1 (t, T)I{i < r} wt aA (t, T)	 qqdt
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(225)

(226)

The following assumptions relate to the existence of market prices of risk prior to

default and at the time of default.

Assumption 3.21 (Existence of market prices of risk prior to default) On

{t < r}, there exists a matrix 114 such that the following holds

H i + fl2fl3H =0
	

(220)

The matrix

b9(t,T) —b'(t,T)

=	 b'(t,T)—b'(t,T)

b1 (t,T) + b"(t,T) - bt (t,T) - at (t,T)wtaA (t,T) > q ' q -

(221)

is the matrix of excess returns on the three discount assets, the volatility matrix is

given by

a9(t, T)	 —a'(t,T)	 0

112=	 0
	

at (t,T) —a'(t,T)	 0
	

(222)

0
	

at (t,T) —a'(t,T) wta'>'(t,T)

H3=Qt
	 (223)

is the correlation matrix and
i,c

Ut

H4	 92.0	 (224)
3,c

Ut

contains the market prices of risk arising from the presence of uncertainty generated

by the continuous martingale vector M.

Assumption 3.22 (Existence of market prices of risk at the time of default)

On {t = r}, there exists a matrix 114 such that the following holds:

111+112113114=0

The matrix

b9(t,T) - bt(t,T)

b'(t,T) - bt(t,T)	 I
H1	

[	

bt(t,T)+bA(t,T)bl(t,T)	 I
3	 I

it Aza(t—, T)wt_a' (t—, T) i: q -q - w_A_ + wt)tO ,J
i=1	 /
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is the matrix of excess returns on the three discount assets, the volatility matrix is

given by

a°(t,T)	 —a'(t,T)	 0

112 =	 0	 a1(t,T) —a 1 (t,T) 0	 (227)

0	 a1(t,T)—a1(t,T) Wt

q' 0 0

113= q 1 q 2 0	 (228)

Il	 12q	 q

is the correlation matrix and
L' CVt

114 =	 (229)

contains the market prices of risk arising from the presence of uncertainty generated

by the martingale vector (M1, M'2 , Me), where M = dN - Adt.

Assumption 3.23 (Existence of market prices of risk after the time of default)

On {t > r}, there exists a matrix 114 such that the following holds

111 + HHH = 0	 (230)

The matrix

I b(t,T)—b 1 (t T)
11 1 =1

	

	 I	 (231)
b1(t,T)—b1(t,T) )

is the matrix of excess returns on the treasury and Libor discount assets, the volatility

matrix is given by

	

112 - ( a
9 (t,T)	 —a'(t,T)	 \	

(232)
0	 a1(t,T)—a'(t,T) )

113 ( q' 0 )

	

(233)

	

=	 11	 12q	 q

is the correlation matrix and

f 9',c \
114 =	

)	

(234)

contains the market prices of risk arising from the presence of uncertainty generated

by the continuous martingale vector (Mi", M2).

Note that after the time of default there is no uncertainty relating to credit risk; the

only source of uncertainty is given by the market risk embedded in the treasury and
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Libor security. (79) and (89) can be expanded as follows:

2
b9 (t, T) - 1i(t, T) + a9 (t, T)qbeC - a 1 (t, T) >2 

qt9C = 0	 (235)
1=1

b(t,T) - bt (t,T) + (a t (t,T) - a'(t,T)) >2qie;C = 0 	 (236)

3

	

o = b t (t, T) + b" (t, T) - bt (t, T) - a'(t, T)wta' (t, T) > qtq)t	 (237)
i=1

2	 3

—Wt)tt + (a'(t,T) - a'(t,T)) >2qiOc + wa A (t,T) >2qAtoiC

	

t	 t
i=1	 i=1

3

	

0 = b1 (t,T) + b"(t—,T) - b'(t,T) - a'(t—,T)wt_a"(t—,T) >2qq1 	 (238)
t= 1

2	 3
—w_A_ + (a'(t,T) - a 1 (t,T)) >2q2o;c + w1_aA (t_,T)>2q'iO + wAO

i=1	 i=1

Differentiating (235)-(238) with respect to maturity yields arbitrage-free forward rate

drift restrictions for the three discount securities under the forward risk measure:

c 9 (t, T) = —c 9 (t, T) (q1oc + a9 (t, T))	 (239)

c'(t,T) = —o1(t,T) (qi9,c + a1(tT))	 (240)

On {t < r}, drift restrictions relating to instantaneous corporate forward rates are

given by

& (t, T) = - (t, T) ( qO + wja (t, T)) + 	 (241)

(t qiqi) (a' (t, T)i (t, T) + o (t, T)aA (t,

whereas on {t = T}, the corresponding restrictions are given by

&' (t—, T)wt_ =	 0A (t, T)wt At O + w?_a" (t—, T)r (t—, T) + 	 (242)

Wt_ (
	

qtAiqi) (a'(t—, T)crA (t—, T) + '(t—, T)a (t—, T))

In order to guarantee uniqueness, the following assumption is added.

Assumption 3.24 (Uniqueness of Market Prices of Risk) The matrix prod-

ucts 112 113 in (220), (225) and (230) are non-singular..

The above assumption guarantees that the relevant matrices can be inverted and

unique solutions for the market prices of risk as in (224), (229) and (234) exist. Given
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the assumptions relating to existence and uniqueness of the market prices of risk,

(217)-(219) can be expressed as follows:

d (vT/vT,,) 
= (rI + Yt - r)dt +	 (243)

"tT/V
3

(q'a9 (t, T) - qa'(t, Ta)) (dM; c — (o.0 + qa1 (t, T4)dt)
I

d(VT/Vt'T,j
V,T/V,T. = >qi (a'(t,T) - a'(t,T)) (dM; c — (9c + qa1(t,Tn))dt) (244)

d(VT/Vt1T)	 3
=	 I{t<r}qwia'(t,T) (dM; c — (otc +qa'(t,Tn))dt)	 (245)

+	 (q(a'(t, T) — a'(t, Ta))) (dM c - (O + qa'(t, T))dt)

+Wt (dNa — AtArOtdt)

(243)-(245) illustrate that expected returns on normalized assets are given by the

sum of the risk premia corresponding to the various sources of risk, including terms

arising from the risk associated with uncertainty in the value of VT. The following

proposition identifies the density process defining the equivalent martingale measure

associated with the use of the Libor assets with maturity T as a numeraire.

Proposition 3.5 There exists a unique equivalent martingale measure pT under

which the processes Vt9T/ VT , Vt,T/ Vt ,T,, and VT/VT in (243)-(245) are martin-

gales. The density process defining this measure is given by

	

ZT = ZT	 (246)t	 0

xE	 (Yz(o — 1 )dM	 Z (a1(t,T,)q' + 9iC) dM)

'tAr

x (f Z (a1 (t,T)q 3 + O) dM)

0

where 6 (.) is the Doleans-Dade exponential. (246) is equivalent to

/ tAr	 tAr

	

ZTfl - Z" x exp (I (O - 1)Ads + f 1nOdNs)	 (247)t-

'2	 2

x exp (f (a'(t,T)q + O) dM — 	 f (a1 (t,T)q + O)2ds)

0	 0
/tAr	 tAr

x exp (J (a1 (t,T)q 3 + O c) dM c - 
J (a1 (t,T)q 3 +	

)2 
ds)

0
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and defines the spot risk measure through

dPTn - ZT

dP - 1	
(248)

Furthermore, the following restriction holds:

r+yt —r =0	 (249)

Proof: See appendix.D

Under the forward risk measure return processes of trading gains associated with the

three discount instruments are given by

d1'V /"tT )t,T

Vt T/V T	=	
(q1a9(t,T) - qa 1 (t,Tn )) dM:CT	 (250)

d (Vt1T/VttT)	 3

/V	
=	 qt (a'(t,T) - a 1 (t,T)) dMc,T,,	 (251)

t,T

3d	 =	
(q(a1(t, T) - a1 (t, Ta )) + q i aA (t, T))	 (252)

i=1

+Wt (dN - AT dt't	 tAr )

where the sources of risk under pT are given by

=	
- 

f (Oc + qtal (t , T)) ds	 (253)

M ,c,T, =	 - fq2al(tT)ds	 (254)
0

Md,T, = Md - f (9 - 1) A3 ds	 (255)

Note that for any two maturities M, T E [0, 1], the following relationship holds:

M,T = M,M - J q (a1 (t, T) - a (t, M)) ds	 (256)
0

Integrating (250)-(252) yields the following set of equations:

V,T -
x exp	 (qa(s,T) - qa1 (s,T)) dMT) (257)VI	 7r

T,T,	 tT,	 'i=1

x exp	 f (q9 oY(s T) - qa1 (s, T)) 2 ds)
=1t
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xexp(3 

T
=	 fqL2 (a' (s T)_a' (s T))dMtT..) 	 (258)

VIT,T	 t,T,,

x exp	 >J (a'(s,T) - at(siTn))2ds)

TAT	 T
V ,T -	 x exp ( 

f w
8 A '"ds - kjhs dNs)	 (259)

VIT,T,,	 t,T,.

T

xexp (f (q(a'(s,T) —a'(s,T)) +qaA(s,T))dMT)
\i1 t

/	 3T

xexp (-f (q(a'(s,T) —a'(s,T)) +qaA(s,T))2ds)

\	 i=i

The latter expressions will prove useful for the purpose of pricing specific contracts.

3.3.2.2. Asset Values and Rate Processes under the
Forward Risk Measure

The following section is devoted to the characterization of prices and rates under the

forward rate measure. Consider the martingale measure associated with the use of

the Libor assets of maturity T as the numeraire asset. Under this measure, the price

of the treasury instrument is given by:

B T = B ,T x Er [ex ( Ys ds)]	 (260)

making explicit the nature of this asset as a claim to the accumulated convenience

yield. The price of the Libor assets is given by

B,T = B ,T x ET [I]	 (261)

The price of the credit risky zero coupon bond can be expressed as:

= B ,T x ET [(i - exp ( f A 'ds)) C_T]	 (262)

+B ,T x ET [ex (_ J )'ds)]

Note the familiar decomposition of the price of this asset given as the sum of its

probability weighted payoffs. (262) is valid despite the presence of a stochastic default
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intensity and explicit correlation between the probability of default and interest rates

and demonstrates the attractiveness of the forward risk measure. Using (239)-(242)

and (254), instantaneous forward and spot rate processes for the treasury and Libor

asset under the forward risk measure are given by

3 t

fT = f,T -
	 - qa1 (s,T))ds	 (263)
t=1

t

+ J 9(s, T)qdMcT

0

fi,T = .fo,T - J t7'(8,T)(a1(s,T) - a'(s,T))ds	 (264)

+ > f c(s, T)qdM"'T"
i=i 0

3 t
9-r	 - f -	 f qo'(s, t)q9i (q3Yia(s, t) - qa1 (s, T))ds	 (265)

s—i

+ .L 
n 9 (s, t)q'dM/'T'

t	 2

=	 - f 7'(s,t)(a'(s,t) - a1 (s,T))ds +	 (266)
0	 t=i 0

Remark 3.7 Note that if T = T, (264) reduces to

2

f,T = f,T +	 (267)
s—i o

Thus, the forward risk measure associated with the use of the Libor discount bond of

maturity T is the measure under which, apart from normalized assets being martin-

gales, instantaneous forward rates on this asset are also martingales. The martingale

property of forward rates and yields under the forward risk measure only holds for

the relevant processes associated with the numeraire asset. Inspection of (263) and

(268) reveals that forward rates on the treasury instrument and the corporate asset

fail to satisfy the martingale property even under the forward risk measure.

On {t < r}, (96) facilitates identification of the dynamics of the forward probability

of default under the spot risk measure in terms of pure volatility parameters:

= Ao,T -	 f w8qaA (s, T)(qtaA (s, T) - qa1 (s, T))ds	 (268)
i—i 0
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+ >2f o (s, T)qdM'T

0

+>2J(q*q)(a1(sT)(s,T) +a(s,T)aA(s,T))ds

i=1

The instantaneous probability of default satisfies

=	 - >2! w8 q t ' (s, t)(qaA (s, t) - qa'(s, T))ds	 (269)

0

+	 rA(s,

0

+>2f(qiq?)(a1(s,t)(s,t) +1(s,t)a(s,t))ds

i=1

Note that for the purpose of pricing specific contracts, the dynamics of A under

various forward risk measures will provide useful. In such situations, the probability

of default under the Ta-forward risk measure will be denoted A = 	 where A is

given by (269).

3.3.3. Summary of Density Processes

Application of the technology developed in the preceding sections will frequently re-

quire switching between different martingale measures. For future reference, the den-

sity processes defining various martingale measures are summarized below.

The density identifying the spot risk measure is

/3 1	 1
dP*

= e >2 J 
a(s, T)qdM + f(O - 1)dMsd)	 ( 270)

k-i0	 0

and
rdp*	 dPt

(271)

is a P-martingale. The class of densities identifying the forward risk measures, indexed

by the maturity T E (t, 11 of the numeraire asset, is given by

/3 1	 1
dPT

dP = S (>2J(o + a'(s, T)q)dM c + f(O - 1)dM5d)	 (272)

0

and the process
dPT

Zr=E[-]=--k	 (273)
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is a P-martingale. To switch from the spot risk measure to the forward risk measure,

the density

= ( f at (s, T)qdMc)	 (274)

will be used and the process

rdpTl dPT
Z*=Et[_]=__IFj	 (275)

Finally, to switch between forward risk measures associated with different maturities

M and T, the density

/3 1dPT
dPM =E (	 f (at (s,T) _a1 (sM))dM)	 (276)

\k=1 o

will be used and the process

IdpTl dPT
zI'TM =E	 =	 (277)

is a PM martingale. This concludes the summary of density processes defining differ-

ent martingale measures.
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Conclusion

This chapter contains the derivation of a no-arbitrage framework for the pricing of

credit contingent claims. While the model derived here can be categorized as a re-

duced form model in that credit risk is modelled in terms of a probability of default

and recovery rates, a number innovative modelling choices distinguish it from estab-

lished models using this approach. Explicit allowance is made for both the probability

of default as well as recovery rates to be subject to uncertainty. The concept of a

stochastic instantaneous forward probability of default has been introduced,capturing

the idea of default probabilities varying randomly over time and facilitating incorpo-

ration of a correlation structure between the default process and interest rates. Such

a property has so far has eluded credit risk models.

The securities market model I propose integrates a number of markets which have

largely been analyzed in isolation. Specifically, I assume that treasury, interbank and

corporate assets are traded. Joint modelling of these assets facilitates consideration

of credit related and credit unrelated spread components.

A further innovation in the preceding analysis is that asset characteristics are modelled

in terms of contractual and non contractual payoffs. This approach allows certain

economic features of assets under considerations to be incorporated when pricing these

assets. The terminology is also more intuitive than that used in related contexts21.

Special attention is given to the distribution of recovery rates. It is shown that

only a subset of all possible specifications relating to recovery rate distributions is

compatible with the use of the no arbitrage paradigm. Specifically, when the recovery

rate is assumed to take on an infinity of possible values, it is unlikely that such a risk

can be hedged. Ultimately, this type of consideration reflects the fact that credit risk

contains substantial idiosyncratic components.

Finally, density processes defining martingale measures have been derived and dis-

count securities under different risk neutral measures have been characterized. The

following chapters contain applications of the methodology developed here. The pric-

ing of specific credit contingent claims is the subject of the following chapter. The

second application focuses on risk management issues in the current framework.

21 Jarrow and Turnhnll (1995) use the 'foreign currency' analogue in modelling credit risk; see their
paper for details.

-
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Appendix

Derivation of the return process for the default risky
zero coupon bond

Integrating instantaneous forward rates as in (31):

f fdu 
= f fdu + f J c'(s, u)dsdu + J J a(s, u)dWdu -	 (278)

ff waA (s, u)I{8< }dsdu + f f w8 (s, u)I{3<}dWdu

A change of the order of integration yields:

= f fdu + f J &(s, u)duds + f J	 u)dudW -	 (279)

Jf w (s, fl)I{s<r}dUdS + J J w8 (s, U)I{s<r}dUdW

f fdu = f fdu + J f c(s u)duds + J f (s, u)dudW -	 (280)

ff w3 (s, U)I{s< r} dUdS + J J w8 (s, U)I{s< r}dUdW Ar -

Jfudu_Jf&(su)duds_fJ(T'(s,u)dudW +

ff ws (s, u)I{8< } duds + f J w3 (s A r,

ffdu = J fdu + J J c(s, u)duds + 
f J y1(, u)dudW	 (281)

—frdu +

Jf w$ (s, u)I{8< } duds + J J w(s, u)I{5<}dudW
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(287)

(288)

From the functional relationship between bond prices and instantaneous forward rates,

1nB T = Jftudu
	

(282)

Using the transformation X = ln B ' T and (282) yields (53).

Derivation of the density process for the spot risk mea-
sure

By definition of a martirigale measure,

Z=Et[

dP*-J

is a P-martingale with
IdP*l

(284)

Using Karatzas and Shreve (1987), p.170, and Bremaud (1981), p.64, any P-martingale

can be represented as

2	 t	 t

Z = Z + J qdM' + f q5"dM" + J qSdM	 (285)
lb	 0	 0

where dM = dNt - .Xdt is a compensated Poisson process. Since P* is an equiv-

alent martingale measure, Vt9T/A is a P' martingale, implying that Vt°TZ/A is

a P martingale. This requirement is identical to the following process being a P

martingale:

d(V'TZ/A) - Z_
dv T +dZ:— = dA	 (286)

1/tT/At	 - Vt,T

+	 IdV&, dZflC +

(286) is equivalent to

d (v&z/A ) =	 ( c 
+ Z_a9 (t,T)q) dM

v1:'r/A
3,c + q4dM1

+a(t,T)q' (1c - 
z:_ o ) dt

+(r + lit - r)dt

(287) is a P martingale only if the following restrictions hold:

1,c	 s 91,cq)	 =•'t—t

(283)
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d(V TZr/A) -
vd /A	 -t,T

2
(c + z_a1(t,T)qi)

i= I
(292)

(293)

(294)

r + Yt - = 0

Repeating the same procedure with the Libor security

d(V'Z/A)	 2

h1',TIA t 	 =	

(. c + z_ a1 (t,T)q i) dM:c
i=1

A3 dMc + qdM+I'tAr	 tAr
2

+a9 (t,T)> q 1 (ic -	 dt
i=1

yields the restriction
2,c - 7*

(/	 - LJ_V

Finally,

(289)

(290)

(291)

3

+Z_a (t A T,T) >1	 +
i= 1

qS rdM,. + ç5dM + Z_w (dN - AtArdt)

+Wt)%tAr ( - Z_(O - 1)) dt
2

+a1(t,T)q' (tc - z:_e c) dt

3
/ •,c	 z o ) dt+a" (t A r,T) >12 q	 (tAr - t— tAr

yields the restrictions
3,c - '7*	 3,c

'1'tAr -

Inserting (288), (291), (293) and (294) into (285) yields

Z = Z0 +	 Z_odM; + JZ:Ar _O rdM C + Jz_(o - 1)dM (295)

the solution of which is given by (107).D

Derivation of the density process for the forward risk
measure

In analogy to arguments in the preceding section,

ZT E 1dPT
= tLdp (296)
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is a pT martingale with

z07" = E {dPT.] = 1
	

(297)

From various representation theorems for PTmartingales,

Z" = Z- + j J dM:, + f dMc + J dM
	

(298)

Since pT is an equivalent martingale measure, Vt9T/B T is a PT martinga1e , im-

plying that VtTZi'/B T is a P-martingale. Noting that

d (v Tzz/B ,T,) =	
dV + dZ - B
	

dB,T,,	 (299)
VT/BT,,

ZT
+B1	

tl	
[dB,T,,,dBT,j

t—,T	 t—,T,

ZT
+	 [dV'T,dZT]_vg	 z	 [dV9T,dBT]

BtT1dBt,TdZ1 t—,T

	 t—,T

is identical to

d (vpT zgT; / 1 T ) 2
= > (c + Z(a9(t, T) q - a1 (t , Tn )qt)) dMc(3OO)

i=1
3,c

+tArdMt/\T + q5dM
2

+	 (a(t, i)q 2 - a1 (t , Tn )q 2) x
i=I

- Z(a'(t,T)q + 9t.C)) dt

+(r+yt —r)dt

the above considerations require the drift of (300) to be zero. The same argument

applies to the processes

d (v Tz/A) =	 ( c 
+ Z(a'(t,T) - a'(t,T))q) dM	 (301)

i='
+ 3c dM3c + qSdMdtAr	 tAr

+ (a'(t,T) - a'(t,T)) X

2
(c - Z(a' (t,T)q + Oc)) dt

i='

d (vzT"/A)	
(ic + 

ZT2a'(t , T)) dM
	

(302)
t=1
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2
(c + Z(a'(t,T)q - a1(t,Tn))q)) dMc

3

+Z_a (t A r,T)	 +	 dM + qdM'

+zwt (dN - AtA I. dt) + Wt)%tAI- 
(i - Z(O' - 1)) dt

3

+	 (a'(t,T)q' + a"(t,T)q - a E (t , Tn ))q 2 ) )<

(ic - Z (a' (t, Tn)qt +	 dt

yielding the restrictions

- ZT (etc +a'(t,T)q')	 (303)- t— '¼

ç=Z(9-1)	 (304)

(305)

which can be inserted into (298) to yield

2	 t

z	 =	 +	 f Z9dM + J ZO3 , c dit,13 , c 	 (306)8AT	 8

0	 0

+fZro - 1)dM

the solution of which is given by (246).E1
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Introduction
The objective of the current chapter is to derive pricing results for a number of deriv-

ative contracts within the framework elaborated in the preceding chapter. In order to

clarify the impact of credit risk on the valuation of contracts, for a given contract un-

der consideration, I will first provide pricing results for the relevant contract without

default risk. This analysis will include the pricing of contracts on treasury and inter-

bank rates and will illuminate how the presence of the convenience yield associated

with treasury positions affects valuation. Subsequently, valuation proceeds to con-

sider pricing of credit contingent claims, clarifying the impact of introducing credit

risk.

I consider the value of contracts at time t with payoffs occurring at time T; in most

cases payoffs will be functions of instruments maturing at time M, where t < T < M.

Regarding pricing results for forward and futures contracts, payoffs will be functions of

four underlying instruments: The treasury bond, the Libor instrument, the corporate

bond and a corporate instrument whose default parameters at the maturity date of

the derivative contract have been reset to satisfy a given credit quality; this latter

instrument will be referred to as the refreshed corporate bond. Payoffs may be defined

in terms of money market yields Lt,T which are defined by the following relationship:

1
Bt,T	

+ t,TLt,T	
(1)

Bt,T is the reference instrument and 6t,T is the interest accrual factor. The interest

accrual factor is necessary because money market rates are quoted on an annualized

basis; given that one wants to value the a money market deposit with maturities other

than one year using quoted market rates, the above relation is relevant. With regard

to the analysis in the next two chapters, contracts on underlying instruments with

fixed times to maturity are being valued. For example, a forward contract on a M - T

period money market deposit pays off at its maturity date

BT,M_BX=	
1	

(2)
1+ £5T,MLT,M

where BX is the forward price. Given that the time to maturity of the underlying

contract is fixed by the contract specification, we can drop the subscript on the interest

accrual factor and set 5T,M = 5, reflecting the fact that for the purpose of the contract

specification, M - T is fixed. As indeed this is the case for the contracts under

consideration in this and the following chapter, the subscripts on the interest accrual

factor will be dropped22.

22 Note that hone of the results are affected by making the time dependency of the interest accrual
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It is noted that contracts being valued in the current chapter are assumed to be free

of counterparty default risk. Throughout this chapter it is assumed that volatilities

and correlations are deterministic.

The current chapter is structured as follows: The first section contains general results

regarding contingent claims pricing within the framework established in chapter 2.

The two pricing functions are introduced and an additional general pricing function

for continuously resettled claims is motivated. The second section is concerned with

the pricing of forward contracts on prices and yields relating to different assets. It will

be shown that the presence of credit risk generates specific convexity adjustments not

present otherwise. The third section is concerned with the pricing of futures contracts

and illustrates the impact of the continuous settlement feature on the valuation of

credit contingent claims. Section 4 briefly considers the valuation of options on credit

spreads. Section 5 is devoted to the analysis of structured products containing credit

elements. Having discussed some generic structures, I will consider the valuation of

specific structures that have appeared in the markets.

4.1. Contingent Claims Pricing

In order to establish the link between the framework outlined in the preceding chapter

and the pricing of specific contracts, this section briefly considers general results on

the pricing of contingent claims and continuously settled contracts.

Subject to regularity conditions, the uniqueness of the martingale measures identified

in chapter 2 is equivalent to the markets for interest rate risk and credit risk being

complete. In such a setting, any contingent claims can be synthetically constructed

through trading strategies involving the discount instruments. The admission of con-

tingent claims into the present framework must not invalidate the arbitrage free nature

of the market; this requirement necessitates the imposition of additional structure on

the permitted trading strategies involving the construction of synthetic claims.

Definition 4.1 Given a contingent claim with terminal value VT = X, a trading

strategy, characterized by its holdings , i e g, 1, ci], in the discount instruments, is

called admissible if

1.)	 , i € [g, 1, d}, are predictable with respect to 2

fator explicit, givelt that at the time of valuation, the value of this variable is known and can be
considered fixed for the PIIrI)ose of contract valuation.
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2.) Under *, normalized value processes for synthetic claims are P*.martingales and

satisfy

IVS,T\Vt—V0
+JdQ/) +fd(Y) +Jd

()	
(3)

while price processes must satisfy

= vo 
+ f 

çodA 
+ J 

çodV 
+ J 

cdV1, 
+ J 

dV T	 (4)

3.) Under pTa, normalized value processes for synthetic claims are PTmartinga1es

and satisfy

-	
+Jwd 

BT 
+Jwd(T) +fdBi) (5)

VVo	 (vT)

while price processes must satisfy

V = V0 + f'dB ,T + J SadV T + JdV:,T + JsadvT	 (6)

4.) At the maturity of the contingent claim,

VTXT
	 (7)

The first condition stipulates that portfolio selection can depend at most on informa-

tion available to the market at time t. The self financing conditions (2)-(5) reflect the

requirement that the change in portfolio value must be due to the capital gains/losses

from the underlying securities. The last condition requires that the portfolio matches

the contingent claim's cash flow at the maturity date. Note that (2) and (4) imply

Vt = E {XTA/4]	 (8)

V = B 7 x ET [XT ]	 (9)

(7) and (8) will serve as the main pricing tools when the valuation of specific contracts

is considered. To illustrate equivalence of the two pricing functions, consider the value

of a contract the payoff of which at time T is given by XT; from (7), the value of this

contract is given by

Vt=E[tJ	 (10)

From Girsanov's theorem,

E[
XT1AtJ_	 1	

(11)
AT - ET [ZT]
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here
*,T dP* 4BT

zo	
dPTABT	 (12)

is a PT_martingale. Inserting (11) into (10) yields

____ 
T 4B T XTA

Vt=A1B, xE A 1 B 1	A'	
(13)

t O,T	 0 T,T	 T

which is identical to (8). Having outlined the main pricing tools to be used, I briefly

add a result which will facilitate the valuation of continuously resettled claims, the

proof of which is adapted from Duffie and Singleton (1995).

Proposition 4.1 The price of a continuously resettled claim H, which pays a con-

tinuous dividend of Yt and by contract specification is set to a value HT = X at

maturity is given by

H,=E [HT+YYSdS]	 (14)

Proof:

Under the spot risk measure the trading gains process associated with a long position

in this contract must be given by

dV,' = r Vj1 du + 2g (dH,, + ydu)	 (15)

where V,f' is the value of the margin account and

[=exPfrds	 (16)

is the process indicating the size of the position. Noting that

f V"A'" A' Hd' U	 tA' ) = r'u (dH,. + ydu)	 (17)

(18) can be integrated to yield.

T
vi' 

= vt"+HT_Ht +fYsds	 (18)

Setting V," = H, and	 = A /A," and noting that the normalized trading gains

process must be a P-martingale establishes (14).

This completes the description of general pricing operators to be applied in the fol-

lowing section. I proceed to the pricing of specific contracts.
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4.2. Forward Contracts

The current section is devoted to the valuation of forward contracts on zero coupon

bond prices and zero coupon bond yields. Regarding the structure of contracts priced,

the following is relevant. Forward prices or yields carry the subscript F: The forward

price at time t for a contract maturing at time T is denoted by BrTq, where M = T+q

is the maturity of the underlying instrument. The corresponding expression for the

forward yield is given by BrTq. In both cases, additional superscripts will indicate

the type of underlying instrument.

Of particular interest will be the appearance of convexity adjustments arising from

the presence of credit risk when considering contracts the payoffs of which are non

linear functions of credit risky zero coupon bond prices.

4.2.1. Forward Contracts on Prices

The current section is devoted to the valuation of forward contracts on zero coupon

bond prices. I consider the four different underlying assets in turn.

Proposition 4.2 The forward price B' " 9 for a zero value contract on the treasury

bond is given by

IT	 '
gF B9t,M (_Jsds	 (19)Bt, 'T,q =	 X exp

t,T 't

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

V=B ,T XEr 1B _B9,Fl
T,M	 t,T,qj	 (20)

Furthermore, under pT, the following restriction must hold:

B9	B9TM - t,M xexP(_JYs ds)	 (21)BtT,T	 t,T

/3 T

x exp (	 f (qa(s, M) - qa1 (s, T)) dMT)
\i=1 t

/	 3T

x exp	 f (qa9(s, M) - qa1 (s, T)) 2 ds)
\	 t=lt

Inserting (22) into (21) and setting the contract value to zero yields (20).D
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(20) shows the forward price for the treasury bond to be given by the standard

cash-and-carry term, multiplied by a component involving the cumulated convenience

yield. Note that B q <B,M/B,T, reflecting the fact that by taking a long position

in the forward contract instead of buying in the spot market, investors forego the

convenience yield accruing to investors with long positions in the instrument. While

(20) does not appear in the literature, a similar result could be established in the

framework proposed by Grinblatt (1993).

Proposition 4.3 The forward price B' q for a zero value contract on the Libor

bond is given by

BM
B,q - Bt,T	

(22)

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

l,F 1V = B x El [B ,M - Bt Tqj	 (23)

Setting the contract value to zero yields (23). 0
(23) is the standard cash-and-carry textbook result (see Fitzgerald (1993) or Hull (1993)

). I turn to the valuation of forward contracts on credit risky zero coupon bonds.

d,FProposition 4.4 The forward price BtTq for a zero value contract on the corporate

bond is given by
B'' - B,M

t,T,q - BtT	
(24)

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

I,F' 1= B,T x El [V ,M - BtTqJ 	 (25)

Under pT, the following restriction must hold:

IT	 T
V M - "t,M	 (_fwsAd8_kJhsdNs)	 (26)X exp

TVt,T
\	 t	 t

/3 T

x exp	
f 

(q(a1 (s, M) - a1 (s, T)) + ws q taA (s, M)) dMT)

113T
x exp (-
	 f (qt(a'(s,M) - a1(s,T)) +wsqtaA(s,M))2ds)

"	 t=lt

Inserting (27) into (26) and setting the contract value to zero yields (25).D
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(25) demonstrates that the standard cash-and-carry result holds for forward prices on

credit risky zero coupon bonds. With regard to the valuation of forward contracts on

the refreshed corporate zero coupon bond, the following proposition can be proved:

Proposition 4.5 The forward price B' q for a zero value contract on the refreshed

corporate bond is given by

r	 / T
B'

Bq = -	 x ET exp (_Jws 'd8)]	 (27)

L
t,T

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

Vt = B ,T x ET [v7',M .	 - Bl , F' 1T<r}	 t,T,qj	 (28)

Under PT, the following restriction must hold:

V M '{T<r} - Vt, M '{T<r} 
x exp (_Yw S d8) 	 (29)

V4,T

x exp ( f (q(a1 (s, M) - a'(s, T)) + wsqtaA(s, M)) dMT)
j=1

x exp	 > J 
(qt ( t ( M) - at (s, T)) + w3qa(s, M)) 2 ds)

Inserting (30) into (29) and setting the contract value to zero yields (28).D

Note that (28) differs from (25) by a term involving the integral over the instantaneous

credit spread. Given that the spread is specified to be stochastic, the integral is

embraced by a conditional expectation. This adjustment reflects the contractual

specification that the corporate bond to be delivered into the forward contract has

its credit parameters refreshed at the maturity date of the forward contract. Between

time t and maturity M, this artificial instrument accrues at an instantaneous return

differential, relative to the Libor asset, of(1—e')AT. Results (28) and (25) quantify

the impact of credit risk in the underlying asset on forward prices. Results of this

kind do not appear in the literature. I now turn to the valuation of forward contracts

of yields, the payoffs to which are non linear functions of zero coupon bond prices.

Relative to the pricing results established in the present section, one should expect

convexity adjustments due to nonlinearity effects.
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(31)

(32)

4.2.2. Forward Contracts on Yields

The current section focuses on the valuation of contracts on yields. Relative to con-

tracts written on prices, it will be of interest to establish the precise form of convexity

adjustment arising from the presence of credit risk. In general, the contracts priced

in the current section mature at time T and are written on money market yields on

reference instruments maturing at time M.

Consider the valuation of a forward contract on the zero coupon yield on the treasury

instrument.

Proposition 4.6 The forward yield L' q for a zero value contract on the treasury

bond yield is given by

/ T	 \
BT	

(_Jsds)x exp
t,M \	 I

x exp ( J (a(s, M) 2 - 1 a(s, M)a'(s, T) + a t (s, T) 2 ) ds)

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

Vt = B ,T x ET 1L -	 1
t [ T,M	 t,T,qj

11
= B,T X Er i	 - (1 +	 8L'q)]

LT,M

Under PT, the following restriction must hold:

- 
BT )< exp ( YsdS)

BT, M

/ 3T

x exp	 f (q'a°(s, M) - qliat(s T)) dMT)
i=1

/

X exp (
	 f (q'a9(sM) - qiial(ST))2d8)

i=1

Inserting (33) into (32) and setting the contract value to zero yields (31).D

Regarding the pricing of a forward contract on the zero coupon yield on the Libor

deposit, the following result can be established.

= (30)
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Proposition 4.7 The forward yield L',q for a zero value contract on the Libor

bond yield is given by

B'
1 + Lt,F	

t,T (? (at(s,M) _at(sT))2ds)	 (33)t,T,q =	 X exp
t,M

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

Vt = B,T x Er [L ,M - L q]	 (34)

= B T x ET [B,M - (1+ 5Lq)]

Under pT, the following restriction must hold:

-	
Jq' (a'(s,M) _a1(sT))dMT)	 (35)

xexp(	

T

-	 t=1

/ 3T

xexp (f(a(sM)_a1(stT))2ds)

Inserting (36) into (35) and setting the contract value to zero yields (34).D

(31) and (34) illustrate the impact of payoffs being non linear functions of prices for

the case of interest rate risk. Results of this type are standard and can be found

in, among others, Hanweck (1995). Results relating to convexity adjustments arising

from uncertainty in credit risk have so far not been published. The following two

propositions demonstrate that such adjustments are readily identifiable within the

present framework.

Proposition 4.8 The forward yield L' q for a zero value contract on the corporate

bond yield is given by

IB_L xET exp (f(e_ —l+e _1)A 'ds)]	 (36)1+ 6L,q = B,dM

x exp (Y (q(a'(s,M) - a'(s,T)) +wsqiaA(s,M))2ds)

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

	

V, = B x Er [Ld , - L 1	 (37)TM	 t,T,qj

1 i 	 d
= B,T x ET	 - (1+ 6Lt,q)]
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Under pT, the following restriction must hold:

IT	 T
T Bt,T	 ft

d	 _T_xexPIJws'ds+kfhsdNs)	 (38)
VT ,M	 1t,M	 /

/ 3T

x exp	 J (q(a'(s, M) - a'(s, T)) +	 (s, M)) dMT)

xexp (.(qui(a1(5M) —at(s,T)) +wsqa(s,M))2ds)

i=1

Inserting (39) into (38) and setting the contract value to zero yields (37).D

Proposition 4.9 The forward yield L' ,q for a zero value contract on the refreshed

corporate bond yield is given by

B'l+SLr,F	 t,T
xET [ex (i')]	

(39)t,T,q =
t,M

x exp ( (q(a'(s, M) - a'(s, T)) + wsqaA (s, M)) 2 ds)

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

Vt = B ,T X El' [L.,M	- L'' 1	 (40){T<r}	 t,T,qj

1	 F'= Bt,T x El' 
LV ,M '{T<r} - (

1 +

Under pT, the following restriction must hold:

B,T	 -	 Bd	 fT
__________	 t,T

t,M '{T<r} 
x exp jws ds)	 (41)

VM.I{T<r} -

xexp(

T

	

-	 f (q(a'(s, M) - a'(s, T)) + wsqiaA (s, M)) dMT)
t=1

(

	

X exp 2
	 f (q(a'(s,M) - a'(s,T)) +wsqaA(s,M))2ds)
i=1

Inserting (42) into (41) and setting the contract value to zero yields (40). 0

(55) into (40) demonstrate that within the present framework explicit convexity ad-

justments arising from the presence of credit risk can be calculated. Furthermore,

>t,T,q - t,T,q	 (42)
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Given that the refreshed corporate bond is default free between t and M, if it was

available for trading it would have to sell at a higher price, or lower yield, than the

credit risky corporate bond.

It should be noted that the convexity adjustments identified above are similar to

terms arising when effecting a change of probability measure. It thus seems likely

that probability measures can be identified under which contracts are priced as if

no convexity existed. Application of the change of measure methodology in order to

eliminate convexity terms seems an interesting area for future research.

I next turn to the pricing of forward contracts on yields with settlements in arrears.

4.2.3. Forward Contracts on Yields with
Settlement in Arrears

Contracts on yields examined in the previous section were assumed to settle at time

T. It is possible that contracts trade which stipulate for payoffs, determined at time

T, to be settled at time M, where T < M. Individual payments in a swap agreement

provide one example of such contracts. The following section examines pricing of

contracts written on yields, determined at time T, that settle in arrears at time M.

Proposition 4.10 The forward yield L'Mq for a zero value contract on the Libor

yield with settlement in arrears is given by

B'
1 +	 t,T

t,M,q =	 (43)
t,M

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

V =	 x E(' [L' M - L vjq]	 (44)

= B ,M x E' 1B' - (1+ 6L1,F

L T,M	
t,M,q

IBT,M Bt,T 
11 - (1 + L"= Bt,M x ET LB

,M B ,T (\BM	 tM)j

B T x ET 
{ B J. T B,M	

i5L'$cg)]=	
BT,TBTT

Using (47) and setting the contract value in (49) to zero yields (48).

(48) demonstrates that the reciprocal of the forward price for a forward contract on

yields with settlement in arrears at time M is identical to the forward price for a

forward contract on prices for settlement at time T. This equivalence can only be
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generated when the underlying asset in the forward contract is identical with the

numeraire asset. In the case of the treasury bond, examination of (44) demonstrates

that the above equivalence does not hold. It must further be noted that this result

hinges on a change of probability measure from pM to pT. without this step the

equivalence does not hold.

Consider the pricing of forward contracts on yields on the straight and the refreshed

corporate zero coupon bond with settlement in arrears.

Proposition 4.11 The forward yield	 for a zero value contract on the corpo-

rate bond yield with settlement in arrears is given by

r	 IT
- B,T 

E exp (I (e	 - 1 + e - 1) A 'ds)]	 (45)1+5L ,q -
t,M

L
IT

x exp (J (a(s,M)2 —pa'(s,M)(a'(s,T) - a'(s,M))) ds)

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

Vt = B , M x E [L ,M - L ,' ,q]	 (46)

= B ,M x E	 - (1 + tL,q)]

1B,MB,T= B , M 
x Er LB,MB,T	

- (1+

IB ,M B,M
= B ,T x ET 

L V M - B,T 
(1 + L,q)]

Under the pT measure, the following restrictions must hold

	

B ,M	 BM 
x exp (Y w5 A 'ds + k f h8dN)	 (47)Vd

	

T,M	 t,M

f 3 T 	 T

x exp (- f qa (s, M)dMT +	 f a (s, M)2ds
i=1

/ 3T

x exp (-	 J qqaA(s, M)(at (s, T) - a'(s, M))ds)
t

Using (47) and setting the contract value in (49) to zero yields (48).
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Proposition 4.12 The forward yield L ,q for a zero value contract on the re-

freshed corporate bond yield with settlement in arrears is given by

1 +	 =	 x E ' [ex (1 ws A 'ds)]	 (48)

x exp ( (aA (s , M)2 - p t at (s,M)(a'(s,T) - a1 (s,M))) ds)

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

d,F 1

	

V = B , M x E [LT,M	 - LtMqj	 (49)

1	 1	 d,F
= B,MxEi[VdI	 —(1+SL

{T<r}	 ]

1BfB,T f1	
8L''= B ,M x ET LB

,M B ,T (V M J	
- (1+

{T<r}	
t,M,g )]

	

£	 Dl

=	
V . '{T<r} - B,T + 

8Lq)]

	

BxET[ ____BTM

	 ___

Under the pT measure, the following restrictions must hold

IT
B.,M	 - BM

VIM '{T<r} -	
p 

( J 
w3 ds)	 (50)

xexp(

T	 T

- f qaA (s, M)dMcT +	 faA (s, M)2ds)

i=l t	 '1t

xexp(

-	 f qItqA(S M)(at (s, T) - a'(s, M))ds)

T

1=1

Using (55) and setting the contract value in (54) to zero yields (53).D

The above results demonstrate that the 'settlement in arrears at time M' feature

generates additional convexity adjustments relative to the pricing of contracts with

settlement at time T. Only for the forward contract on Libor yields is it the case

that the settlement in arrears feature neutralizes the convexity adjustment in forward

contracts on yields with settlement at time T. I proceed to consider the pricing of

continuously resettled contracts.
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4.3. Futures Contracts

The current section is devoted to the analysis of the continuously resettled counter-

parts of the contracts in the preceding section. The superscript H indicates futures

prices or yields.

4.3.1. Futures Contracts on Prices

Turning to the valuation of futures contracts on the corporate assets the following

two propositions can be established.

Proposition 4.13 The futures price B' 1q for a continuously resettled zero value

contract on the corporate bond is given by

Btq	 x	 (51)

exp (7 (a1 (s,T)2 - a (s,T)a 1 (s,M)/2+p t aA (s,M)(a'(s,M) - a 1 (s,T))) ds)

Proof:

Using (14) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

	

Vt = E [Vd - B 1	 (52)T,M	 t,T,qj

Under P, the following restriction must hold:

I TAi	 T
v'	 1	 t	 I

=	 x exp ( - J 
wAds - kJ h8 dN3	(53)

T,T	 t,T

x exp ( 7 (q(a1 (s, M) - a'(s, T)) + wqaA(s M)) dM*)
2=1

x exp

	

	 7 (a1 (s, M)2 - at(s, T) 2 + waA (s, M) 2 - p t aA (s, M)a 1 (s, M)) d8)
t

Using (64) and setting the contract value in (63) to zero yields (62).D

Proposition 4.14 The futures price B' q for a continuously resettled zero value

contract on the refreshed corporate bond is given by

B q =	 x E [ex (_ 1 ws Ads)]	 (54)
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(58)

(59)

xexp (l(a t (s,T) 2 —a1(s,T)a'(s,M)/2+p'a(s,M)(a1(s,M) _at(sT)))ds)

Proof:

Using (14) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

Vt = E {v7,M	 - B' 1< i- }	 t,T,qj

Under *, the following restriction must hold:

TAr
VM.I	 Bd{T<r} -	 t,M x exp ( J w8 )ds)	 (56)B1T,T	 t,T

/3 T

x exp ([ (q(a'(s,M) - a'(s,T)) +w5qa(s,M)) dM*)

x exp (_

	

	
f (a t (s, M) 2 - a 1 (s, T) 2 + wa (s, M)2 - p t aA (s, M)a 1 (s, M)) ds)

21

Using (67) and setting the contract value in (66) to zero yields (65).D

(62) and (65) provide pricing formulae for futures contracts on zero coupon bonds

subject to credit risk. I am not aware of any results of this type in the literature.

4.3.2. Futures Contracts on Yields

The present section considers valuation of futures contracts on yields.

Proposition 4.15 The futures yield L' 1q for a continuously resettled zero value

contract on the treasury bond yield is given by

IT
B,T	

(J a9 (s, M) (a9 (s, M) - p t a 1 (s, T)) ds + J ysds) (57)1 + f5L q = —i-- x exp
Bt,M

Proof:

Using (14) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

Vt = E [(L ,M - L 9 ) 45]

11
= E I B9 - (

1+ 6L9)]
[T,M

Under *, the following restriction must hold:

B'	
IT	 '

	

T,T -	 t,T
pg	 -	 X exp

t,M \	 I

(55)
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x exp	 (qa(s,M) - qUat (s T)) dM:c*)

x exp (

	

f (a(s, M) 2 - a'(s, T) 2) ds)

Using (59) and setting the contract value in (58) to zero yields (69).D

Proposition 4.16 The futures yield L' q for a continuously resettled zero value

contract on the Libor yield is given by

IT
- B,T 

xexp (Ja1(sM)(a1(sM)_a1(sT))ds)	 (60)1+ 6L g -
t,M

Proof:

Using (14) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

	

V - E [(LI _Lt , H \61	 (61)-	 T,M	 t,T,q) j
Ii

= E I B1 - (1+ L,q)]
L T,M

Under *, the following restriction must hold:

xexp(	

T
B ,T - B ,T	 -	

J q (a1 (s, M) - a'(s, T))	 (62)
B M - BtM

xexp(	

T

f (at (s,M)2 - a1 (s,T) 2) ds)
t

Using (62) and setting the contract value in (61) to zero yields (60).D

Remark 4.1 (60) can be shown to be the relevant rate for the pricing of Eurodollar

futures contracts. Defining HIEFq as the Eurodollar price, the value of the Eurodollar

contract maturing at time T is given by

	

Vt = E;[(1—L,M)—HqI	 (63)

Er[(1+oL	

1 1
=	 ,,q)z	

I

T,MJ

where H TDq = 1 6Lt, 4 ,q and L TDq is the Eurodollar yield. from (60), it then follows

that
T

1+SL ,f,q	 exp (Ja1(sM)(a1(sM)_a1(sT))ds)	 (64)
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and using the definition of money market yields, the "bond equivalent" of the Eu-

rodollar price H%DQ is given by

=
1	 B,M	

(aL(sM) (a(s,M) _a t (sT))ds) (65)t,T,g	 l+5LE1J	 Xexp

	

t,T,q	 t,T

which includes the expected adjustment term for the continuous settlement feature.

Proposition 4.17 The futures yield L q for a continuously resettled zero value

contract on the corporate bond yield is given by

1 +	 =	 x E [ex (7 (e	 - 1 + e' - 1) )ds)]	 (66)

x exp ( (a1 (s, M) 2 + aA (s, M) 2 - plaA (s, M)a1 (s, T) - a(s, M)at (s, T)) ds)

Proof:

Using (14) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

d,H \ 1V = E {(L,M Lt,T,q) j	 (67)

11
-

Under *, the following restriction must hold:

TAr	 T
B ,T -	

x exp (I w8 ;ds + k J h8 dN8)	 (68)Bd
T,M	 t,M

/ 3T

x exp	 (q(at(s,M) - a1 (s,T)) + wsqaA (s , M)) dM*)

/ 3T

x exp	 f (a'(s, M)2 - a'(s, T)2 + waA (s, M) 2 - paA (s, M)a 1 (s, M)) ds)

Using (68) and setting the contract value in (67) to zero yields (66).O

Proposition 4.18 The futures yield L' q for a continuously resettled zero value

contract on the refreshed corporate bond yield is given by

r	 IT

1 + 6L'q =	 x E exp (J WsAs*ds)]
Bt,M L	 \

x exp (Y (a'(s, M)2 + aA (s, M) 2 - paA (s, M)at (s, T) - a'(s, M)a'(s, T)) ds)

Proof:

(69)
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Using (14) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of this contract is given by

Vt = Et {(L,M	 — Lr,H ) ]
	

( 70)t,T,q

1

L T,M '{T<r} - 
(i + 8L,q)]=

Under P, the following restriction must hold:

B ,T	 -	 B,T	

IT	 V

B M '{T<r} — B M '{T<} 
x exp (fwsA;ds)

Vt	 /

x exp (

	
J (q(a1 (s, M) - a1 (a, T)) + ws q i aA (a, M)) dM*)

x exp (

	

J (a'(s, M)2 — a 1 (s, T) 2 + waA (a, M) 2 — p l aA (a, M)a1 (s, M)) ds)

Using (71) and setting the contract value in (70) to zero yields (69).D

Note that (66) and (69) provide pricing formulae for futures contracts on credit risky

yields and incorporate adjustments for convexity and the continuous settlement fea-

ture in the presence of credit risk.

4.4. Credit Spread Options

The appearance of options on credit spreads is a fairly new phenomenon. The follow-

ing proposition demonstrates that valuation of such contracts, though tedious, can be

handled within the framework developed in chapter 2.

Specifically, I consider the pricing of options on the M — T period credit spread.

Proposition 4.19 At time t, the value of a call option, maturing at time T, on the

M — T period credit spread is given by

C(K) = K1 N(ij) — K2N(j — )	 ( 72)

The value of the corresponding put is given by

P1 (K) = K2N(c — i) — K1 N(—r1)	 (73)

where

(= var(X) = fw (aA(s,M) — w5 (a(u,T) - a(u,t))) 2 ds	 (74)

1	 1K1	 c;
\ K2 ) 2

	

=ln(— +—	 (75)

(71)
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T

X =	 f w8 q (a" (s, M) - w(a" (u, T) - a (u, t)))	 (76)

= B,MB,T 
x exp ( - Jwa(sM)2ds)K1	

BM

x exp	 - a1(sM))ds)
t=1

x exp (

	
f wa (u, t)2dMttT)

i=1

x exp (_Yw8,Sds - I Jws7A(us)aA(us)duds)

(_ J fwp1 (a'(u, ․)(u, ․) + (u, ․)a" (u, ․) - a1 (u,T)aA (u, ․)) duds)

x exp (>i Jf wsq' (u, s)(a' (u, T) - a 1 (u, M))duds)

K2 = KB ,T	 (78)

Proof:

Using (8) and the contract's payoff definition, the value of the call and put, respec-

tively, is given by

'{T<r}	 +Ct(K)_—BTxETl(	
B'	

_K) ]

	

(79)
T,M

P(K) =B x E [(K_ VM.I{T<r}1	 (80)
LT,M

Under pM, the following restriction must hold

/ T	 T

	

V M '{T<r} BM	

(_ f 
wA'ds + f w8qa"(s,	 - 

f wa"(s, M)2d8)
B'	 = B' 

exp
T,M	 T,M	 i=1

(81)

Under pT, (81) is equivalent to

V74 M '{T<r} - B'	
/	 T________	 t,M

B'	 - B'	
x exp (f wqqa"(s,M)(a'(s,T) _a l (sM))ds)	 (82)

T,M	 T,M

'T	 T

x exp (- J w3)ds + J ws qa"(s, M)dM cT - J wa"(s, M)2d8)

(77)
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Furthermore, under PM:

fw
a ds = fwsAi8ds - ffwsTA (u , ․)aA (u , ․)duds	 (83)

Ta

+ > ff Wj7\(U, s)dMMds
2=1

- J J w8 p 1 (a'(u, s)aA (u, s) + 1(u, s)aA(u, s) - a1 (u, T) (u, s)) duds

whereas under pT.

Jw
s A 1 ds = fwsA'ads - ffws (u, ․)a)¼ (u, ․)duds	 (84)

Ta

+ J Jws q"a'(u s)dMTds
i=l

- ff w8p (at (u, s) (u, s) + (u, s)a (u, s) - a1 (u, T)aA (u, s)) duds

3 T8
+	 f J w3 qr"(u, s)(a1 (u, T) - at (u, M))duds

= J w8A'8ds - ff w' (u, s)aA (u, s)duds

- Jf W8 1 (a'(u, s) (u, ․) + (u, s)aA (u, s) - a1 (u, T) (u, s)) duds

Ta
+fJwsqcr'(u, ․)(a1 (u,T) - a'(u, M))duds

t=1

+	 f waA (u, t)2dMT +	 f wq(aA (u, T) - a A (u , t))dMTds
21 o

Application of standard results23 now yields (72) and (73).D

23 Note that if X N(O,o) and Y N(O,c), then the following hold:

E	 - K2e_)+] = K1 N(i) - K2N( -

E [(K2e	 - KleX_)+} = K2N(( - 'i) - K1N(—)

where
1 IK1\

(= var(X - Y)
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(72) and (73) provide closed form solutions for the pricing of calls and puts on credit

spreads. Similar results are derived by Litterman and Scheinkman (1991). However,

their approach is based on an exogenous spread specification, whereas the present

results are derived within a reduced form model where the spread is composed of

terms relating to the instantaneous probability of default and the recovery rate.

4.5. Structured Products

A number of structured products incorporating credit components have appeared

recently in the markets (particular structures are described in practitioner's articles

such as Parsley (1996), Smithson (1995), Smithson (1996) and van Dyun (1995)).

These structures aim to incorporate credit elements into structured notes or swaps.

After a brief exposition of the structure of conventional swap contracts, a number of

generic credit contract components are considered before finally some emerging credit

structures are discussed.

4.5.1. Swap Contracts and Swaptions

Consider the value at time t of a payer swap 24 SW for n exchanges, at respective

payment dates T1 ...T with 0 < t <T1 <T < 1, of Libor yields against payment of

the fixed swap yield Ct. The value of such an agreement is given by

'2

	

SW =	 x E" [(LT, , , T - Ct)]	 (85)
i=1

'2	 11

	

=	 B,TxET'jBl	 —(1+&)1
i=1	 L T,_i,T	 ]

where the principal on which respective yields are being paid is normalized to unity.

Effecting a change of numeraire, valuation proceeds under the pT measure:
'2	

Er"	 1'.	 ,	 1

21	 L T, ,,T. i	 t,T. \ T,_1,T,	 )]	
(86)SW = >B,T, X	 IB	 .B1 (BI	

—(1+Sct)

n

= i2	 - B 7 (1 +
1=1

24 In the present framework, the terms "payer" or "receiver" in association with swaps relate to the
fixed side of the transaction; thus, a countorparty which has taken a long l )os i t ion in a payer swap
swap has contracted to make, on each payment date, a fixed payment in return for a floating rate
payment.
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=	 -	 -

Setting the value of the contract to zero yields the fixed swap rate

Blt,T0 - t T,Ct =	 ,	 ( 87)

>2B,T.

In the present framework, the value of a payer swaption SW!' is given by:

SW!' = B ,m X ET0 [BIJ T >< 6 (CT0 - Kfl + ]	 (88)

= B ,T() x E '° [i - B ,T,, - K!' (BT)]

where K!' is the strike rate and CT0 is the future swap spread at time T0 . The value

of a receiver swaption SW/ is given by:

SW = B 0 x ET°	 x 6 (Kr - CT0 )]	 (89)

= B ,T() x E '° [B ,T.. + K!' ( B ,T) _]

Having outlined the pricing of some standard swap related contracts, I proceed to the

pricing of structures involving credit components.

4.5.2. Generic Credit Contingent
Structures

Many credit contingent structures contain typical elements. Components relate either

to payoffs contingent on the event of default or to payoffs linked to recovery rates.

Consider the following credit contract components to be used as building blocks in

more complex credit structures.

Proposition 4.20 The value of a contract to make a fixed payment of P at time

T, subject to default on a reference asset not having occurred, is given by

V=E [PexP(_Y(r+A:)ds)]	 (90)

Proof:

Using (9) and the contract's payoff specification XT = PI{T< T }, the value of the

above contract is
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V=E [XT eXP (7 i d)]	 (91)

Noting that

E [1{T<r}] = exp (
	

• 
)ds)	 (92)

and inserting (92) into (91) yields (90).D

Proposition 4.21 The value of a contract paying a continuous dividend s up to

time T, subject to default on a reference asset not having occurred, is given by

V=E [Y s e (_YT+A;)) ds]	 (93)

Proof:

Using (9) and the contract's payoff specification c8 = Ys'{s<r}, the value of the above

contract is

V = E [ cs exp ( 
J 

rdu) ds]	 (94)

Noting that
/	 5

E [I{s<r}] =exp (_J s*dS1	 (95)

\t
inserting (95) into (94) yields (93).D

Proposition 4.22 The value of a contract to make a fixed payment of P at the

time of default of a specified reference asset is given by

V=PxE [A;exP (_Y(r+)du) ds]	 (96)

Proof:

Using (9) and the contract's payoff specification X8 = PI{S=T} , the value of the above

contract is

V = E	 X5 exp ( 
J 

r i du) ds]	 (97)

Noting that

E [I{}] = P [s = rJ	 (98)

=

= —-P[r>s]
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= ;exp (_YA;du)
inserting (98) into (97) yields (96).D

While contracts the payoffs on which are linked to recovery rates are discussed below,

the above results illustrate how components the payoffs on which are contingent on

the incidence of default are valued within the present framework.

4.5.3. Specific Credit Contingent
Structures

Financial institutions have started to issue structured notes containing credit ele-

ments. The following set of structures is by no means exhaustive but illustrates the

fact that the market has stared to develop transfer mechanisms for components of

credit risk. With regard to the following pricing results, the principal values are

normalized to unity.

The principal repayment on so-called recovery notes is tied to the recovery rate of a

given credit risky reference asset: If the reference asset has defaulted by the time the

note matures, investors receive the realized recovery value on the asset; otherwise, the

principal is returned. The value of such a contract is given by

V=E [exP(_Yrds)D]	 (99)

where D' is the default process associated with the issuer of the reference asset j

In the framework of chapter 2, (99) is equivalent to

= E [iex (_Yrds)]	 (100)

—E [(R - 1) exp ( f (r + )) ds)]

A variation of the above structure, the zero one note, returns the principal in the event

of default not having occurred and nothing otherwise. The value of this contract is

/ T	 '	 -I
V=E [ex (_f rds I{T<ri}	 (101)

\t	 I	 ]
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which, in terms of our credit risk specification, is equivalent to

Vt=Er [exP(_(r+*)ds)]	 (102)

Range notes tied to credit spreads have made their appearance. Payoffs on these

notes are contingent on credit spreads staying within specific ranges:

V = E [exP (_Yrds) XTI{ s< ll4<s,} ]	 (103)

Finally, credit linked notes are structured such that the protection seller pays the

protection buyer a principal amount in return for a series of fixed coupon payments

over the life of the note. At the maturity date, if the reference asset has not defaulted,

the protection buyer returns to the protection seller the principal amount. If the

reference assets has defaulted, the protection seller receives the amount recovered.

The value of this note to the protection seller is given as follows:

,	 r
14 = Ct	 E 'T< exp ( J rids)] - 1	 (104)

='	 L

+E [ex (_ f rdu T]

Using results from the preceding section, this expression is equivalent to:

14 = Ct > E [I{T<r} exp ( J (r + Aj*) ds)] - 1 +	 (105)

E [RexP (_Yrds)] -

Et [(lVr_1)exP (_Y(r+*)ds)]

The merit of transferring the principal value of the contract at inception lies in the

fact that the protection buyer's exposure to the credit risk of the protection seller is

thereby eliminated.

Credit components have been explicitly embedded in swap structures. The most

common contract, the credit default option (also termed default swap), stipulates for

an exchange of a fixed fee Ct, up to the time of default, in return for a payment, at

the time of default, of the realized loss on a given credit risky reference asset. The

value of this contract is given by

n
V = cj>E [I{T < r} exP (_2rds)]	 (106)

i=1
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+Er [Y WsJ{5T } exp ( f rdu) ds]

which is identical to

n

V = c > E [ex (_ J (r + A) du)]	 (107)
i= 1

/ T

+Er JwsAexP (_f (r+A)du) ds]

Lt

Finally, the total return swap stipulates for the exchange of a fixed rate Ct in return

for the total capital gains on a credit risky reference asset, independently of whether

default occurs or not. The value of this contract is given by

n

V = ct	 E [1{T<r} exp ( f rids)]	 (108)

r7.	 /	 s

—E f CsI{ 8<} exp ( f rdu) ds]

t. t	 \

r	 IT

_ErexP(_frds) (1_exP(_klhsdNa))]

I	 \
which is identical to

V = et Er[exP(_J(r + A ) ds)]	 (109)

—E 
[Y C8 ex(_ J (r + A) du) ds]

—Er [ex (_ f rids) (ex (_ J ws )ds) -

This concludes the discussion of pricing of specific credit contingent structures. The

above results demonstrate that the credit risk specification developed in this thesis is

capable of accommodating the task of pricing contracts the value of which depend in

complicated ways on various components of credit risk.
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Conclusion

Given the framework developed in the preceding chapter, the current chapter has been

concerned with the pricing of specific credit contingent claims. It has been demon-

strated that certain convexity adjustment arising from the presence of credit risk are

required for the purpose of pricing of contracts the payoffs to which are non linear

functions of credit risky zero coupon bonds. Explicit results of this nature have not

been reported in the literature. Furthermore, the impact of continuous settlement fea-

tures on the value of credit contingent claims has been examined. Finally, the pricing

of a number of emerging credit contingent structures, such as credit spread options,

credit linked notes and credit swaps, has been considered. The present results demon-

strate the capability of the credit risk specification in the current thesis to address

pricing issues relating to these contracts. Given that such contracts potentially con-

tain elements relating to isolated credit risk components like default probability or

recovery rate, it is apparent that the modelling choice in this thesis (both recovery

rates and probability of default are allowed to be stochastic) is particularly suited to

address the pricing of such contracts. This may not be the case for models which

assume that either the probability of default or recovery rates are deterministic, or

which fail to take account of the correlation structure between credit risk and market

risk.
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Introduction
Credit risk is among the most relevant sources of uncertainty 25 faced by banks. Fi-

nancial institutions are facing large amounts of credit risk and increased competition

in traditional business areas is forcing banks manage this risk more efficiently. This

affects bank's activities in a number of areas, in particular the pricing of credit risk,

performance measurement of business activities generating credit risk as well as the

formulation of performance based compensation schemes.

Regulatory agencies, responsible for ascertaining that market participants hold ad-

equate capital cushions commensurate with the risks incurred, have indicated their

willingness to reward sophisticated risk management practices (see BCBS (1993),

BCBS (1995a) and BCBS (1995b)). While this trend sofar relates primarily to mar-

ket risk, there are indications that similar regimes will come into place regarding

credit risk. A statistic which has gained widespread acceptance among both regula-

tors and practitioners for the purpose of market risk measurement is VaR (Value at

Risk). This statistic indicates the maximum loss, subject to a given confidence level

and liquidation horizon, which a bank is liable to experience on a given portfolio due

to adverse movements in market variables. Methods of calculating such a statistic

have reached a considerable level of sophistication. With regard to credit risk, no

similar method has emerged. The ability to calculate Value at Risk for credit risk

would be desirable for banks as well as regulators, and I demonstrate below that the

credit risk specification in the present thesis is able to generate such statistic.

The preceding chapter provided a number of pricing results for contracts written

on credit variables and illustrated how the presence of credit risk in the underlying

instrument affects valuation. Credit risk arising from the possibility of any of the

parties to a financial contract being subject to default was not considered. Arguably

it is the existence of the latter risk which prompted the development of markets in

contracts explicitly written on credit variables.

The present chapter considers issues relating to quantification and management of

counterparty risk within the framework constructed in chapter 2 and is structured

as follows. Section 1 is devoted to an analysis of measures to quantify credit risk in

conventional contracts. Specifically, different exposure and loss statistics are exam-

ined. Section 2 contains an analysis of different mechanisms devised to manage this

25 Oilier rekvaiit risks include market risk, relating to uncertainty due to changes in market variables
such as interest rates, equity prices and exchange rates; operational risk, associated with failure to
a(leqmtately structure, implement and control operational procedures; liquidity risk, relating to the
risk of loss of value due to failure to fund illiquid assets within given time limits; and legal risk,
arising froni the possibility that contractual features may be invalidated by changes in the legal
environnieiit.
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risk. Credit rationing and credit mitigation techniques are discussed. Finally, credit

management through pricing is discussed; specifically, I illustrate that the theoretical

framework developed above can be employed to determine equilibrium swap rates in

swap agreements subject to bilateral counterparty risk.

5.1. Quantification of Credit Risk

Quantification of credit risk is a fundamental activity for financial institutions. While

academics have focused their efforts on developing methods to price credit risk, prac-

titioners have tended to view credit risk in terms of exposure and loss statistics. I

consider each of these in turn.

5.1.1. Exposure

The standard measure of credit risk is credit exposure, measuring the maximal amount

to be lost, at a point in time or over a given time interval, due to a counterparty

failing to fulfill its contractual obligation under a given set of financial contracts.

Credit exposure has long been the standard statistic for measuring credit risk for

both financial institutions (see Derivatives Policy Group (1995), Group of 30 (1993)

Heldring (1995), Wisener (1994), Rowe (1995), Matten (1996), Mark (1995), ?,

Lawrence (1995)) and regulators (see BCBS (1988), BCBS (1995b), BCBS (1996c)

European Commission (1994b), European Commission (1994e)), and different ap-

proaches of credit risk measurement differ not in that other concepts than exposure are

devised, but rather in that methods of varying levels of sophistication are being em-

ployed to calculate exposure; recently academics have taken an interest in this concept

(see Smithson and Smith (1995), Jamshidian and Zhu (1996), Iben and Brotherton-Ratcliffe (1994)

Hansen and Scheinkman (1995)) and it has been demonstrated that financial theory

is able to contribute in a significant way to further developing this concept.4

Conventional contracts or balance sheet items constitute either an asset or a liability

for a given company. If the contract is an asset, exposure is given by the market value

of that asset. If the contract is a liability, exposure is zero because no money can be

lost to the counterparty.

Innovative contracts and some off balance sheet items potentially constitute either an

assets or a liability at different times of their lives. Over periods of the contract during

which the instrument constitutes an asset, exposure is given by it's market value. Over
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periods of the contract during which the instrument constitutes a liability, exposure

is zero.

These considerations can be formalized by defining current exposure at time t to

counterparty j, Xe', as

n(j)

x: = i 
(ii ' 7 (W)O)	 (1)

= 1

where n(j) is the number of outstanding contracts with this counterparty and V" (w)

is the current state-dependent market value of the i-th contract. This market value

is a function of both market and credit state variables. The summation across out-

standing contracts outside the bracket formalizes the conservative assumption that in

the event of default, bankrupt counterparties might engage in the practice of 'cherry

picking', choosing to honor those contract under which they stand to gain and re-

fusing payments under contracts under which they owe money. While such practice

is not allowed in most jurisdictions, there is considerable uncertainty as to whether

such rules can and will effectively be enforced. By making allowance for the possibil-

ity of the defaulting counterparty to maximize its potential to choose which contracts

to honor the contracts of its choice, the exposure statistic embodies maximum con-

servatism by assuming a worst case scenario. To the extent that relative to a given

set of contracts absolute certainty exist such that 'cherry picking' can be avoided, the

relevant measure of credit risk is net exposure, expanded on below. Current exposure

is the maximum amount which can be lost due to default if counterparty j defaults

at the current time. Given that market values change over time, so does exposure.

A measure of exposure at some future date T > t is given by the future expected

exposure X:

+
X=E [>(V'iWO) ]

	

(2)

where the expectation is taken over the distribution of state variables, stochastic

variations in which drive the uncertainty in market values V (u).

While (2) gives an estimate of the average exposure at time T, a more conservative

measure is given by the future maximal exposure X':

n(j)
x'	 > (V'3 (w),O)	 (3)

t=1

This statistic determines the maximal exposure to counterparty j at time T subject

to a specified confidence level on the distribution of exposures at time T.
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As an illustration of the exposure concept26 , consider the valuation of a standard swap

agreement to exchange a set of n Libor payments in returns for the same number of

fixed payments of Ct, subject to both counterparties being subject to default.

Suppose counterparty X has contracted to receive the fixed rate and pay the floating

rate. The contractual components of X's position is equivalent to a portfolio of a long

position in a floor (n floorlets):

A'	 1
Vt = E I	 ;j-i-• (Ct - L,	 ) + P I	 (4)

[i=i T,	 j

and a short position in a cap (n caplets):

1	 1
V =E	 (Li, 1,t, —ct)6PI	 (5)

Lj=i 1',	
]

where

A/4 =exPfrds	 (6)

is the discount factor associated with the i-th payment. Given the assumption that

both counterparties are subject to default, non contractual positions must be included.

The fact that X itself is liable to default means that X holds a long position in an

American payer swaption:

In	 i	 1

	

SW/'=max E I >-(cT, —ct) 5PI	 (7)
tEll,n]	

L=i 7	
]

whereas the default risk of counterparty Y results in X having a short position in an

American receiver swaption.

£	 1

	

SW/=max E I_(ci—ctiSPI	 (8)
tE[1,n]	 [,=i	 2'3	

]

X's cumulative position is thus composed of contractual components (4) and (5); the

presence of default risk generates the non contractual components (7) and (8).

Counterparty X has contracted to pay the fixed rate and receive the floating rate.

Its contractual position under the swap agreement, taking account of credit risk, is

equivalent to a long position in a cap (n caplets):

A'	 1
V=E >—'A'	

L,2 _, t) - Ct) SP I	 (9)
L3=1	 ]

26 This example is a fornializatiou of argumelits proposed in Sorensen and Bollier (1994).
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and a short position in a floor (n floorlets):

	

1A	 1

	

V = E I>2r	 (Ct —L	 (10)

	

T3	
]

Due to the presence of default risk, Y's position includes non contractual components

in the form of a long position in an American receiver swap

in	 1	 1

	

SW=max E I-(c—ctjt5PI	 (11)
ej1,n1	

j=1 T3	 ]

arising from its own credit risk, and a short position in an American payer swap

n

SW1 =max E [

	

_ (c7' - Ct) 6P]	 (12)
tE[1,nJ

arising from the risk of default associated with X. In this example, (7), (8), (11)

and (13) constitute measures of exposure in that the respective values subsume the

maximum loss of value due to counterparty default. Ultimately, financial institutions

will want to incorporate the credit risk into the pricing of the swap. The preceding

example demonstrates that the exposure concept is insufficient for this purpose. There

is no role for the counterparties' respective default probabilities or recovery rates and

settlement features specific to the swap market are not incorporated. Incorporation of

other credit risk elements should facilitate formulation of more sophisticated measures

of credit risk.

Nevertheless, establishment of exposure statistics relative to a given counterparty is

a necessary first step in the process of quantification of credit risk. These measures

provide a conservative estimate of the maximal loss to be incurred due to the default

of a given counterparty and provide useful information for the purposes of monitoring

how changes in the credit quality of a given counterparty could affect the banks profits.

5.1.2. Loss

While measures of exposure generate estimates of maximal losses due to the presence

of default risk, estimates of credit losses can be made more precise by incorporating

elements relating to recovery rates and the probability of default.

Future expected loss at time T, conditional on information at time t, L7'., is given

by

n(j)

L7'=E1 [I{T=} x (E(1_i(w))(v'i(w)o)+)]	 (13)
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where Rj? (w) is the state-dependent recovery rate on contract i with counterparty

j and V'3 (w) is the value of contract i with counterparty j. In the framework of

chapter 2, (14) is equivalent to

re,j -—	 (14)

mU)
[4(w) exp ( 

J 
A(w)ds) x	 (1 - R(w))(V'(w),

i= 1

Note that

4(w)exp (_Y(w)ds)	 (15)

is the probability that no default occurs over the interval [t, T] and default occurs at

time T. As such, (17) is the marginal probability of default at time T. Alternatively,

one could consider using the cumulative probability of default over the interval [t, T]

to derive the statistic

L	 =	 (16)

E [(1_exP (-I	
x	 (1_R3(w))(V3(w)O)+)]

A(w)ds))	

/n(j)

This statistic can then be interpreted as indicating the expected loss due to counter-

party default over the interval [t, T], using exposure at time T . Consider the effect

on expected loss due to a credit downgrading of a given counterparty. Two cases can

be considered. First, V" (w) does not depend on the credit quality of the counter-

party; assuming that a downgrading results in higher ) (w) as well as lower expected

recovery rates, R (w), such a downgrading will raise the value of (16). Secondly, if

V'3 (w) is a function of the counterparty's credit quality as well as other state vari-

ables, the rise in expected loss will be dampened due to a simultaneous fall in Vj' (w);

in other words, part of the potential loss due to credit deterioration has been realized

through the fall in V'(w), leaving less potential to lose in the future.

A more conservative measure of loss than expected loss is given by the future maximal

loss to counterparty j at time T, L, given by

=	 (17)

max 4(w)exp (_Y(w)ds) x
i=1

The maximum is taken subject to a given confidence level on the distribution of losses

at time T. Again, instead of using the marginal probability of default, one can use

the cumulative probability of default to derive a measure of maximum loss not at a
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point in time T, but over the interval [t, T]:

=	 (18)

max ( —exp (_YA(w)ds) ) x ((i

Note that (18) indicates the maximum loss, subject to a given confidence level and liq-

uidation horizon T, which a financial institution is liable to experience due to changes

in market variables and changes in the credit quality of a given counterparty. Calcu-

lation of (18), which is likely to involve numerical techniques, can therefore be likened

to a Value at Risk figure for credit risk. This expression allows for stochastic changes

in credit risk components (recovery rate and probability of default) as well as in the

credit risk free components V' (w). Note that due to the explicit role of the correla-

tion between the forward probability of default and risk free rates in our model, the

size of (18) will depend on this parameter. This fact is of particular relevance in light

of the fact that currently, banks are required to calculate risk capital for credit risk

and market risk separately. The banks total capital requirements are determined as

the sum of capital requirements for market risk and credit risk. The above expres-

sion demonstrates that such a calculation fails to take account of interaction between

market risk and credit risk: Only by taking account of this interaction will capital

requirements adequately reflect the risks to which a bank is exposed.

(18), like a Value at risk number for market risk, has the additional interpretation

of indicating the amount of capital needed to support a business activity exposing

the financial institution to credit risk. As such, this type of calculation will not only

be relevant for calculating capital requirements but also for purposes of performance

measurement and compensation policies.

5.2. Management of Credit Risk

Having established measures quantifying credit risk, I turn to the discussion of how

this risk is managed. Financial institutions have devised a number of mechanisms to

manage credit risk. The objective of the current section is not to provide an exhaustive

analysis of such mechanisms, but rather to give a brief outline of established practice

and highlight areas in which the credit risk specification introduced in chapter 2

should prove useful.
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5.2.1. Rationing Credit Risk

The least sophisticated approach to managing credit risk is to ration exposure. Insti-

tutions adopting this approach typically set credit limits for specific counterparties.

Typical limit structures are formulated in terms of notional amounts, type of under-

lying or contract maturity.

5.2.2. Mitigation of Credit Risk

Financial markets have responded to the increasing presence of credit risk with the

creation of a number of mechanisms designed to mitigate this risk. These mechanisms

facilitate participation in a wider set of business activities generating credit risk than

would be possible under a simple rationing policy, given a level of credit risk an

organization is willing to assume.

5.2.2.1. Netting Arrangements

Netting refers to the practice of allowing for obligations arising from individual con-

tracts with a given counterparty to be subsumed into a new contract, respective

obligations under which reflect the cumulative obligations arising from the individual

contracts. In practice it is rare that all contracts with a given counterparty qualify

for complete netting. More typical is a situation in which arrangements exist to net

values across specific subsets of contracts. This fact necessitates introduction of an

index of netting sets. Exposure measures can then be adapted to take account of such

mechanism.. Thus, net current exposure, X", is defined to be

+ns(3)	 ri(,k)

=	

(	

V3'%(u)O)	 (19)

where ns(j) is the number of netting sets in place with counterparty j, n(j, k) is the

number of contracts in netting set k and Vj" t (w) is the value of contract i in netting

set j. Net future expected exposure to counterparty j at time T> t, X 3 , is given

by
+ns()	 n(3,k)

X = E [

	 (	

V(w)O) ]

	

(20)
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while net maximal exposure at time T> t X m' is given byt,T

ns(3) /n(j,k)

> V(w)O)
wEll

k=1

(21) is understood to be calculated subject to a given confidence level on the exposure

distribution at time T and makes use of the marginal probability of default at time

T; a similar statistic involving the cumulative probability of default over the interval

[t, TI is easily constructed.

The measures of loss in (14) and (18) can be augmented to take account of the presence

of netting arrangements. Net future expected losses to counterparty j at time T> t,

L J ', is given by

(21)

- [4(w) exp ( J )(w)ds)t,T

ns(j) (n(3k)

(1— Rt (w))V(w), o) 

]k=1	 2=1	

(22)

while net future maximal losses to counterparty j at time T> t, L", is given by

T	 n(,k)	 +

=rnax )(w)exp (_f(w)ds) x (> (i - R(w)) 17t(W)o) (23)

Calculation of (23), using the cumulative probability of default over the interval [t, T]

and subject to a given confidence level, will indicate the maximum loss due to coun-

terparty default in the presence of netting.

5.2.2.2. Collateral Arrangements

Another mechanism used to mitigate credit risk is the practice of requiring counter-

parties to post collateral in order to reduce exposure. Collateralized current exposure

to counterparty j, X', is given by

x:" = (v'(w) _C(w)O)
	

(24)

where C is the collateral's market value, posted by counterparty j, at time t. The

impact on future exposure of future changes in the collateral's market value can be

identified by examining the collateralized future expected exposure,

X 3 =E I (V(w)_C(w)O)]

I fn(j)

[\i=i
	 (25)
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or the collateralized future maximal exposure vcm,j.

fn(3)	 +
max	 V'(w) - C(w),	 (26)

i=1

(26) is understood to be calculated subject to a given confidence level on the distrib-

ution of collateralized exposure at time T. The impact of collateral arrangements on

loss measures can be measured by examining the collateralized future expected loss

to counterparty j, L?:

= E [4(w) exp ( f (w)ds) x ((i - R(w))V'(w) - (w), ) ]

(27)

as well as the collateralized future maximal loss to the same counterparty, L'2:

/ 7'	 \	 /nC,,k)	 \+
=rnax 4(w) exp	 J (w)ds) x	 (1 - R t (w))Vt (w) - c(w), o)

(28)

Finally, existence of netting agreements and collateral arrangements can be included

into exposure measures by defining the net collateralized current exposure to coun-

terparty j, X;lc,2.

cs(3) In(j,k)	 +

X' =	 (	 V"(w) - C(w),	 (29)
k=1	 i=1

where Cc(w) is the collateral for netting set k, posted by counterparty j. Net

collateralized expected future exposure, 	 is given by

r () /n(j,k)	 +
',,-flce,j =	 (i: Vj"(w) - Chw)0) 

1	
(30)

L k=1

and net collateralized maximal future exposure Xm,2
t,T , is given by

c8(j) /n(j,k)	 +

X"' =max V' (	 V"(w) - C(w), 	 (31)t,T	 wE1 '
k=1	 i=i

Net collateralized expected future loss, L'2 , is given by

cs(3) /n(3,k)
- E [A(w)exP (_Y(w)ds) x	 (1—	 - C(w)0) ]t,T - t

k=1	 1=1
(32)
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and net collateralized maximal future loss, L"3 , can be defined to be

T	 csU) n(3,k)	 +

rnax 4(w)exp (_f(w)ds) x	

(	

(1—	 - C)O)

(33)

The above statistics should facilitate calculation of Value at Risk for credit risk in

the presence of netting and collateral arrangements. In the form given above, these

formulae demonstrate that the credit risk specification in the current thesis is capable

to address both pricing and risk management issues in a unified framework.

5.2.2.3. Special Purpose Vehicles

A number of institutions have set up highly rated derivative product companies (DPC)

in order to mitigate their own credit risk and thus be able to capture greater mar-

ket share in dealings with credit sensitive investors (see Bahar and Gold (1995) and

Curry et al. (1995)). Derivative product companies enter into mirror transactions

with their parent companies in order to off-load the market risk incurred through

dealings with clients. Separate capitalization isolates the vehicle from the parent

company's credit risk. Derivative product companies differ with respect to liquida-

tion procedures in the event of the parent's default.

With regard to termination structures, in the event of default contracts held by the

vehicle are marked to market and the vehicle is terminated. The statutory termination

clause leads to potentially expensive closing of open positions at unfavorable market

rates.

Continuation structures continue to trade after the parent company has defaulted un-

til all positions are closed out. This structure has the merit of avoiding the forced

shutdown at potentially unfavorable market rates but requires a more elaborate ad-

ministrative structure to insure smooth operation without the parent company's sup-

port.

5.2.3. Pricing of Credit Risk

In contrast to rationing or mitigation techniques, only the ability to price credit risk

will allow financial institutions to create the exact credit risk profile they desire. Ap-

plication of results established in the preceding chapters will facilitate such endeav-
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ors.. We proceed by analyzing the pricing of a number of specific contracts subject

to counterparty risk.

5.2.3.1. Forward Contracts and Futures Contracts
on Yields

The present section is devoted to the valuation of forward and futures contracts

subject to counterparty risk. The aim here is to demonstrate that, given the credit

risk specification introduced in chapter 2, closed form solutions for the value of such

contracts can be established. This contrasts with the quantification of counterparty

risk in swap agreements, to be considered in the subsequent section.

Proposition 5.1 The value of a forward contract, arranged between two counter-

parties 1 and 2, on the M - T = q maturity Libor yield with settlement in arrears is

given by

= K2,N (i1) - K2, N (h i - (1) - K1, N (12) + K1 ,N (ij2 - 2)	 (34)

where, forj E [1,2]:

=	
(u, M) + qt(ai(s, M) - a1 (s, T)) + f (w)2qa' (u, M)) dM,T

(35)

X, =	 f (w)2qa'' (u, M)dMT	 (36)
si

= fw)2a (u, M)2du + f ((w)2qiaA3 (u, M) + q((a 1 (s, M) - a'(s, T))) 2 du

(37)

= f (w')2a' (u, M)2du	 (38)

M	 M 8

= BT x exp (-

	

(39)

x exp ( f f(w)2pt (a t (u, s)' (u, s) + (u, s)aA (u, s) - a1 (u, T)' (u, 8)) dud8)

x exp	 - a(ut))dMT)
i=1
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K3, = (1 + 6Lq q )B ,M x exp	 - f (a1 (s, M) - a t (s, T)) ds)
f(7,2	 1	

(40)

x exp (1 w)ds - J f(w)2 ?(u, s)aA(, s)duds)

exp ( f f(w)2p (a t (u, s)'(u, s) + (u, s)a'(u, s) - a1 (u, T)'(u, s)) duds)

x exp ( J (w)2q2(aA (u, M) - aA (u , t))dMT)
i=1

=var(X3 —Y,)
	

(41)

1
2
	 (42)

Proof:

Given the contract's payoff definition, the value of the contract is given by

1,F '\ 6 - 
B,M x EM FDId ILE,F	

+ 1

14	 BM x E [Dd (LT, M - Lt,M,q) ]
	

M	 t,M,q - LT,M) 6]	 (43

IB1r,MB,T (.D2,d 
(LT, M - L ,q) 6 - D IL1F	

+ \ 1
M	 t,M,q - LT,M) 6)]= B , M X 

ET LBMB,T'\

IB ,M B ,T ( 2d "1	 +	 +
= B ,

M x ET [B,MBT,T \
	

- (1+ 6L ,q)) - D ((1 + 6L,q) - BM) ) 6]1DM

= B T x ET rD2,d I' l - B , M( 1 + 6L' q))] - B ,T x ET [Dd (B ,M( 1 + 6I1ç,q) - i)]tM

Under the PTmeasure, the following restriction must hold:

B ,M = B,M 
x exp	 fqii (at(s,M) _a1(sT))dMT)

BtT,T

	
/3	

(44)

/	 T

x exp (- f (a'(s,M) - at (s,T)) ds)

Taking conditional expectation of the recovery rate process for both counterparties:

E7. [Dr] = exp (7wt:Tds)
	

(45)

Furthermore,

J
w Tds = J wfds - J J(w)2r (u, s)a" (u,	 (46)
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Ms

+ f f(w)qo (u, s)dMTds

i=1

- J Jw)2p1 (a (u, s)' (u, s) + (u, s)aAs (u, s) - a t (u, T)' (u, s)) duds

= f wAds - J J(w) 2 *(u , s)aA s (u, s)duds -

JJw)2p (a 1 (u, s)'(u, s) + (u, s)a(u, s) - a'(u, T)(u, s)) duds +

f(w qaA (u, M)dM.T +	 f (w) 2q(a (u, M) - aA (u, t))dMT

t=I	 i=I

Application of standard techniques now yields (34) .0

Note that setting the value of the contract to zero yields the forward yield LMq

for a forward contract subject to counterparty risk. (34) is admittedly tedious but

illustrates how the presence of bilateral counterparty credit risk, even under the sim-

plifying assumption of deterministic recovery rates, complicates the pricing of even

relatively simple contracts.

Consider the continuously resettled equivalent of (34):

Proposition 5.2 The value of a futures contract, arranged between two counter-

parties 1 and 2, on the M - T = q maturity Libor yield with settlement in arrears is

given by

V = K2, N ()i) - K2, N (ij' - (i) - K1, N (m) + K1, N (ij2 - 2)	 (47)

where

xi =
	

((w)2qia (u, M) + q(a 1 (s, M) - a 1 (s, T)) + J (w)2qa' (u, M)) dM,*

(48)

=	 J (w)2qa' (u, M)dM*	 (49)
i=1

(u, M) 2du + J 
((w)2qiaA3 (u, M) + q(a(u, M) + a t (u, T))) 2 du

(50)

= f(w)2a (u, M)2du	 (51)
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(54)

(55)

T

= B,T x exp	 + fa1(sM)2ds)

x exp (1 wjds - f f(w)2lA (u, s)aA (u, s)duds)

(_ f fw2p (a1 (u, s)' (u, s) + (u, s)a (u, s)) duds)

x exp ( f(w)2q (a (u, M) - a A (u, t))dMT)
i=1

x exp ( 
f f

,5 ds + Jf (u, s)a'(u, s)duds -
	

f q(a'(u, T) - a'(u, t))dM*)

K3, ,, = (1+6LtF )B' (53)t,M,q t,M exp

M a

x exp (f wAds - J f(w)2' (u, s)aA (u, s)duds)
t o

I Ms

(_ f f(wp (a'(u, s)uA (n, s) + a'(u, s)a (u, s)) duds)
'	 to
/3 t

x exp (f(w)2q2(aA(u,M) - a(ut))dMT)

\i=1 0

( =var(X3 1'3)

1	 (K3,\
= - in

(3

Proof:

Given the payoff definition of the futures contract, the value of the contract is given

by

(52)

V, = E [Dd (LT,M - L I , F' \+ 6 - E 1D 1 , d (L1F	
+ 1

t,M,q) 
J	 t [ 

M	 t,M,q - LT,M) 6]

- Et 1D2,d I1	 (1+ 6L,9)) ] - E [Dad ((1 + 6L ,q) --

Under the P* measure, the following restriction must hold

(56)

1

B,M 6

/ T	 T	 TB't,M

(_ f 
rids -	

f qa
1 (s, M)dMc* + 

J a
1 (s, M)2dS)	 (57)B' 

= exp
T, M

E [D] = exp (1 
wA*ds)
	

(58)
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f rids 
= f f,8ds - fJ r (u, s)a' (u, s)duds + 

jj Jf	 (u, s)dM'ds (59)

= J f,8ds - f f 1 (u, s)a t (u, s)duds +	 J q(a'(u, T) - a'(u, t))dM*

T

+ f qa'(u, T)dM*
t

fwA:*ds = fwAdsc - J f(wrA (u, s)a (n, s)duds	 (60)

+ >iJ 
J (w) 2 q to' (u, s)dM,c*ds

- J fcw 2p 1 (a'(u, 8)0A (u, s) + 7'(u, s)a'" (u ' s)) duds

M	 M 8

= fwAds - JJ(w)2a(u, ․)a(u, ․)duds -

t	 to
M $

JJ (wi)2p (a1 (u, ․)ü(u, ․) +ot(u, ․)aA(u, ․)) duds +

J(w)2qa (u, M)dM* +	 J (w) 2q (a (u, M) - a (u, t)) dM'
t=1	 t=1

Application of standard techniques now yields (47). 0

Note that (34) and (47) constitute closed form solution for the value of contracts

subject to counterparty risk. Development of such formulae is possible only for very

simple contracts. In the following section, it is demonstrated that in the case of swap

contracts, incorporation of counterparty credit risk will require numerical techniques

in order to price the contract.

5.2.3.2. Swap Contracts

Considering the pricing of swap contracts subject to counterparty risk, two facts

must be taken into account. On the one hand, determination of the market value of

the contract at a given payment date not only depends on the net payment at that

particular date, but on the expected discounted value of the sequence of remaining

payments up to the maturity date. With regard to the contracts analyzed in the

previous section, it was precisely the fact that contract values were determined by
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payments at the single payment date which allowed for closed form solutions to be

established. This will not be possible with regard to swap arrangements.

On the other hand, in contrast to forward contracts, the specific settlement procedures

in the swap market necessitate a more articulate approach to the formalization of

counterparty risk. Under the "one way" rule 27 , the payment due to the non-defaulting

party is the higher of the market value of its position and zero; the non defaulting

party is not obliged to compensate the defaulting party if the value of the contract to

the defaulting party is positive. The "two way" rule 25 stipulates that the party for

which the value of the contract is negative must compensate the other party, regardless

of the identity of the defaulting party; this rule is most frequently employed by market

participants.

Proposition 5.3 The value of an interest rate swap SW between two credit risky

counterparties is given by

swt =	 (61)

x E' [6LT_ 1. T. — Ct) X exp (_2sw1^o +I{swT<o}s)dS)]

or, equivalently,

Sw, =	 (62)

[6(LT._ I T. — Ct) x exp (_7(r + I{swT >O} 8 +I{Sw<o}S)dS)]

where

s = (1 - e')	 + (1 - e_d2)	 (63)

s = (i - e_ c2 ) A2,T + (1 - e_d1 ) AI,TS	 (64)

Proof:

The value of the contract is given by

SW =	 x Er [6(LT. ,,T. - Ct) II (1 + D) (1 + Di)]	 (65)
t<8<T.

where the default processes, augmented for the settlement features specific to the

swap market, are given by

	

= ('{SWT,<O} (e' - i) + '{SW>O} (e_d2 - i)) dN	 (66)

D = ('{SWT,^O} (e_c2 —1) +I{Sw , <o} (e	 - 1)) dNS	(67)

27 ISDA iiiaster agrceiiient (1992), section 6(e)(i)(1).
28 ISDA nia.ster agrecnieiit (1992), section 6(e)(i)(3).
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The one way settlement rule corresponds to d1 = d2 = oo, whereas the two way

settlement rule corresponds to d 1 = d2 = 0, reflecting the fact that counterparties

for which the contract value is positive are required to compensate the defaulting

party. Conditioning on information at time T2 inside the expectation in (65) yields

the following expression:

E	 fl (1+D)(1+D) =	 (68)
t<s<T

dN 1
E I	 (i +I{SWT<O} (e	 —1) + I{SWT, ^O} (e	 - 1))	 I

[t<S^T.	 J

dN1xE [ H (i +I{SWr>O} (e2 —1) +I{SWT<o} (e_d1 - i))	
I

t<s^T.	 J

= E [ex 

(_ J (I sw >o}kZ + I{SWT<O}dl)dN)]

xE [ex 
(_ 

J (I{sw,^o} kl + I{SWT<O}d2)dN)]

Evaluating the latter expectation yields:

E [ . 11 (1 +D)(1+D)] =exp (_7(I{sw;^o}s +I{SWT<O}8)dS)

(69)

Inserting (69) into (65) yields (61).D

As long as the value of the contract to counterparty 1 is positive, counterparty 1

is effectively advancing a loan to counterparty 2; the rate on this loan si given by

the risk free rate plus the credit spread of counterparty 2. When the value of the

contract to counterparty 1 is negative, counterparty 1 is effectively borrowing from

counterparty 2; the rate at which counterparty 1 can borrow from counterparty 2 is

given by the risk free rate plus the credit spread of counterparty 1. Setting the value

of the contract to zero yields the fixed swap rate Ct; such an exercise will involve

searches over possible interest rate and credit spread paths, determining intervals

over which the contract has positive or negative value to each of the counterparties

involved, discounting those values at the corresponding spread and finally searching

for the value cj for which SWt = 0. Expression similar to (61) and (62) have been

derived by ??. The above proposition demonstrates that such results are consistent

with and can be generated within the more elaborate credit risk framework of the

present thesis.
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Conclusion

Among other risks, banks face model risk, capturing the possibility that the methods

and models implemented to capture uncertainty in real life phenomena represent an

incomplete or even wrong mapping of such uncertainties. Any formal risk model is

subject to this kind of risk, and the current credit risk specification is no exception.

That said, the following conclusion is in order. For internal purposes, financial insti-

tutions require establishment of measures of counterparty credit risk. At the same

time, banks are facing increasingly comprehensive regulatory requirements with re-

spect to credit risk reporting and control. In order to respond to these requirements

in a timely fashion, market participants need to implement measures quantifying the

counterparty credit risk they are exposed to. The analysis in the preceding sections

has demonstrated that the credit risk specification proposed in the current thesis,

based on a stochastic probability of default, stochastic recovery rates and an explicit

correlation structure between market risk and credit risk, is well suited to be applied

in a risk management context: A number of exposure and loss measures, based on

the credit risk specification developed in chapter 2, can be formulated and quantifi-

cation of credit risk in conventional contracts is shown to be feasible.. The fact that

one methodology can be consistently applied to both the pricing of credit contin-

gent claims, as demonstrated in chapter 3, as well as for the purposes of counterparty

credit risk management, as illustrated in the present chapter, will be appealing to

both financial institutions and regulatory agencies.

A risk measure which has gained increased popularity is Value at Risk, measuring the

potential loss in portfolio value, within a given confidence interval and over a spec-

ified time horizon, due to changes in market variables. Regulatory authorities have

conceded considerable freedom to financial institutions in devising models generat-

ing such market risk measures, subject to the specification of benchmark parameters.

The amount of risk thus established determines, among other things, the amount of

capital the financial institution must set aside for its exposure to market risk. With

regard to credit risk, however, implementation and acceptance by regulators of sophis-

ticated measures of credit risk for the purposes of determining capital requirements

is far less developed. In addition, while capital requirements for market risk take ac-

count of interactions of risk across asset classes, no account is taken of interaction of

credit risk and market risk or of comovements of credit risks associated with different

borrowers for the purpose of calculating capital requirements.

Existing credit risk specifications are unable to address such issues because of their

inability to generate sufficient realism by stipulating either fixed recovery rates or
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deterministic default probabilities. The failure to model explicitly correlation para-

meters relating to interaction of credit risk and market risk components means that

existing specifications cannot address issues relating to potential loss scenarios asso-

ciated with combined credit and market risk exposure profiles.

In contrast to existing modelling approaches, the present credit risk specification opens

up the possibility to examine these issues in a formal way. Specification of stochastic

recovery rates and of an uncertain default probability, in conjunction with specific

probabilistic assumptions relating to the uncertainty in these credit risk components,

will facilitate simulation of realistic credit scenarios, opening up the possibility of

formalizing Value at Risk measures for credit risk. The explicit role for a correlation

structure between credit risk and market risk should facilitate formulation of capital

requirements taking account of comovements in risk factors not just within risk classes,

but across risk classes. Establishment of models taking account of such features will

be desirable from a regulatory point of view if existence of comovements across risk

classes exaggerates overall risk profiles. In turn, if incorporation of correlation features

linking credit and market risk variables reduces overall risk and thus entails lower

capital requirements, banks will have incentives to implement models that permit such

features to be captured. While the empirical evidence relating to the size and direction

of such effects is still limited, market participants and regulators will need to address

these issues in due time and the provision of the present credit risk specification should

facilitate this process.
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Intro	 ion
Despite the considerable attention the analysis of credit risk has received from both

academics and practitioners, little is known about the empirical properties of credit

variables and credit contingent claims. Identification of such properties is relevant to

the quantification and management of counterparty credit risk. At the same time,

development of transfer mechanisms for credit risk, for instance in the form of credit

derivatives, require establishment of the nature of uncertainty associated with specific

credit risk components, a task which cannot be resolved by theoretical means. The

fact that empirical analysis of credit risk has lagged theoretical developments can

be attributed to three considerations. Relative to market risk data, data relating

to credit risk is subject to a number of limitations. Contrary to market risk, credit

risk contains elements specific to a particular issuer. While the credit quality of

any two companies will be linked through association with a particular industry and

exposure to macroeconomic trends, it must be assumed that market participants

having incurred credit risk exposure, be it through exposure to counterparty risk

in conventional contracts or through participation in contractual arrangements to

transfer credit risk elements, will ultimately bear a cost for failure to take account of

idiosyncratic risk components. Making proper allowance for the fact that credit risk

incorporates significant firm specific components means that less data is available.

In addition to quantity limitations due to data being firm specific, given that the

occurrence of default is a rare event, establishment of credit properties from past

observations is difficult because of the rarity of actual default; while this problem

is less relevant for speculative grade instruments, the use of historical default rates

relating to investment grade issues could be misleading. Finally, because the market

for credit contingent claims is at an early stage in its development cycle, trading

volume is low and contract variety is limited; in conjunction with the fact that the

contracts which are being traded are all traded over the counter this means that

researchers face severe data constraints.

At the same time, estimation techniques relating to credit risk free instruments are

subject to ongoing development. In the context of conventional term structure models,

which form the point of departure for most credit risk models, early attempts sought to

estimate parameters using either cross sectional information on traded instruments

(e.g. Brown and Dybvig (1986) or Brown and Schasfer (1994)) or time series in-

formation relating to a selection of state variable proxies (e.g. Chan et al. (1992)

Litterman and Scheinkman (1991), Longstaff and Schwartz (1993)). Subsequently,

a number of researchers pointed out that particular model specifications generated
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joint cross sectional and time series restrictions; application of any one of these ap-

proaches without taking account of the additional constraints would be inconsis-

tent and lead to loss of information. Techniques consistent with these considera-

tions were introduced by Gibbons and Ramaswamy (1993) and subsequently extended

by Chen and Scott (1993), Pearson and Sun (1994), Duan (1994) and Singh (1995)

• While these approaches still rely one the assumption that state variables can be

observed without error, most recently researchers have proposed the use of filtering

methods for the purpose of parameter estimation and forecasting of relevant state vari-

ables, where contrary to earlier approaches allowance is made for state variables to be

observed with measurement error (e.g. Pennachi (1991), Geyer and Pichler (1995)

Chen and Scott (1992) and Duan and Simonato (1995)). Despite the apparent

progress, empirical work based on the above techniques leads to regular rejection

of broad classes of models, indicating that both model specification as well as estima-

tion techniques require further refinement.

Finally, no conclusive consensus has yet emerged as to how credit risk should be

modelled. As a consequence, problems relating to data quality and estimation strategy

are compounded by model uncertainty.

6.1. Existing evidence

Empirical evidence based on specifications consistent with the capital structure ap- -

proach has generated mixed results. The widely cited study by Jones, Mason and Rosenfeld (1984)

examined the ability of Merton's to price credit risky debt. Restricting analysis to

firms whose capital structure consists of equity and multiple issues of callable noncon-

vertible debt, the authors find that the capital structure models offers no improvement

relative to a model which neglects credit risk. Nevertheless, it is noted that "introduc-

ing stochastic interest rates as well as taxes would improve the model's improvement",

and the study's inconclusive results may attest to the difficulty of implementing em-

pirical work based on this specification rather than the validity of the specification

itself. Titman and Torous (1989) provide an application of the capital structure ap-

proach to the valuation of commercial mortgages. The authors restrict their analysis

to mortgages which are free of prepayment risk and thereby similar to credit risky

bonds. With this restriction, default is defined as the moment at which the value of

the mortgaged property falls below the value of the mortgage. The authors report

that "the magnitude of the observed default premia for a sample of nonprepayable

fixed rate bullet mortgages can be explained by the contingent claims approach".
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While these results are encouraging, it must be noted that the instruments being an-

alyzed are contracts contingent on the value of commercial properties, not on firm

value. Given that it is precisely the difficulty of observing the latter which has pre-

vented comprehensive implementation, successful application in a context in which

underlying value is readily observable permits only limited inferences with regard to

the validity of the capital structure specification.

Studies based on direct specifications of credit spreads are more numerous. In a

study by Ramaswamy and Sundaresan (1986), the authors report that a model based

on a square root specification for the credit spread is unable to explain observed de-

fault premia on certificates of deposits. Longstaff and Schwartz (1995a) use data on

Moody's bond yield indices to establish properties of credit spreads; they report sig-

nificant negative correlation between interest rates and credit spreads. Duffee (1996)

argues that a number of bond indices on which empirical work is based include yields

on callable bonds; this and the fact that often credit quality is kept constant for the

purpose of construction of some indices means that inference of corporate credit char-

acteristics based on index data is flawed. Using data that takes account of these

considerations, he reports that credit spreads are negatively correlated with interest

rates and notes that such behaviour could be consistent with business cycle explana-

tions. Duffie and Singleton (1995) employ a multifactor square root specification in

analyzing swap spreads.

More recently, a study by Duffee (1996b) examines the pricing of straight corporate

bonds based on a reduced form model with a fixed recovery rate and a square root

specification for the instantaneous probability of default. Assuming that one bond

issued by a specific firm can be observed without measurement error, Duffee uses

both cross sectional and time series information to parameterize his specification. His

results are sensitive to the choice of the bond which is chosen to be measured without

error and concludes that "while the estimated models are moderately successful, there

is strong evidence of misspecification".

6.2. Methodology

The current analysis differs from earlier studies both in objective and methodology.

Independently of the mechanism generating the contingency of default, every credit

risk model generates a credit spread. The second chapter was devoted to the devel-

opment of a no-arbitrage framework for the pricing of credit contingent claims. The

modelling approach chosen there can be characterized as belonging to the category
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of reduced form models: Credit spreads are composed of elements relating to the

probability of default and recovery rates. Nevertheless, my specification differs from

other models using this approach. More precisely, I argue that uncertainty should

be attached to the probability of default and make explicit allowance for credit risk

and interest rate to be correlated. More fundamentally, it is demonstrated that the

absence of any interaction between market risk and credit risk, while admittedly gen-

erating convenient separation properties for pricing applications, is not an inherent

property of reduced form models, an alleged characterization often adduced in sup-

port of such specifications. Specifications belonging to either the capital structure

approach or the reduced form approach are thus capable of generating such interac-

tion, as well as uncertainty relating to the evolution of credit risk. The question of

whether such properties merit explicit modelling is thus more fundamental than the

question of which modelling approach to chose. In addition, while no one would deny

that future credit quality is uncertain, there is no consensus as to the merit of formal-

izing this uncertainty. Duffee (1996b) reports that his "results support the idea that

models of corporate bond pricing do not need to incorporate correlations between

default free rates and instantaneous default probabilities". Hull and White (1995b)

conclude that "a simplifying assumption that is likely to have a great deal of appeal

is that the variables concerned with defaults are independent of the variables under-

lying the value of the derivative security in a no-default world". The objective of the

current analysis is not to determine whether the capital structure approach is more

adequate than the reduced form approach; of interest here is whether explicit specifi-

cation of uncertainty in credit risk and its correlation with market risk warrants the

sacrifice of parsimony and tractability that such a practice entails.

In contrast to other studies, our methodology places only limited weight on statistical

measures of model validity. The metric I propose measures model validity relative to

pricing errors generated by different credit risk specifications. While the market for

credit contingent claims is still in its infancy and pricing data for such instruments

is not available, pricing data for a large class of credit sensitive securities in the form

of corporate bonds has long been available. In particular, data is available on both

straight and callable coupon debt. While a straight corporate bonds might display

limited sensitivity to the specification of credit risk, failure of the call component

implicit in callable bonds to respond to more elaborate credit risk specification relative

to a simple benchmark model would facilitate more decisive rejection of the need for

sophisticated credit modelling.
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6.2.1. Specification

Examination of the interaction of credit risk and market risk necessitates inclusion of

stochastic credit free rates, for which a one factor Vasicek specification is selected:

dx9 , t = K9 ( O9 - x9,)dt + a 9dW	 (1)

In (1), i is the speed of mean reversion, 09 is the long rum mean and 79 is the

instantaneous volatility of the risk free factor. No arbitrage arguments in conjunction

with (1) lead to the well known bond pricing formula:

B T = exp (a9 (T - t) + b9 (T - t)x9,)	 (2)

where

a9 (T - t) = — 09 (T - t) - . _ e_Kv(T_t)09 +	 - t)	 (3)
2c

- 1 
e_2(g(T_t)o2 - 1 3o - 409,c

94

and
1	 e_Ko(T_t)

(4)
K9	 K9

My approach to valuing the credit risky corporate bonds is based on the spread

approach. I consider three nested specifications.

The benchmark specification is based on the assumption of the credit spread being

fixed; the price of a credit risky corporate zero coupon bond is given by:

B T = exp (a9 (T - t) + b9 (T - t)x9, + (T - t)')	 (5)

where is the fixed yield spread arising from the presence of credit risk. This speci-

fication will be referred to as model 1.

The second specification introduces uncertainty attached to credit risk by assuming

that the instantaneous spread Xd,t evolves according to

dxd,t = Kd( Gd - Xdt)dt + (7ddW	 (6)

The two state variables Xg,t and Xd,t are assumed to be uncorrelated:

d (W', W9 ) = 0	 (7)

The corresponding credit risky corporate zero coupon bond price is given by:

B'T = fJ exp (a'(T - t) + &'(T - t)x,,)	 (8)
j=g,d
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where for j E { g , d}

1
a3 (T - t) = —93 (T - t) - _e_'(T_t)9j +	 - t)

K2

+±e_Kj(T_t)o.2 - 1	 - 1 3o - 4Ok
K	

(9)

1	 e_.(T_t)
(10)

K2 	K3

The third specification is equivalent to (6) but relaxes (7) to make allowance for the

possibility that credit risk is correlated to market risk:

d(Wd , W9) = Pdgdt	 (11)

While closed form expressions for bond prices similar to (8) are available for this

specification, I chose to estimate the correlation parameters using the time series

properties of the estimated state variables as explained below. Model 2 refers to

the stochastic spread specification based on zero correlation between the spread and

interest rates, while the equivalent specification without the zero correlation constraint

will be referred to as model 3.

In the context of the above specifications, the price on day t of the i-th coupon bond

maturing at T with coupon c and face value P is given by

nc(i)

P=>Jc'BT	 (12)
=1

where nc(i) is the number of remaining coupon payments on bond i, &	 c/2 for

j = 1...nc(i)-1 and = c/2+P and Br, is given by (5) or (8). The programming

code implementing the above specifications can be found in the 'Model Code' section

in the code section following this chapter.

Elsewhere in this thesis it was demonstrated that in a framework consistent with the

reduced form approach the price of a credit risky zero coupon bond is identical to the

price of credit risk free zero coupon bond, the instantaneous rate of return is given

by r + (1 - e_kI )A (see chapter 3):

B' = E' [ex (Y + ( 1— e_1chPi*)ds)]	 (13)

where e_Ith is the possibly stochastic recovery rate, ) is the instantaneous probabil-

ity of default under the risk neutral measure and r is the risk free rate. Introducing

the notation Xg,t for the risk free rate and Xd,t for the instantaneous spread

Xd,t = (1 - e_!th)A	 (14)
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and attaching specifications (1) and (6) to both these variables demonstrates that our

specification is consistent with the reduced form approach, the link being provided by

(14). Accordingly, the current specification is also consistent with the capital structure

approach and an expression similar to (14) relating to the defining components in

such a framework could be derived. Ultimately, interest is in establishment of the

properties of the components e_kl and N. Nevertheless, given the multiplicative

form of (14) in conjunction with the fact that prices for contract written on only one

of those components are not available, it is not possible to estimate both e 1 and N
separately. One possible approach to this problem is to fix one of these components.

The analysis in Duffee (1996b) is based on the assumption that historical data can

be used to fix e_kl and proceeds to use an expression similar to (13) to identify

the properties A. It must be pointed out that there is no reason why recovery rates

should be deterministic while the probability of default is uncertain. Accordingly, one

might proceed by assuming that the probability of default is deterministic and use

a closed form specification based on (13) to identify the properties of e_ 1 . Given

the decision to model credit risk through specification of e t ' and N apart from

providing welcome simplifications for the purpose of facilitating implementation it

is not clear that such restrictions generate better understanding of the uncertainty

associated with those components.. As long as no additional information is available,

the merit of approaches which do not take account of the possibility that both recovery

rates and probability of default are uncertain and vary over time remains unclear. For

this reason the present analysis is based on specifications for the credit spread instead

of separate specifications for the probability of default process and the recovery rate

process.

6.2.2. Data

Data for risk free as well as credit risky instruments is obtained from datastream. For

the purpose of parameterizing (1), I employ the datastream coupon strip list.

The need to preserve some homogeneity with respect to credit risk must be balanced

with data requirements for the purposes of estimation. It was noted above that the

credit risk associated with a credit risky security is likely to contain firm specific as well

market related elements, and pooling all available data for purposes of establishing the

properties of credit risk is liable to preclude identification of issuer specific variation

of these properties. To take account of this variation, albeit not at the level of the

issuer, I use both industry membership as well as the credit rating as categorization
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variables. A list of corporate bonds issued by financial companies is available from

datastream. While such data is available for other industries, establishment of the

credit properties of this particular industry is of particular interest in light of the fact

that establishment of such properties will facilitate quantification of credit risk in OTC

contracts, a substantial portion of which is contracted between financial institutions.

The use of a credit rating serves as an additional screening device employed to assure

relative homogeneity of credit risk. The imposition of both the credit rating (single

A) and the industry (financial institutions) filter significantly reduce the number of

data points available.

Both the coupon strip list as well as the financial corporate bond list are available on

the following five dates: 05/01/96, 08/01/96, 09/01/96, 10/01/96 and 11/01/96. The

corporate list includes the universe of US financial corporate bonds and for the purpose

of the current analysis a number of observation must be deselected. Given that I

employ the bond's rating as an indicator of credit homogeneity, bonds without a rating

are deselected. While both Moody's and Standard & Poor's ratings are available,

I rely on the latter's credit classification. Furthermore, any bonds with attached

derivative features such as convertibles, equity or bond warrants are deselected. With

regard to interest payment type, only bonds which make fixed interest payments are

retained; bonds making floating, variable graduated or index-linked payments are

thus deselected. Finally, instruments with optional redemption features other than

being callable, such as being subject to early redemption or extendible at the bond

holder's option, are deselected. This selection results in a distribution of straight and

callable rated bonds on the five days in my sample, an example of which for AAA to

A rated issues is reported in the following table. This distribution is representative

Rating Callable Straight

AAA 0	 2

AA	 2	 1

A	 6	 10

Table 1: Number of AAA, AA and A rated corporate financial bonds on 05/01/96.

for the bond list constituency on the remaining days in my sample and illustrates

the trade-off between data requirements and the desire to make adequate allowance

for firm specific variations in credit risk. Categorizing bonds according to industry

membership and rating results in only two AAA rated bonds and one A rated bond to
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be available for estimation purposes; this is not sufficient. Data for speculative grade

issues is equally scarce. On the other hand, the list provides price data for about ten

straight A rated bonds on each day in the sample. This information, while limited,

should make estimation possible and for the remainder of the analysis we use only

data on A rated bonds. According to Standard & Poor's rating definition, "bonds

rated A have a strong capacity to pay interest and repay principal, although they

are somewhat more susceptible to the adverse effects of changes in circumstances and

economic conditions than bonds in higher rated categories". Regarding the restricted

set of instruments I have selected, the datastream list provides information on price,

duration, redemption yield, coupon rate, coupon dates and redemption dates; for the

callable bonds information on call schedules is also available.

6.2.3. Estimation Results

Specification of state variable dynamics impose time series as well as cross sectional

restrictions on the behavior of bond prices. Estimation techniques taking account

of only a subset of these specifications cannot be considered as taking account of

all available information and resulting parameter estimates can be expected to differ

from estimates based on techniques taking account of all available information.

The most sophisticated approach to parameter estimation and state variable forecast-

ing are based on filtering methods. This technique is most general in that it allows

for all bond prices to be observed with measurement errors, the distribution of which

must be specified in order to make the method operational. While such techniques are

generating increasing interest, existing evidence is scarce. Implementation for higher-

dimensional state variable vectors is non trivial and must be judged as incompatible

with the valuation focus (as opposed to estimation focus) of the current analysis.

The second approach taking account of the complete set of restrictions generated by a

given state variable specification is the what is frequently referred to as the inversion

technique. Specification of state variable dynamics generates time series restrictions

through the corresponding conditional transition density of the state variables; cross

sectional restriction are generated by the theoretical bond prices based on a given

specification for the state variables. In contrast to filtering methods, the inversion

technique requires that a number of bonds, corresponding to the number of state vari-

ables stipulated, is measured without measurement error. This set of bonds is then

inverted, based on the theoretical bond price formula generated by a particular speci-

fication and possibly using numerical methods, to yield a set of state variables. While
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the technique allows in principle for state variables to be unobservable, in practice the

requirement that a set of traded instruments must be observed without measurement

error is equivalent to state variables being observable. The inverted state variables

are subsequently reinjected into the remaining bonds, assumed to be measured with

measurement error, and estimation proceeds based on the minimization of some met-

ric relating to the distance of theoretical and market prices for the set of instruments

subject to measurement error. Relative to an estimation strategy based on minimiza-

tion of distance measures relating to functionals of prices or yields incorporating only

cross sectional information, a method taking account of time series restrictions based

on the transition density of state variables will result in higher price/yield errors at

the resulting parameter estimates. Such error can be further reduced by including a

larger number of state variables. In this context it must be noted that imposition of a

valuation based metric in evaluating the merit of alternative credit risk specifications

requires subsequent implementation of the hypothesized specification. Considerations

of hardware limitations limit the number of state variables to two. Given this con-

straint and the fact that for models 2 and 3, one state variable is reserved for the

credit spread, means that only one factor is available to model uncertainty in the risk

free term structure. Parameters for the benchmark factor were estimated using a sin-

gle factor implementation of the inversion technique, based on the dynamics specified

in (1). However, pricing errors were unacceptably large and this technique was not

further applied.

Instead, parameter estimation for (1), (5) and (6) is based on the respective min-

imization of sum of squared error criterion using only cross sectional information.

Parameterization of model 1, assuming a fixed credit spread, is based on minimiza-

tion of the objective function

ng(t) 2
mm V [Bmt - di 

( O i)]	 (15)t,T	 t,T
i=1

where 9 = {xg,i , K9 , O, is the relevant parameter vector, Bt is the market

price for the i-th A-rated straight coupon bond on date t and B(O 1 ) is the model

price of the same instrument, based on specification (5). Parameterization of models

2 and 3, assuming a stochastic credit spread, is based on minimization of the objective

function
ng(t)	 2

mm	 [B	 - B'(O2 )]	 (16)

where 02 = { Xg,j , K9 , 0, 0, Xd,t, Kd, 0d, 0 d} is the relevant parameter vector, Br+t is

the market price for the i-th A-rated straight coupon bond on date t and B(92 ) is
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the model price of the same instrument, based on specification (8). The state variables

Xg,t and Xd,t are thus treated as additional parameters to be estimated.

Given the non-linearity of the theoretical bond prices in the parameters, estimation

must proceed using numerical methods. Parameter estimation for the above specifi-

cations relied both on one- as well as multidimensional optimization methods.

All one dimensional methods require initial execution of a bracketing routine which

determines a triplet of abscissa values bracketing the minimum; this triplet is supplied

as an input to a number of minimization routines. The first method employed was

the golden section search; this method is based on an efficient partitioning algorithm,

slicing up the original bracketing interval until a minimum is found within a given tol-

erance. The number of steps required to identify a given minimum with this method

can be reduced if the objective function is parabolic near the minimum. In this case,

inverse parabolic interpolation should identify the minimum with a smaller number

of steps. A method combining the robustness of the golden section search with the

speed of inverse parabolic interpolation is Brent's method: In regions where the ob-

jective function is not well behaved (based on a set of specified criteria), the method

applies the golden section method, otherwise the method switches to the faster in-

verse interpolation scheme. A variant of this methods uses derivative information in

determining which half of a current bracketing interval the next test point should be

taken from.

The golden section method as well as variants of Brent's method are applicable only

to one-dimensional minimization problems. A variety of methods for multidimen-

sional optimization problems have been introduced. All of these methods are based

on specification of directions along with minimization algorithms along those direc-

tions. So-called direction set methods aim to construct a set of mutually orthogonal

directions; if such a set can be identified, n-dimensional optimization reduces to n one

dimensional optimizations. Powell's method is based on initializing the directions to

unit vectors in each dimension and prescribes an algorithm to orthogonalize the direc-

tion set; minimization proceeds by successive minimization in each dimension along

a given direction, subject to the requirement that this direction be orthogonal to all

other directions associated with dimensions in which minimization has already taken

place. Direction set methods only require the objective function values to be calcu-

lated, not its derivatives. If the gradient vectors of the objective function is available,

such information can be used to initialize the direction set and proceed to create a

set of orthogonal directions such that n-dimensional optimization again reduces to

n one dimensional optimizations. Methods based on this approach are called conju-

gate gradient or steepest descent methods. The particular method implemented for
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the current analysis is the Fletcher-Reeves-Polak-Ribiere (FRPR) algorithm as de-

scribed in Press et al. (1992). A second class of optimization techniques making use

of derivative information is referred to as variable metric or quasi Newton methods.

However, whereas steepest descent methods use derivative information to create a

set of orthogonal directions, variable metric methods use this information to build

up an approximation to the inverse of the objective function's Hessian matrix. In re-

gions where the objective function is well approximated by a quadratic approximation,

knowledge of the gradient vector and the Hessian matrix should permit identification

of the function minimum in a single step. Using an approximation can be shown to

be advantageous relative to the use of the true Hessian, assuming it could be calcu-

lated. For the purpose of the current analysis, the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno

(BFGS) version of this approach was implemented.

Both the conjugate gradient approach as well as variable metric methods assume that

second order derivative information for the objective function is not available and thus

do not take account of such information. One method which does take account of such

information is the Levenberg-Marquardt method, which is based on minimization of

ng(t) 
1

x2-	
m,	 2

- B]	 (17)
t=1

where ng(t) is the number of coupon strips available on day t, B. is the theoretical

zero coupon bond price, B is the corresponding market price and o, is a parame-

ter reflecting the measurement error in Note that if cr, the volatility of the

measurement error of bond i, (or an estimate of it) was known, if the measurement

errors were normally distributed and if B was linear in the parameters to be esti-

mated, x2 will follow a chi-square distribution with ng(t) - npar degrees of freedom,

where npar is the number of parameters to be estimated. In this case, the numerical

value of (17) could be used to calculate a goodness-of-fit measure for each of the three

models. The corresponding statistics were calculated and, apart for the benchmark

model fitted to the treasury coupon strips, indicated rejections of the specifications on

a statistical basis. However, none of the three conditions on which the goodness-of-fit

tests are based are likely to be met in the present situation. Therefore, only limited

relevance is attributed to statistical measures of model fit and the relevant statistics

are not reported here. For the purpose of the current analysis, no information relat-

ing to the size of measurement errors is available and o is set to unity for all i. Due

to the specific form of the objective function, second derivative information is easily

calculated. Far from the minimum, the Levenberg-Marquardt method relies on the

steepest descent method to get closer to the function minimum; in regions close to the

-

-
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minimum, the method switches to inverse Hessian method (which is similar to vari-

able metric methods but in the Levenberg-Marquardt implementation does not rely

on an approximation to the Hessian matrix but uses the true Hessian). The method

has the additional advantage of providing standard errors of the parameters as part

of its output.

All of the above routines require parameter starting values from which the optimiza-

tion algorithms can depart. In order to provide such values, three approaches were

taken. First, starting values were drawn at random from specified parameter ranges

and the a'gorithm was started at the parameter vector corresponding to the lowest

function value. Next, a parameter grid was specified and the objective function was

evaluated at the grid nodes; the algorithm was started at the grid node with the low-

est function value. Finally, the routines were started from parameter values which

seemed economically reasonable. Due to the shape of the objective functions and the

characteristics of the data, the first two approaches were not successful in establishing

good starting values and it turned out that subjective starting values for all parame-

ters led to the best optimization results; the corresponding starting value used are

given in the tables under the respective parameter variables.

Parameters relating to specification (1) were estimated first. Both the Fletcher-

Reeves-Polak-Ribiere (FRPR) algorithm, the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)

method and the Levenberg-Marquardt method were implemented. However, it turned

out that the latter method was most robust with respect to variations in starting val-

ues and in its ability to find the objective function's minimum; therefore, results for

the first two methods are not reported. The relevant programming code can be found

in the 'Estimation Code' section in the code section following this chapter. Point es-

timates for the parameters relating to the risk free factor are given in the following

table, with standard errors 29 reported in brackets.

Next, estimation of the parameters relating to different spread specifications was

implemented. Again, all of the above methods were implemented but only results

relating to the Levenberg-Marquardt method are reported. Estimation of parameters

in (5) and (6) is based on minimization of

2

	

aas(t)	
m	

nc(t)	 1
2	 I

	

2=1	 -	
I	 (18)

]

where nas(t) is the number of straight A rated coupon bonds on date t, o, is set to

unity, nc(i) is the number of remaining coupon payments on the particular bond, BT
is given by either (5) or (8) and P' is the market price of the respective instrument.

29 Staiidard errors were calculated by taking the inverse of the Hessian of the objoctive function at the
optimal parameter values (for details see Press et al. (1992)).
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Table 2: Cross sectional point estimates of parameters relating to the risk free factor.

K9 is the speed of mean reversion, 09 is the long rum mean and o, is the instantaneous

volatility of the risk free factor. Standard errors are reported in brackets.

Estimates of the parameters relating to the risk free factor were injected into (18) and

the routine was used to estimate the respective credit parameters; the alternative of

estimating both parameter set simultaneously was also tested but estimates were so

similar that only results relating to the former approach are reported.

Given estimates of the parameters relating to the risk free component, estimation of

SA via minimization of (18) is an exercise in one dimensional optimization. In ad-

dition to Fletcher-Reeves-Polak-Ribiere (FRPR), Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno

(BFGS) and Levenberg-Marquardt, the golden section method and Brent's method

(with and without the use of derivative information) were implemented. Parameter

estimates for all methods were basically identical and only the estimates of 5A, based

on the specification in (5), resulting from application of the Levenberg-Marquardt

method are reported in the following table.

table. At around 200 basis points, my estimates of fixed credit spreads on straight A

rated corporate financial bonds are high but not unreasonable. Finally, estimates of

the spread parameters based on (6) are reported in the following table. Again, all of

the optimization methods described above were implemented and results are reported

for the Levenberg-Marquardt method. Estimates of the speed of mean reversion are

slightly higher than the corresponding numbers for the benchmark factor. Although

the long term mean of the spread factor is very high, these numbers need not be

unreasonable. On the one hand, they might incorporate the risk of further credit de-

terioration prior of maturities of the relevant bonds. In addition, while the credit

factor Xd,t characterizes credit risk over an infinitesimally short time period, high es-

timates of the long term mean of this variable might capture a cumulative effect over
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Table 3: Cross sectional point estimates of parameters relating to spread factor

consistent with the fixed credit spread specification. Standard errors are reported in

brackets.

the remaining life of the instruments involved. The negative estimates for the instan-

taneous credit spread are disturbing. Nevertheless, I believe they are the consequence

of quantity constraints on available data and the specified spread dynamics; examina-

tion of robustness issues relating to these problems is outside the scope of the current

analysis.

Finally, while the correlation parameter could be estimated on the basis of analytical

bond price equations30 , I identify a correlation measure using the time series proper-

ties of the factor estimates; this estimate is given as Pdg = —0.93033162. Due to the

small number of observations (note that state variable estimates on five consecutive

days are available), statistical tests of the significance of this value are almost mean-

ingless and such results are not reported here. The sign of the estimate is nevertheless

consistent with estimates reported by Titman and Torous (1989), Duffee (1996) and

Duffee (1996b), who report significant negative measures of comovement between

credit spreads and interest rate levels.

6.2.4. Valuation Results

Parameterization of the credit risk specification is only the first step in the present

analysis. I am interested in how different specifications of credit risk affect the val-

uation of credit sensitive instruments. While valuation of both straight and callable

bonds will be affected by how credit risk is modeled, the component which is likely

30 Sec the appcnchix.
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Date	 Xd
___________	 0.25	 0.07	 0.01	 0.03

05/01/96 0.281484 0.05275 0.002086 -0.01797
____________	 (4.43e-4)	 (5.04e-4)	 (1 .61e-4)	 (9.33e-4)

08/01/96 0.280903	 0.05301	 0.002081	 -0.0176
____________	 (4.33e-4)	 (5.03e-3)	 (1 .59e-4)	 (9.28e-4)

09/01/96 0.280974 0.053071 0.002083 -0.01773
____________ (4.27e-4)	 (5.02e-3)	 (1 .59e-4)	 (9.20e-4)

10/01/96 0.282938 0.052055 0.002021	 -0.01957
____________	 (4.49e-4)	 (4.98e-3)	 (1 .62e-4)	 (9.17e-4)

11/01/96 0.282268 0.052241 0.002078 -0.018663
____________	 (4.40e-4)	 (4 98e-3)	 (1.61e-4)	 (9.13e-4)

Average	 0.281713 0.052625 0.00207	 -0.01831

Table 4: Cross sectional point estimates of parameters relating to the spread factor

consistent with the stochastic credit spread specification. e'cd is the speed of mean

reversion, 0a is the long rum mean and Yd is the instantaneous volatility of the spread

factor. Standard errors are reported in brackets.

to display the highest sensitivity to credit risk specification is the call option embed-

ded in the callable bonds. I will rank different specification according to their ability

to price these embedded options. Given that price quotes on callable bonds are re-

late to the callable component of the contract and separate prices for the embedded

straight bond and the embedded call option are not given, I derive a measure of the

market price of the embedded call option.

A measure of the market price for the embedded call option is based on the following

algorithm:

1.) Using the two risk free zero coupon yields whose maturities bracket the duration of

the specific callable bond under consideration, I interpolate the zero coupon rate at the

maturity corresponding to that duration. Before interpolation is conducted, I use the

sort2 routine from Press et al. (1992), p.334, to line up the bonds in increasing order

of maturity. Subsequently, polynomial interpolation of different degrees was tested;

given that results were very similar for different orders of interpolation, results from

linear interpolation were employed for the remaining analysis.

2.) Using the two redemption yields on straight single A bonds whose durations

bracket the duration of the specific callable bond under consideration, I interpolate

the redemption yield at the maturity corresponding to that duration.

3.) The interpolated zero coupon yield is deducted from the interpolated redemp-

tion yield to arrive at a market based redemption yield spread corresponding to the

duration of the corresponding callable corporate bond.
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4.) Using the two risk free zero coupon yields whose maturities bracket the maturity

of each coupon payment on a given callable bond, I interpolate the zero coupon rate

at the maturity corresponding to that coupon payment. Adding to the zero coupon

rate the market based spread as calculated above I generate a market based term

structure of A rated zero coupon yields.

5.) A market based valuation of the straight component of the callable bond is given

as the sum of coupons and principal on this instrument, discounted at the market

based term structure of A rated zero coupon yields derived above.

6.) The market based valuation of the embedded call option is given as the difference

between the derived market price of the straight component and the quoted market

price of the callable component.

This market price will then be compared with model prices consistent with the three

credit spread specifications. Model prices were calculated as follows:

1.) For a given spread model, the callable bond, the straight bond and the embedded

call were set to their respective boundary condition at the maturity date.

2.) Iterating backwards through the tree, at each node it is checked whether the

current date is an exercise date or not. If the date is not an exercise date, the value

of the securities is set to their discounted value at the preceding node. Otherwise, the

callable bond is set to the minimum of its market price or the exercise price and the

value of the call is set to the difference between the value of the straight bond and

the value of the callable bond.

The above procedure assumes that the issuer seeks to minimize his outstanding li-

abilities and that this is achieved by calling the whole issue when the market price

falls below the exercise price; while the issuer's liability may be minimized by a strat-

egy under which not all outstanding bonds are called at the same time, the current

analysis abstracts from such issues.

Implementation of the valuation procedures can be found in the 'Pricing Code' section

in the code section following this chapter.

Generation of model prices necessitates implementation of the three specifications for

the credit spread using the parameter estimates as identified above. While other ap-

proaches are possible31 , I choose to implement the models using trinomial trees; this

technique facilitates inclusion of mean reversion and correlation structure. In simple

terms, the method is based on the discretization of the stipulated state variable dy-

31 If an asset has a unique price, it can be shown that the following are equivalent (see Karatzas and
Shreve (1989)):
-The price of the assets satifies a certain partial differential equation.
-The price of the asset is given by the expectation, under a certain measure, of its discounted payoffs.
Jinplenientations based on the former approach focus on finite difference schemes for the solutions
of partial differential equations, whereas the latter approach is based on Monte Carlo simulation or
lattice (i.e. tree) methods.
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(19)

1

(k - 1 - j)L^x,

(k-1—j)2x

(21)

(22)

namics; given step sizes for time and state space increments, the method generates

transition probabilities based on restrictions equating the moments of the continuous

time specification and its discrete equivalent. Allowing for nonstandard branching,

these restrictions, based on variable dynamics consistent with (1) and (6) are sum-

marized as follows:

iifl=ri
1	 1

fl	 (k+1—j)L?xj (k—j)/x1

(k + 1 - j ) 2Lx? (k - j)2/x

pu1(i,j)

fl= pm1(i,j)

pdj(i,j)

1

- xj(i,j))t^t

oL,t + c?(O - xj(i,j))21^%t2

where j is the current node index, k is the middle node at the next time step and

I E {g, d}. Allowing for the possibility that j k is necessary in order to accommodate

mean reversion. x 1 (i,j) is the value of x 1 ,I E {g,d}, at the grid point (i,j): x 1 (i,j) =

Xj (0,0) + jLx. Given the presence of mean reversion, no additional restrictions need

to be placed on x1 (i, j); in the absence of mean reversion, boundaries for the state

variables and their respective behavior at those boundaries (e.g. reflection) should be

specified. The first equation in (19) embodies the condition that probabilities must

sum to unity; the second and third equation equate the first and second moments

of the continuous specification and its discrete equivalent. Solving the above system

yields the transition probabilities as functions of model parameters and time and state

space increments:

(( —k)x+c (0, —x, (i,j))At)2+o? At2	 (2—k)Ax+K, (0, — x 1 (i,j))At
2Axa	 +	 2Ax

j-jl =	 (()—k)Ax+K,(0,—x,(i,j))At)2+oAt2 - (,—k)Ax-t-c,(0,—x,(i,,))At 	 (202	 2Ax2	 2Ax

Ax2

where I e {g,d}. At nodes where the branching is standard, j = k and the transition

probabilities are given by the following set of equations:

(,cz(O, - x,(i,j))it)2 + oLt2 +
	

- xj(i,j))Ltpu1(i,3) 
=	 2Lx2	 2Lx

= (k1(01 —xz( i , j)) t ) 2 + r?Lt2 - ?Q(Oj —x,(i,j))Ltpm1(i,j)
2zx2	 2Lx
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- Lx - (kj(Oi - xj(i,j))/t)2 - Lt2
pd,(i,j) -
	

(23)

For purposes of implementation, Lx1 = 2a ./7 32 and Lt = 0.5, that is, time

increments are semiannual; time and state space increments are assumed constant

across nodes and are therefore not indexed. Based on this implementation of state

variable dynamics I generate three sets of model prices for the embedded call options.

The benchmark specification assumes that the credit spread is fixed. Using parameter

estimates for the interest rate process and the fixed credit spread SA in conjunction

with (20), I generate a tree for credit risky discount rates. Implementation of this

procedure can be found in the 'Tree Code' section in the code section following this

chapter. Using (3), (4), (5) and the available data on call schedules, backward re-

cursion through the tree permits valuation of the embedded option component. The

programming code relating to this step can be found in the 'Pricing Code' section in

the code section following this chapter.

The second specification is based on the assumption that credit risk is stochastic

but uncorrelated with interest rates; independence between the two processes permits

implementation using the relevant parameter estimates and (20) for each process

separately. Potentially each node in the combined tree generates nine new nodes;

probabilities of reaching these nodes are given as products of relevant probabilities in

the constituent trees:

puu(i,j) =pu9 (i,j) xpud(i,j)

pum(i,j) = pu9 (i,j) x Pmd(z,j)

pud(i,j) =pu9 (i,j) xpdd(i,j)

pmu(i,j) = pmg(i,j) X PUd(i,j)

pinm(i,j) prng(i,j) x Pmd(z,j)

pind(i,j) = pm9 (i,j) x pdd(i,j)

pdu(i,j) = pd9 (i,j) x Pud(z,j)

pdm(i,j) = pd9 (i,j) x Pmd(i,j)

pdd(i,j) = pd9 (i,j) x pdd(i,j)

Using (3), (4), (8), (9) and (10), I generate model values for the embedded call option

associated with a stochastic credit spread specification.

32 The reqILireIiielit that transition l)rol)ahilitics remain positive and boumided above by unity generates
the following constraint for the state variable invremuents: 2a /7	 2ojyi. Subsequent
valuation results are robust to varying	 as long as the above constraint is satisficd.
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Finally, I generate the model prices corresponding to specification of a stochastic credit

spread and non-zero correlation between credit spreads and interest rates. Implemen-

tation with nonzero correlation between the constituent trees requires adjustments as

derived in Hull and White (1994a) and Hull and White (1994b)

puu(i,j) = pU9 (i,j) X PUd(,i) + I{>}5E - I{p0<O}6

pum(i,j) =pUg(i,j) xpmd (i,j) —4e

pud(i,j) = pu9 (i,j) x pd j(i,j) -	 +

pinu(i,j) =pm9 (i,j) xpua(i,j) —4e

pmm(i,j) = pm9 (i,j) x pm(i,j) + 8e

pmd(i,j) = pm9 (i,j) x pdd(i,j) - 4e

pdu(i,j) = pd9 (i,j) X PUd(,j) - I{p d >O} 6 + I{pd<o}5E

pdm(i,j) = pd9 (i,j) x Prnd(i,j) - 4E

pdd(i,j) = pd9 (i,j) x pdd (i,j) + I{pOd >O}5E - I{pUd<o}E

where e = pgd/36. The above adjustments do not change the mean and standard

deviation of x9 and Xd but allow for the correlation p9d to be incorporated into state

transitions. The programming code relating to the construction of the trees and the

pricing of the calls, respectively, can be found in the 'Tree Code' and 'Pricing Code'

section in the code section following this chapter.

The valuation metric I have proposed judges different credit risk specifications accord-

ing to their ability to price call options embedded in callable bonds. The following

table reports the mean absolute pricing errors for the embedded options, defined as

the difference of the market based and model based call prices, across bonds and

trading dates. Mean absolute pricing errors are large but not unreasonable, given

II	 II	 a
ii	 ii	 e0,.

17.412 10.335 5.56]

Table 5: Mean absolute pricing errors for embedded call options. Subscripts refer

to credit risk specification; sc denotes the constant spread model, ss denotes the

stochastic spread model with zero correlation and cor denotes the stochastic spread

model with non zero correlation.

the complexity of the instrument under consideration. More significant is the sensi-
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tivity of the pricing errors to the introduction of sophisticated credit risk modelling

features. Relative to a fixed credit spread specification, introduction of uncertainty

reduces the mean absolute pricing errors by around 40%. Incorporation of the cor-

relation between the credit spread and risk free rates reduces this error by another

45%.

A very similar pattern emerges for the mean relative pricing errors, defined as the

mean of the individual absolute pricing errors normalized by the market based call

prices, summarized in the following table. . Relative to a fixed credit spread spec-

r	 r	 re53

1.38 0.694 0.458

Table 6: Mean relative pricing errors for embedded call options. Subscripts refer

to credit risk specification; c denotes the constant spread model, ss denotes the

stochastic spread model with zero correlation and cor denotes the stochastic spread

model with non zero correlation.

ification, introduction of uncertainty reduces relative pricing errors by around 70%.

Incorporation of correlation between the credit spread and risk free rates leads to a

further decrease of mean relative pricing error of 23%.
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Conclusion

The above analysis is subject to a number of problems. Identification problems pre-

clude characterization of individual credit components. Data constraints are severe.

The estimation technique used is simple. Generation of market based valuations for

the embedded call options is imprecise. Pricing errors are large. I conjecture that

application of more sophisticated estimation techniques might lead to some improve-

ments of these shortcomings. Availability of bigger datasets is certain to generate

more precise insights than the ones delivered here. However, it is precisely due to

some of these problems that researcher have shied away from empirical analysis re-

lating to credit risk. Indeed, most papers proposing new credit risk models contain

statements to the effect of declaring that "subject to reasonable parameter values,

the new model is capable of replicating empirical spreads." While such statements

are of interest in their own right, they must not be mistaken for being based on any

real empirical analysis.

Very little work has been done in terms of econometric analysis of credit models.

As far as has been done, particular models are rejected on the basis of statistical

measures of fit. The present approach is not directed at examining empirical features

of credit risk models from a purely econometric or statistical perspective. Given the

data constraints and the lack of consensus as to which model is the correct one, I

adopt a valuation based metric in order to identify technical features in the credit

risk specification which improve the pricing of specific credit contingent claims. As

such, the current analysis is unique in the recent credit literature (Litterman and Iben

(1991) is a slight exception).

Despite the fact that a number of simplifying assumptions has been made and despite

the fact that the econometric technique is simple, the above analysis provides empir-

ical evidence for a refutable proposition. Uncertainty in credit risk is important not

only from a conceptual point of view. Correlation between market risk and credit risk

matters. Failure to take account of these complexities will prove costly for financial

institutions having incurred credit risk exposure because they will misprice the risks

they are facing.
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Appendix

PDE's for coefficient functions in two factor bond price
specification

Assume that credit risky bond prices are functions of e risk free factor Xg,t and a

credit factor x 9, , whose evolution is given by

dx9, = Kg (Og — x9 ,)dt + (7gdW	 (24)

dxd,t = Kd(Od Xd,t)dt + add Wtd 	 (25)

and allowance is made for both processes to be correlated:

d (Wd, W9 ) = pa9dt	 (26)

The assumption that bond prices are linear exponential in the state variables:

B T = exp (a(T - t) + b9 (T — t)x9 , + bd(T - t)xd ,t )	 (27)

coupled with hypothesis that the expected return on assets is given by the risk free

rate

1dBjT1
E 

L_
B'T] = x9,dt	 (28)

yields the following set of equations:

1+ 8bu) +K&'(u)=O
(29)

= 0

o —	 + (	 1 )
	

+ (--- —
- ______	 —	 g	 i c0	 ic

2\1 / 2
kd) 

+a2 le "d	 1
(----	 d) )

a(0) = 0
(30)

Solutions to (29) and (30) yield closed form expression for bond prices.
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Code

Main Code

#include <stdio.h> #include <stdlib.h>

#include <stddef .h>

#include <math.h>

#include <malloc.h>

#include <string.h>

*include <errno .h>

#include ''h:\codelib\c-lib\nrutil.h ''

#include ''h:\codelib\c-lib\locate.c ''

#include ''h;\codelib\c-lib\polint.c''

#include ''h:\codelib\c-lib\covsrt.c ''

#include ''h:\codeli.b\c-lib\gaussj .c''

#include ''h:\codelib\c-lib\mrqcof.c ''

#include ''h:\codelib\c-lib\mrqmin.c ''

#include ''h:\code ].ib\c-lib\gammln.c''

#include ''h:\codelib\c-lib\betacf  .

#include ''h:\codelib\c-lib\betai.c ''

#include ''h:\codelib\c-lib\pearsn.c ''

#inc].ude ''h:\codelib\c-lib\moment.c ''

#include ''h:\codelib\c-lib\i.ndexx.c ''

#include ''h:\codelib\c-lib\sort2.c ''

#define MAXDAT 5

#define MAXCO 60

#define MAXCA 40

#define INTORD 2

#define MLTOL lOe-6

mt t, ndat, *ng, *flas, *flac;

double **pg, **pd, **pdc, rho;

typedef struct gbonds {

double *p,*mat,*ry;
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} GBOND;

typedef struct Asbonds {

long int*id;

mt *nco;

double *ry,*s,*dur,*mat,*co,**com,*p_s_m,*p_s_ss,*p_s..sc;

} As;

typedef struct Acbonds {

long int*id;

mt *nco,*nca;

double *ry,*s,*dur,*mat,*co,**com,**cax,**cam,*p_s_m,*p_s_sc,*p_s_ss,*p_s_cor;

double *p_c_m,*p_c_sc, *p_c_ss,*p_c_cor, *p_ca_m, *p_ca_sc, *p_ca_ss, *p_ca_cor;

double *ea_ca_sc,*ea_ca_ss,*ea_ca_cor,*er_ca.sc,*er_ca_ss , *er_ca_cor;

} AC;

typedef struct grate {

mt ns,js,*mid,*mi.di;

double mc, *r, *pu, *pm,*pd;

} RG;

typedef struct dspread {

mt ns,js,*mid,*midi;

double mc, *s,*pu, *pm,*pd;

} SS;

GBOND **gb;AS **as;AC **ac;RG **rg;S5 **ss;

FILE *str_in, *co_in, *out_O1, *out_02;

#include 'h:\codelib\code\vasOl.c ''

#include ''h:\codelib\code\estvasOl.c ''

#include ''h:\codelib\code\trevasOl.c ''

#include ''h:\codelib\code\privasOl.c ''

void mamn( void )

{

jut tnco,*ip4,*ipl,i,j,iter,*ncall,*naaas,*naas,*naaac,*naac;

long mt tid;

double *x, chulast, chisq, chistart, alamda;

double *sig, **a14, *x2, *xl, prob, z, **cov, **cov_ss, **cov_sc;

double avel ,adevi ,sdevl ,varl ,skewl , curti ,ave2, adev2 ,sdev2,var2,skew2 ,curt2;
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double tco, tp, tmat, tdur, try, yg,ys,-yc, tcam, tcax;

double mmae_ca_sc, *mae_ca_sc ,mmre_ca_sc , *mre_ca_sc ,mmae_ca_ss , *mae_ca_ss;

double mmre_ca_ss, *mre_ca_ss ,mtuae_ca_cor , *mae_ca_cor ,nmire_ca_cor , *mre_ca_cor;

char inpt[1O], sprtllO), drf[1O], oprf[iO), temp[20], **date;

ngivector(1 ,MAXDAT) ;naaas=ivector(1 ,MAXDAT) ;naasivector(1 ,MAXDAT) ;nasivector(1 ,MAXDA

naaac=ivector(1,MAXDAT) ;naac=ivector(1,MAXDAT) ;nac=ivector(1 ,MAXDAT) ;ncall=ivector(1 ,MA

ip4=ivector(1.,4) ;ipl=ivector(1 ,1);

xl. = dvector(1, MAXDAT) ;x2 = dvector(1,MAXDAT) ;mae_ca_sc=d'tector(i ,MAXDAT);

mre_ca_sc=dvector(1 ,MAXDAT) ;mae_ca_ss=dvector(1 ,MAXDAT) ;mre_ca_ssdvector(1,MAXDAT);

tnae_ca_cor=dvector(1 ,MAXDAT) ;mre_ca_cor=dvector(i ,MAXDAT);

a14=dmatrix(1,4,1,4) ;covdmatrix(1,4, 1,4) ;cov_ss=dmatrix(1,4,1,4) ;cov_sc=dmatrix(1,1,1,

if((str_in=fopen(' 'h:\\data\\d5_strtxt ' ' ,' 'r' '))NULL)perror(' 'strip

error'');

if((co_in=fopen(' 'h:\\data\\bond_d5.txt '' ,' 'r' '))==NIJLL)perror(' 'coupon

error'');

if((outOlfopen(' 'h:\\data\\coutOl.txt ' ',' 'a' '))NULL)perror(' 'outOl

error'');

if((out_02=fopen(' 'h:\\data\\coutO2.txt '' .1 'a' '))NULL)perror(' 'outO2

error'');

if(fseek(str_in,OL,SEEK_SET))perror(' 'Fseek failed on strip file'');

else if(fseek(co_in,OL,SEEK_SET))perror(' 'Fseek failed on bond coupon file'');

else{

date=(char**)calloc(MAXDAT,sizeof(char*));if(!date)printf(' 'failure in

date'') ;date=date-1;

t = 0;

while (EOF! =fsca.nf(str_in, ''7,3'' ,tenlp)){

if(! (strcmp(tep,''Date' '))){

tt+1;

date[t](char*)calloc(1,1O*sizeof(char));if(!date[t])printf(' 'failure in

date [ti '');
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fscanf(str_in,'"/.s'',date[t]);prifltf(''\fl%S\fl'',date[t])

fscanf(str_in, '

}

e].se{

fscant(str_in, ' "/•*f'/•].f%*f' ',&tmat);

if (tmat<=30)ng It] =ng [t] +1;

}

}

ndat = t;

for(t1;t<ndat;t++)printf(' '\n# coupon strips on %s:\t%i'', datelt], nglt]);

t = 0;

while(EOF!fscanf (co_in,' "/.s'' ,temp)){

if(t(strcmp(temp,''DATE''))){

tt+1;

for(i1;i<154;i++)fscanf (co_in, ''7.*s'');
}
else{

fscanf (co_in, ' "/.*lih*s'/.lf'/.s'/.sY.s%s'/.*shlfY.lfY.*s%iV.*lf%*lf'',

&tdur,inpt,sprt,drf ,oprf ,&try,&tco,&tnco);

if(tdur! =9999&&! (strcmp(inpt,' 'F1' '))&&strcmp(sprt, ''9999' ')&&! (strcmp(drf, ''9999''))

&&(!(strcmp(oprf,''9999''))!(strcmp(oprf,''CA'')))&&tco!9999&&tflCo<60

&&tnco ! =9999&&try>5 00){

if ( !(strcmp(oprf, ''9999'')) ){

if(!(strctnp(sprt,''AAA' ')))naaas[t]naaaslt]+i;

if(! (strcmp(sprt,' 'Alt' '))II' (strcmp(sprt, ' 'Alt-' '))II ! (strcmp(sprt, ' 'AM'')))

naas (t] =naas [t] +1;

if(!(strcmp(sprt,''A''))II!(strcmp(sprt,''A-''))IJ!(StrCfllp(Sprt,''A+'')))

nas It] =nas [t] +1;

else if(!(strcmp(oprf, ''CA'')) ){

if(!(strcmp(sprt,''AAA'')))naaac[tl'naaac[t)+l;

if(!(strcmp(sprt,''AA''))I!(strcmp(sprt,''AA-''))II!(StrCmP(SPrt,''AA+'')))

naac [t] naac [t] +1;
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jf(!(strcmp(sprt,''A''))!(strcmp(sprt,''A-''))I!(strCmp(Sprt,''A+'')))

nac [tI =nac [t) +1;

}

}

for(i=1;i<60+80;i++)fscanf( co_in, '"/.*s'');

}

}

/*
for(t=1;t<ndat;t++) {

printf(''\n'/.s:\n'', date[tJ);

printf(''# straight AAA bonds: \t'/.i\n'', naaas[t]);

printf(''* callable AAA bonds: \t'/.i\n'', rxaaac[t));

printf(''# straight AA bonds: \t'/.i\n'', naas[t]);

printf(''# callable AA bonds: \t'/,i\n'', naac[t]);

printf(''# straight A bonds: \t%i\n'', nas[t]);

printf(''# callable A bonds: \t%i\n\n'', nac[t]);

}

pg(double**)calloc(ndat,sizeof(double*)) ; if(!pg)printf(' 'failure in pg' ') ;pgpg-

1;

pd(double**)calloc(ndat ,sizeof(double*)) ; if(!pd)printf(' 'failure in pd'') ;pd =pd-

1.;

pdc=(double**)calloc(ndat,sizeof(double*)) ; if(!pdc) printf(' 'failure in

pdc' ') ;pdcpdc-l;

gb=(GBOND**)calloc(udat,sizeof(GBOND*)) ;if(! gb)printf(' 'failure in gb' ');gbgb-

1;

as(AS**)calloc(ndat,sizeof(AS*));if(!as)printf(' 'failure in as'') ;asas-

1;

ac=(ACX*)calloc(ndat,sizeof(AC*));if(!ac)printf(' 'failure in ac' ');acac-

1;

for(t=1 ; t<ndat ; t++) {

pg[t]=dvector(1,4) ;pd[tldvector(1,4) ;pdc[t]=dvector(1,i);

gb[t] = (GBOND *) calloc(1, sizeof(GBOND));if (!gb[t]) printf(''f allure

in gb[t] '');
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gb[t]->p=dvector(1 ,ng[t]) ;gb[tI->mat =dvector(1. ,ng[t]) ;gb[tI->ry=dvector(1 ,ng[t]);

as[t] = (AS *) calloc(1, sizeof(AS));if (!as[t]) printf(''f allure in as[tJ'');

as[t]->id=].vector(1,nas[t]);as[t]->ry=dvector(1,nas[t]);

as[t]->s=dvector(1,nas[t]);as[t]->dur=dvector(1,nas[t]);

as It] ->mat=dvector (1, nas It)) ; as Et] ->p_s_m=dvector (1 ,nas It));

as[tI->p_s_sc=dvector(l,nas[t)) ; as[t]->p_s_ss=dvector(l,nas[tI);

as[t]->nco=ivector(1. ,nas[t)) ;as[t)->co=dvector(l ,nas[tj);

as[t]->com=dmatrix(l,nas[t) ,1,MAXCO);

ac[t] = (AC *) calloc(1, sizeof(AC));if (!ac) printf(''failure in ac[t]'');

ac[t]->id=lvector(1,nas[t]) ;ac[t]->ry=dvector(1,nac[t]);

ac(t]->s=dvector(1 ,nac[t]) ;ac[t]->dur =dvector(1 ,nac[t));

actt]->mat=dvector(1 ,nac{t]) ;ac[t] ->nco=ivector(1 ,nac[t]);

ac[t]->nca=ivector(1 ,nac[t]) ;ac[t)->co=dvector(1 ,nac[t]);

ac(t]->com=dmatrix(1,nac[t] ,i,MAXCO);ac[t]->cax=dmatrix(1,nac(t] ,1,MAXCA);

ac[tJ->cam=dmatrix(1,nac[t] , 1,MAXCA) ; ac[t]->p_s_m=dvector(1,nac[t]);

ac[t]->p_s_sc=dvector(l ,naclt]) ; ac[t]->p_s_ss=dvector(l,nac[t]);

ac[t]->p_s_cor=dvector(1,nactt]) ;ac[t]->p_c_m =dvector(1 ,nac[t]);

ac[t]->p_c_sc=dvector(1 ,nac[t]) ;ac[t]->p_c_ss=dvector(1 ,nac[t]);

aclt]->p_c_cor=dvector(1 ,nac[t]) ;aclt]->p_ca_m=dvector(1 ,nac[t]);

ac[t]->p_ca_sc=dvector(1 ,nac[t]) ;ac[t]->p_ca_ss=dvector(1 ,nac[t]);

ac[t]->p_ca_cor=dvector(1,nac[t]) ; ac[tJ->ea_ca_sc =dvector(1 ,nac[t]);

ac[t]->ea_ca_ss=dvector(j. ,nac[t]) ;ac[t]->ea_ca_cordvector(1 ,nac[t]);

ac [t] ->er_ca_sc=dvector (1 ,nac [t)) ; ac It) ->er_ca_ss =dvector(1 ,nac [t]);

ac It] ->er_ca_cor=dvector(1,nac [t]);

}

if(fseek(str_in,OL,SEEK_SET))printf( ''problem reading strips\n'');

else{

t = 0;

while(EOF!=fscanf(str_in, ' ' Y.s' ',temp)){

if(' (strcinp(temp, ' 'Date' '))){

fscanf(str_in, '"/.*s7.*s'/.*s%*sY.*s'');
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t=t+1;

ng[t) = 0;

}

else{

fscanf(str_in, ' "/.lf%lfV.lf' ',&tp,&tmat,&try);

ng[tl = ng[tI + 1;

gb[t]->p[ng[t]] = tp;

gb[t]->mat[ng[t]] = tmat;

gb[tl->ry[ng[t]) = log(DSQR(1+try/200));

}

}

}

if(fseek(co_in,OL,SEEK_SET))printf(' 'problem reading bond coupon file\n'');

else{

t = 0;

while(EOF! =fscanf (co_in,' "/,s'' ,temp)){

if(' (strcmp(temp, ''DATE' '))){

t=t+1;

printf(''\nDate '/.i'',t);

nas[t)=0;nac[t]=o;

for(i1;i<154;i++)fscanf (co_in, ''%*s'');

}

else{

fscanf (co_in, '"/.ii%*sV.].f%s'/.s'/.57,s'/.*s%lf'/,lf'/.*s7.j7.lfy.1f',

&tid,&tdur,inpt,sprt,drf,oprf,&try,&tco,&tnco,&tp&tmat);

if((tdur!=9999)&&! (strcmp(inpt, ''F1' '))&&(strcmp(sprt, ''9999''))

&&!(strcmp(drf,''9999''))&&(I(strcmp(oprfJg9g9))IIi(strcmp(oprf1CA))))

&&(try>O)&&(tco ! 9999)&&(tnco<60)&&(tnco! =9999)&&try>5 .00){

if(! (strcmp(oprf,''g99g' '))){

if(!(strcmp(sprt,''A''))II!(strcmp(sprt,''A_))II!(strcmp(sprt,;A+))){
nas [t] =nas [t] + 1;

as[t]->id[nas[t]J = tid;

as[t]->p_s_m[nas[t]] = tp;
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as[t]->dur[nas[t])	 tdur;

as[t]->rytnaslt]] = 2*log(1+try/200);

as Ct] ->mat [nas [tI]	 tmat;

as[t]->co[nas[t]] = tco;

as[t]->nc o [nas [t]] = tnco;

for(i1;i<DMIN((double)MAXCO,tflCO) ;i++)fscanf (co_in,' 'Y.lf' ',&as[t]->coin[nas[t]] [i]);

for(j=1;i<MAXCO-DMIN((double)MAXCO,tflCO) ;i++)fscanf(co_i.n, '

for(i1;i<2*MAXCA;i4+)fsCaflf (co_in,' '7,*s' l);

}
else for(i=1;i<MAXCO+2*MAXCA;i++)fsCaItf (CO_in,' "/,*s'');

}

else{

it(!(strcmp(sprt,''A''))II!(strcmp(sprt,''A_''))II!(strcmp(Sprt,''A+''))){

nac [t] = nac [t] + 1;

ac[t]->id[nac[t]] = tid;

ac[t]->p_c_m[nac[t]] = tp;

ac[t]->dur[nac[t]] = tdur;

ac[t]->ry[nac[tI] = 2*log(1+try/200);

ac Ct] ->mat [nac Ct]] = tmat;

ac[t]->co[nac[t]1 = tco;

ac Ct) ->nco [nac [t))	 tnco;

for(ii;i<DMIN((double)MAXCO,tflcO) ;i+--)fscanf (co_in,' 'Y.lf'' ,&ac[t]->com[nac[t]) Ci]);

for(i1 ;i<=MAXCO-DMIN((double)MAXCO,tnco) ;i++)fscanf (co_in,' "/,"s'');

for(i1 ; i<MAXCA ; i++){

fscanf( co_in, ''V,lf'/.lf'', &tcam, &tcax);

if( (tcam ! 9999) && (tcax ! 9999) ){

ac[t]->nca[nac [t]] + 1;

ac[t]->cam[nac[tI] [ac[t]->nca[nac[t]11 = tcam;

ac [t] ->cax [nac [t]] [ac[t]->nca[nac[t]]] = tcax;

}

}

}

else for(i=1;i<MAXCO+2*MAXCA;i++)fscanf (co_in,' '%*s'');
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else for(i=1;i<=MAXCO+2*MAXCA; i++)f scant (co_in,' "/.*s'');

}

}

}

}

/*** THE ACTION *****************************************/

for (t=1 ;t<ndat ;t++){

pg[t][1] = 0.2;

pg[t][2] = 0.06;

pg[t] [3] = 0.0004;

pg[t][4] = 0.05;

}

for (t= 1 ; t<=ndat ; t++){

sig = dvector(1, ng[t]);

x = dvector(1, ng[t]);

for(i=1;i<=4;i++) ip4[i] = 1;

for(i=1;i<=ng[t] ;i++){

x[i] = i;sig[i] = 1;

}

printf(''\nEstimating rg date['/.i]'', t);

chilast = 10000;

for(i=1; i<=400 && !( chilast - chisq >= 0 && chilast-chisq<MLTOL ) ;i++){

if(i == 1) alanida = -1;

if(i ! 1) chilast	 chisq;

mrqmin(0,x,gb[t]->p,sig,ng[t] ,pg[t] ,ip4,4,cov,a14,&chisq,&ml,&alamda);

if(i == 1) chistart = chisq;

iter = 1;

}

alamda = 0;

mrqmin(0,x,gb[t]->p,sig,ng[t] ,pg[t1 ,1p4,4,cov,a14,&chisq,&ml,&alamcia);

printf(' '\nV.8.81f\t%8.8lf\tV.i'', chistart, chisq, iter);

free_dvector(sig, 1, ng[t]) ;free_dvector(x, 1, ng[t]);
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}

for(t= 1 ; t<=udat ; t++) {

printf(' '\nParameters rg date[i]\nh,t);for(i=1;i<4;i++)printf(h)\th/.8.81f)),pg[t][i])

printf(''\n'O;for(j1;j<4;j++)printf(''\t'/.8.Blf'', covtj)[j));

}

for(t1 ;t<ndat ;t++){

pd[t)t1] 0.25;

pd[t] [2) = 0.07;

pd[t][31 = 0.01;

pd[t)[41	 0.03;

}

for (t=1 ;t<ndat ;t++) {

sig = dvector(1, nas[t]);

x	 dvector(1, nas[t));

for(i1;i<4;i++) ip4[i] = i4?1:1;

for(i=1;i<nas[t] ;i++){

x[i] = i;sig[i.) = 1;

}

printf(' '\nEstimating ss date['/.i]'', t);

chilast = 10000;

fox(i1; i<400 && !( chilast - chisq >= 0 && chilast - chisq < MLTOL

) ;i+.s-){

if(i == 1) alamda = -1;

if(i ! 1) chilast = chisq;

mrqmin(0,x,as[t]->p_s_m,sig,nas[t] ,pd[t] ,ip4,4,cov_ss,a14,&chisq,&ml_ss,&alamda);

if(i == 1) chistart = chisq;

iter =

}

alamda = 0;

inrqmiri(0,x,as[t]->p_s_m,sig,nas[t] ,pd[t] ,1p4,4,cov_ss,a14,&chisq,&ml_ss,&alaxnda);

printf(' '\n%8.81f\tY.8.81f\tXi'', chistart, chisq, iter);

free_dvector(sig, 1, uas[t]) ;free_dvector(x, 1, nas[t));

}
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for(t1 ;t<ndat ;t++){

printf(' '\nParameters ss datelY.i)\n' ',t);for(i1;i<-4;i++) printf(' '\t'/.8.8V',

pdft] [i]);

printf(''\n'');for(j1;j<4;j+-f) priutf(''\tV.8.81f'', cov_ss[j][j]);

}

ipl[lI = 1;
for(t1 ; t<ndat ; t++){

pdct)E1) = 0.01;

sig	 dvector(1, nas[t]);

x = dvector(1, nas[t]);

for(i1;i<nas[t] ;i++){

x[i) = i;sig[i] = 1;

}

printf(' '\nEstimating sc date[%i] '', t);

chilast = 10000;

for(i1; i<=100 && !( chilast - chisq > 0 && chilast - chisq < MLTOL

) ;i++){

if(i == 1) alamda = -1;

if(i ! 1) chilast = chisq;

mrqmin(0. x,as[t]->p_s_m,sig,nas[tI ,pdc[t] ,ipl,1,cov_sc,a14,&chisq,&ml_sc,&alamda);

if(i == 1) chistart = chisq;

iter = i;

}

alamda = 0;

mrqmin(0, xas[t)->p_s_m,sig,nas[t] ,pdc[t} ,ipl,1,cov_sc,a14,&chisq,&ml_sc,&alamda);

printf(' '\n%8.81f\t'/.8.81f\t%i'', chistart, chisq, iter);

free_dvector(sig, 1, nas[t]) ;free_dvector(x, 1, nas

}

for(t1;t<1;t++)printf(' '\nParameters sc date['/.iJ :\tY.8.81f\t'hB.81f' ',t,pdc[t] [1] ,cov_s

free_ivector(ip4,1.4);free_ivector(ipl,1,1);free_dmatrix(cov,1,4,1.4);

free_dmatrix(cov_ss,1,4,1,4);free_dmatrix(cov_sc,1,1,1,1);free_dmatrix(a14,1,4,1,4);
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for(t1 ;t<ndat ;t++){

xl[t] = pg[t][4];x2[t] = pd[t][4];

}

pearsn(x2,xl ,ndat ,&rho,&prob,&z);

moment(xl ,ndat,&avel ,&adevl ,&sdevl ,&varl,&skewl,&curtl);

moment(x2 ,ndat ,&ave2 ,&adev2 ,&sdev2,&var2,kskew2 ,&curt2);

printf(' '\nrho:h6.61f\tvarl:'/.6.61f\tvar2:Y.6.61f'' ,rho,varl,var2);

/*for(t=1;t<=ndat;t++){pg[t] [3]'var1;pd[t] [3]var2;}*/

for(ti ;t<ndat ;t++){fprintf(out_02,' '\nY.s\tyg\tyc\tyg ' ' ,date[t]);

tmat = 0.5;

for(i1;i<40;i++){

yg = -(ag(pg[t] ,tmat)+bg(pg[t] ,tmat)*pg[t] [4])/tinat;

yc	 yg+pdc[t] [1);

ys = yg-(ag(pd[tI ,tmat)+bg(pd[t] ,tniat)*pd[t) [4] )/tmat;

fprintf(out_02,' '\n'/.6.61f\t'/.6.61f\t%6.61f\t'/.6.61f' ',tmat,yg,yc,ys);

tmat += 0.5;

}

for(t1 ;t<1 ;t++){

printf(' '\nDate%i:\n' ',t);

for(i1;i<nac[t] ;i.++){

if(ac[t]->nca[i] != 0){

ncall[t] + 1;

pri_acm( i, &ac[t]->p_s_m[i], &ac[t]->p_ca_m[i]);

pri_acsc( i, &ac[t]->p_s_sc[i), &ac[t]->p_c_sc[i.], &ac[t]->p_ca_scti));

pri_acss( i • &ac [t] ->p_s_ss [i], &ac [t] ->p_c_ss [i], &ac [t] ->p_ca_ss [1]);

pri_cor( i, &actt]->p_s_cor[i], &ac[t)->p_c_cor[i], &ac[t)->p_ca_cor[i]);

printf(''\nStraight:'');

printf(' '\t'/.6.31f\t'h6.31f' ' ,ac[t]->p_s_m[il ,ac[t]->p_s_sc[i]);

printf (' '\t'/.6 . 3].f\t'/.6 . 31f'' • ac [t] ->p_s_ss [ii , ac [t] ->p_s_cor [ii);
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printf(' '\nCallable:'');

printf(' '\t%6.31f\t%6.31f'' ,ac[t]->p_c_m[i] ,ac[t]->p_c_sc[i]);

printf (' '\t%6 31f \t%6 31f'', ac It] ->p_c_ss Ii] , ac It] ->p_c_cor Ii]);
priritf(' '\nCall:'');

printf(' '\t'/.6.31f\t%6.31f'', ac[t]->p_ca_m[i], ac[t]->p_ca_sc(i]);

printf(' '\t%6.31f\t%6.31f'', actt]->p_ca_ss[i], ac[t]->p_ca_cor[i]);

}

}

}

mmae_ca_sc=O ;minre_ca_sc=O ;mmae_ca_ss=O ;mmre_ca_ss=O ;mmae_ca_cor=O ;mmre_ca_cor=O;

for(t=1 ;t<1 ;t++){

for(i=1;i<=nac[t] ;i++){

if(ac[t]->nca[j] ! O){

ac [t] ->ea_ca_sc [i] = ac [t] ->p_ca_m [i] - ac [t] ->p_ca_sc [i];

aclt]->er_ca_sc[i] = ac[t]->ea_ca_sc(i] / ac[t]->p_ca_m[i];

ac [t] ->ea_ca_ss Ii) = ac [t] ->p_ca_m [iJ - ac [t] ->p_ca_ss Ii];
ac[t]->erca_ss[i] = ac[t]->ea_ca_ss[i] / ac[t]->p_ca_m[i];

ac It] ->ea_ca_cor [ii = ac [t] ->p_ca.m Ii] - ac It] ->p_ca_cor [i];
ac[tl->er_ca_cor[i] = aclt]->ea_ca_cor[i] / ac[t]->p_ca_m[i];

mae_ca_sc It] + f abs (ac It] ->ea_ca_sc Ii]);

mre_ca_sc [t] += fabs(ac[t]-).er_ca_sc[j]);

mae_ca_ss [t] += fabs(ac It] ->ea_ca_ss Ii]);

mre_ca_ss [t] + fabs(ac[t]->er_ca_ss[j]);

mae_ca_cor [t] + f abs (ac It] ->ea_ca_cor [ii);

ifire_ca_cor [t] += f abs (ac [t] ->er_ca_cor Ii]);

}

}

mae_ca_sc[t] 1= ncall[t] ;mre_ca_scttJ 1= ncall[t];

mae_ca_ss[t] / ncall[t] ;mre_ca_ss[t] 1= ncall[t];

mae_ca_cor It] 1= ucall It] ;mre_ca_cor [t] /= ncall [t];

mmae_ca_sc s mae_ca_sc[t] ;mmre_ca_sc + mre_ca_sc[t];

mmae_ca_ss += mae_ca_ss[t] ;mmre_ca_ss + mre_ca_ss[t];

mmae_ca_cor + mae_ca_cor[t] ;mmre_ca_cor + mre_ca_cor[t];

}

mmaeca_sc / ndat;mmre_ca_sc / ndat;mmae_ca_ss /= ndat;

mmre_ca_ss 1= ndat;mmae_ca_cor 1= ndat;mmre_ca_cor 1= ndat;
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printf(' '\nAESC:\t',6 .31f\nRESC:\t'/,631f'', minae_ca_ac, mmre_ca_sc);

printf(' '\nAESS: \t%6.31f\nRESS : \t%6.31f'', mmaeca_ss, mmre_ca_ss);

printf(' '\nAECOR: \t'/.6.31f\nRECOR: \t%6.31f''. mmae_ca_cor, mmre....ca_cor);

/*for(t1 ;t(1 ;t++){

fprintf(out_O1,' '\nDate'/.i:\n'', t);

for(i1;i<nac[t] ;i++){

if(ac[t]->nca[i] ! O){

fprintf(out_O1,' '\nAE[%i] [7.i] :\t%6 .31f'', t, i, ac[t]->ea_ca_sc[i]);

fprintf(out_O1,''\nAE['/.iI[%iI:\tV.6.31f'', t, 1, ac[t]->ea_ca_ss[i]);

fprintf(out_O1,' '\nAE['/.i] [ii] :\t'/.6.31f'', t, i, ac[t]->ea_ca_cor[i]);

fprintf(out_O1,' '\nREt'/.il [7,i] :\tY,6.31f'', t, i, ac[t)->er_ca_sc[il);

fprintf(out_O1,' '\nRE[Y.i) [74] :\tY.6.31f'', t, 1, ac[t]->er_casa[i]);

fprintf(out_O1,' '\nRE[%i] [7.i] :\tX6.31f'', t, i, ac[t]->er_ca_cor[i]);

}

}

for(t1 ; t<ndat ; t^+){

free_dvector(pg[t] ,1,4) ;free_dvector(pd[t] ,1,4) ;free_dvector(pdc[t] ,1,1);

free...dvector(gb[t]->p,1 ,xig[t]) ;free_dvector(gb[t)->mat. 1 .ng[t]);

free..dvector(gb[t]->ry, 1,ng[t]);

free_lvector(as[t]->id, 1 ,nas[t]) ;free_dvector(as[t]->ry, 1,xtas [t]);

free_dvector(as[t]->s, 1 ,nas[t]) ;free_dvector(as[tJ->dur, 1,nas[t]);

free_dvector(as[t]->mat, l,nas[t]) ;free_dvector(as[t]->p_s_m, 1,nas[t]);

free...dvector(as[t]->p_s_sc, 1 ,nas[t]) ;free_dvectox-(as[t)->p_s_ss 1 ,nas[tJ);

free_ivector(as[t]->nco,1,nas[t]) ;free_dvector(as[t]->co,1,nas[t]);

free_dmatrix(as[t]->com,1,nas[t] ,1,MAXCO);

free_lvector(ac[t)->i.d, 1,nac[t)) ;free_dvector(actt]->ry, 1 ,nac[t]);

freedvector(ac[t]->s,1,nac[t]);free_dvector(ac[t]->dur,1,nac[t]);

free_dvector(ac[t]->mat,1,nac[tJ);free_ivector(ac[t]->nco,1,nac[tJ);

free_ivector(ac[t]->nca, 1,nac[t1) ;free_dvector(ac[t)->co,1 ,nac[t]);

free_dmatrix(ac[t]->com,1,riac[t] ,1,MAXCO) ;free_dmatrix(ac[t]->cax,1,nac[t] ,1,MAXCA);

free_dmatrix(ac[t]->cain, 1,nac[t] , 1,MAXCA) ;free_dvector(ac[t]->p_s_m, 1,nac[t]);
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free_dvector(actt]->p_s_sc, 1 ,nac[t)) ;free_dvector(ac[t)->p_s_ss, 1. ,nac[t]);

free_dvector(ac[t]->p_s_cor, 1 ,nac[t]) ;free_dvector(ac[t]->p_c_m, 1 ,nac[t]);

free_dvector (ac it] ->p_c_sc, 1, nac Ct]) ; free_dvector (ac [t] ->p.c_ss, 1, nac [tJ);

free_dvector(actt]->p_c_cor, 1 ,nac[t]) ;free_dvector(ac[t]->p_ca_m, 1,nac[t]);

free_dvector(ac[t]->p_ca_sc, 1 ,nac[t]) ;free_dvector(ac[t]->p_ca_ss, 1 ,nac[t]);

free_dvector(ac[t] ->p_ca_cor, 1 ,nac[t]) ;free_dvector(ac[t]->ea_ca_sc, 1,nac[t]);

free_dvector(ac[t]->ea_ca_ss,1 ,nac[t]) ;free_dvector(ac[t]->ea_ca_cor, 1 ,nac[t]);

free_dvector(ac[t]->er_ca_sc , 1 ,nac[t]) ;free_dvector(ac[t]->er_ca_ss, 1 ,nac[t]);

free_dvector(ac[t]->er_ca_cor, i,nac It]);

free(gb[t]);free(as[t]) ;free(ac[t]) ;free(date[tI);

free(date) ;free(pg) ;free(pd) ;free(pdc) ;free(gb) ;free(as) ;free(ac);

free_ivector(ng, 1,MAXDAT) ;free_ivector(naaas, 1,MAXDAT);

free_ivector(naas, 1,MAXDAT) ;free_ivector(nas, 1 ,MAXDAT);

free_ivector(naaac, 1 ,MAXDAT) ;free_ivector(naac, 1 ,MAXDAT);

free_ivector(nac, 1 ,MAXDAT) ;free_ivector(ncall, 1,MAXDAT);

free_dvector(xl, 1,MAXDAT) ;free_dvector(x2, 1 ,MAXDAT);

free_dvector(mae_ca_sc, 1,MAXDAT) ;free_dvector(mre_ca_sc, 1,MAXDAT);

free_dvector(mae_ca_ss, 1,MAXDAT) ;free_dvector(nire_ca_ss,1,MAXDAT);

free_dvector(mae_ca_cor, 1 ,MAXDAT) ;free_dvector(mre_ca_cor, 1 ,MAXDAT);

if(fclose(str_in)=0)printf(' '\n\tstr_in closed'');

if(fclose(coin)0)printf(' '\n\tco_in closed'');

if(fclose(out_O1)=0)printf(' '\n\tout_Ol file closed'');

if(fclose(out_02)=0)printf(' '\n\tout_02 file closed'');

}

#undef MAXDAT

#undef MAXCO

#undef MAXCA
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#undef INTORD

#undef MLTOL

Model Code

double ag(double pp[] ,double life) {

double tag;

tag = -pp[2]*life;

tag -= pp [2] *exp(-pp [11 *life)/pp[11;

tag + 1/(2*DSQR(pp[1]))*life*pp[3];

tag + exp(-pp[1I*life)*pp[3]/pow(pp[1] .3);

tag -= exp(-2*life*pp[1])*pp[3]/(4*pow(pp[i] ,3));

tag -= 3*pp[3]/(4*pow(pp[1],3));

tag + pp[2I/pp[l];

return(tag);

}

double bg(double pp[], double life)

{

return((exp(-pp[1]*life)-1)/pp[1I);

}

double df_sc(double mat, double pp[])

{

return(exp(ag(pp,mat)+bg(pp,mat)*pp[4]));

}

double df_ss(double mat, double ppg[], double ppd[])

{

double df;

df = exp(ag(ppg,mat)+bg(ppg,mat)*ppg[4]);

df *= exp(ag(ppd,mat)+bg(ppd,mat)*ppd[4]);

return(df);

}

mt iscadat(double comat,double camat[],int ncalnat)

{
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i.nt ffi;

for(ffi=1;ffi<=ncamat;ffi++)if(comat=camat[ffi])return(ffi);

return(0);

}

extern GBOND **gb;

extern mt t;

Estimation Code

void ml(double x,doub].e pp[] ,double *y,double dyda[] ,int npar) {

mt xi;

xi = (int)x;

= 100*exp(ag(pp,gb[t]->mat[xi])+bg(pp,gb[tI->mat[xi])*pp[4]);

dyda[11 = pp[2]/DSQR(pp[1])*exp(-pp[1]*gb[t]->mat[xi]);

dyda [1] += pp [2] 'pp [11 *exp (-pp [1] *gb [t] ->mat [xi]) *gb [t] ->mat [xii;

dyda[1] - pp[3]/pow(pp[1] ,3)*gbtt]->mat[xi];

dydall] - 3*pp[3]/pow(pp[1] ,4)*exp(-pp[1]*gb[t]->mat[xi]);

dyda [1] -= pp [3] /pow (pp [1] 3) *exp (-pp [1] *gb [t] ->mat [xi] ) *gb [t] ->mat [xi];

dyda [ii += pp[3] *3/ (4*pow (pp [1] ,4))*exp(-2*pp[1] *gb[t]->mat [xi]);

dyda[1] += pp[3] /(2*pow(pp[1] ,3))*exp(-2*ppEl] *gb[t] ->mat [xi])*gbEt] -

>mat [xi];

dyda[1i += 2*pp[2]/pp[li;

dyda[1l += 9*pp[3]/(4*pow(pp[i] ,4));

dyda[1] - 3*pp[2]/DSQR(pp[1]);

dyda[1] += pp[4]/DSQR(pp[1]);

dyda [1] -= pp [4] *gb It] ->mat [xi] *exp (-pp [1] *gb [t] ->mat [xi]) 'pp [ii;

dyda [1] -= pp [4] /DSQR (pp [1] ) *exp (-pp [ii *gb It] ->mat [xii);

dyda[1] *=

dyda[2] = 1/pp[1]*(1-exp(-pp[1] *gb[t]->mat [xi] ))-gblt]->mat [xi];

dyda[21 *=

dyda[3) = gb[t]->niat [xi]/(2*DSQR(pp[i]));

dyda[3] + exp(-pp[1]*gb[ti->mat[xi])/pow(pp[1.] ,3);
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dyda [3] -= exp (-2*pp [1] wgb Et] ->mat [xi]) / (4*pow (pp [1] .3));

dyda[3] -= 3/(4*pow(pp[1],3));

dyda[3] *=

dyda[4] = bg( pp. gb[t]->mat[xi]);

dyda[4] *=

}

extern double **pg;

extern AS **as;

extern mt t;

void ml_ss(double x, double pp[], double *y, double dyda[], mt npar)

{

double ty, *tdyda;

mt xi, ti;

xi = (int)x;

tdyda dvector(1, 4);

0.0;

for(ti='l ; ti< =as [t] ->nco [xi] ; ti++){

ty = exp(ag(pg[t] ,as[t]->com[xi] [ti)));

ty *= exp (bg(pg [t] , [t] ->com [xi] [ti] ) *pg [t] [4]);

ty *= exp(ag(pp,as[t]->com[xi][til));

ty *= exp(bg(pp,as[t]->com[xi] [til)*ppL4]);

ty *= (ti==as[t]->nco[xi]) ? as[t]->co[xi]/2 + 100.00 : as[t]->co[xi]/2

tdyda[1] = pp[2] /DSQR(pp[1])*exp(-pp[1] *as [t]->com[xi] [ti]);

tdyda[11 + pp[21/pp[l] *exp(-pp[1] *as [tI->com[xi] [ti] )*as [t] ->com[xi] [til;

tdyda[1] -= pp[3]/pow(pp[1] ,3)*as[t]->coin[xi] [ti];

tdyda [1] -= 3*pp [3)/pow (pp [1] .4) *exp (-pp [i] *as [t] ->com [xii [ti]);

tdyda [1] -= pp [3] /pow (pp [1] , 3) *exp(-pp [1] *as [t] ->com [xi) [ti] ) *as [t) ->com [xi] [ti];

tdyda[1] += pp[3]*3/(4*pow(pp[1] ,4))*exp(-2*pp[1]*as[t]->com[xi] [ti]);
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tdyda[11 += pp[3] /(2*pow(pp[11 ,3))*exp(-2*pp[1] *as[t] ->com[xi] [ti])*as [tI-

>com[xi] [ti];

tdyda[1] += 2*pp[2]/pp[1];

tdyda[1] += 9*pp[3]/(4*pow(pp[1] ,4));

tdyda[1] -= 3*pp[2]/DSqR(pp[1]);

tdyda[1] += pp[4]/DSQR(pp[1]);

tdyda[1] -= pp[4] *as [t] ->coin[xi] [ti] *exp(-pp[1] *as[t] ->coxn[xi] [ti] )/pp[l];

tdyda[1] -= pp [4]/DSQR(pp[i])*exp(-pp[1]*as[t]->com[xj] [ti]);

tdyda[2] = l/pp[l] *(1-exp(-pp[1] *as[t]->com[xi] [ti] ))-as [t]->com[xi] [til;

tdyda[31 = as[t]->com[xi] [ti]/(2*DSR(pp[1]));

tdyda[3] += exp(-pp[i] *as[t]->com[xi] [til )/pow(pp[1] ,3);

tdyda[3] -= exp(-2*pp[1J*as[t]->com[xj] [til)/(4*pow(pp[1],3));

tdyda[3] -= 3/(4*pow(pp[1],3));

tdyda[4] = bg( pp. as[t]->com[xi][ti]);

dyda[1] += ty*tdyda[1J;

dyda[2] += ty*tdyda[2];

dyda [3] + ty*tdyda [3];

dyda [41 += ty*tdyda [4];

+= ty;

}

free_dvector(tdyda, 1, 4);

}

extern double **pg;

extern AS **as;

extern mt t;

void ml_sc(double x,double pp[],double *y,double dyda[1.,mnt npar)

{

double ty;

mt xi. ti;

xi = (int)x;

= 0.0;

for(ti=1 ; ti<=as[tl->nco[xi] ;ti++){

ty = exp(ag(pg[t] ,as[t]->com[xi] [ti]));
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ty * exp(bg(pg[t] ,as[t]->com[xi] [ti])*pg[t) [4));

ty *= exp(-pp[1] *as[t]->com[xi] [ti]);

ty *= (ti==as[t]->nco[xil) 7 as(t]->co[xi]/2 + 100.00 : as[t)->co[xi]/2

dyda [1] -= as it] -> corn lxi] [ti] *ty;

+ ty;

}

Tree Code

extern RG **rg; extern double **pg;

extern mt t;

void set_rg(double dt[]. mt nstep)

{

mt fi, fj, fjj;

double mean;

= (RG **) calloc(nstep+1, sizeof(RG *));if (!rg) printf(''f allure in

rg'');

for(f 1=0; fi<nstep ;

rg[fi] = (RG *) calloc(1, sizeof(RG));if ( I rglf ii) printf(''failure in

rg[fi] '')

rg[fiJ->r = dvector(1,1+2*fi);if (!rg[fi]->r ) printf(''failure in rg[fi]-

>r'');

rglfi)->pu = dvector(1,1+2*fi);if ('rg[fi]->pu ) printf(''failure in rg[fi]-

>pu'');

rglfi]->pm = dvector(1,1+2*fi);if (!rg[fi]->pm ) prmntf(''failure in rg[f i]-

>pm'');

rg[fi]->pd = dvector(1,1+2*fi);if (!rglfil->pd ) printf(''failure in rglfi]-

>pd'');

rglfi]->mid = ivector(1,1+2*fi);if (!rg[fil->mid ) printf(''f allure in

rg[fi]->mid'');

rg[fi]->midi = ivector(i,1+2*fi);if (!rglfi)->midi ) printf(' 'f allure

in rg[fi]->midi'');

}
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/* HW step size: 2/sqrt(3)*pg[t][3]*sqrt(dt[fi]) < inc < 2*pg[t][3]*sqrt(dt[fi])

rg[O] ->ns=1 ; rg [0] ->j s0;

for(fi=O;fi<=nstep;fi++) {

rg[fi]->inc = sqrt(pg[t] [3))*sqrt(dt[fi])*2/sqrt(3);

if Cf i<nstep){

rg[fi+1] ->ns=rg[fi] ->ns+2 ;rg[fi+1)->js=rg[fi]->js-1;

}

for(fj =rg[fi]->js;fj<=rg[fi]->js+rg[fjj->ns-1;fj++) {

fjj = 1+fj-rg[fil->js;

rg[fi] ->r[fjjl = pg[t] [4]+fj*rg[fi]->inc;

mean = pg[t] [1]*(pg[t] [2] - rg[fi]->r[fjj]);

rg[fi]->mid[fjj] = fj;

if (mean>=O) {

while(meansdt If ii >(rg[fi] ->mid[fj j]-fj)*rg[fi] ->inc+rg[f ii ->inc/2){

rg[fi]->mid[fjj] += 1;

if(fjrg[fi]->js+rg[fi]->ns-1&&fi<nstep)rg[fj+i]->ns +=1;

if(fj==rg[fi]->js && fi<nstep ){rg[fi+1]->ns-=1;rg[fi+1]->js +1;}

}

}

else{

while (mean*dt If i] < (rg [f ii ->mid [fj ji -fj) *rg If ii ->inc-rg [fi] ->inc/2) {

rg[fi]->mid[fjj] -= 1;

if(fj ==rg[fi]->js+rg[fi]->ns-1&&fi(nstep)rg[fi+1]->ns -=1;

if(fj==rg[fi]->js && fi<nstep ){rg[fi+1J->ns += 1;rg[fi+1]->js-=1;}

}

}

rg [f ii ->pu [fj j] = DSQR(mean*dt If i] ) 4-pg It] [3] *dt If i];

rg[fi]->pu[fjj] += (rg[fi]->mid[fjj]-fj)*(rg[fi]->micj[fjj] -i-fj)*DSqR(rg[fi] -

>inc);

rg[fi]->pu[fjj] -= mean*dt[fi] *(2*rg[fi] ->mid[fj j]-1-2*fj)*rg[fi]->inc;

rg[fi]->pu[fjj] 1= (2*DSQR(rg[fi]->inc));

rg If i] ->pd If j j] = DSQR(mean*dt If i] ) i-pg It] [3] *dt If 1];

rg[fi]->pd[fjj] + (rg[fi]_>mid[fjj]+1_fj)*(rg[fi]_>mid[fjj]_fj)*DSQR(rg[fij_

>inc);

rg[fi]->pd[fjj] -= mean*dt If ii *(2*rg[fi]->mid[fjj]+i_2*fj)*rg[fi]_>jnc;
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rg[fil->pd[fjjl / (2*DSQR(rg[fi]->inc));

rg[fi] '->pm[fjj] = 1-rg[fi]->pu[fjj] -rg [fil ->pd[fjjl;

rg[fi]->r[fjj] = DMAX(O.O,rg[fi]->r[fjj]);

}

}

for(fi=O;fi<=nstep;f i++) {

for(fj=1 ;fj< =rg[fi]->ns;fj-f-f) {

if(fj == 1)rg[fi]->midi[fj] = 2;

else rg[fi]->midi[fj] =rg[fi]->midi[fj-1]+(int)fabs(rg[fjJ->mjd[fj]-rg[fj]-

>mid[fj-1]);

}

}

for(fi=O;fi<=nstep;fi++){printf(''step['/.i]:\n'', fi);

for(fj=1 ;fj <=rg[fil->ns ;fj++){

printf(' "/.6.61f\t'/.6.61f\t%6.61f\t'', rg[fi]->pu[fj], rg[fi]->pd[fj], rg[f ii-

>pm[fj]);

printf(' 'r:%6.4lf\n' ',rg[fil->r[fj]);

}

}

extern SS **ss;

extern double **pd;

extern mt t;

void set_ss(double dt[], mt nstep){

mt fi, fj, fjj;

double mean;

ss = (SS **) calloc(nstep+1, sizeof(SS *));if (!ss) printf(''f allure in

ss '

for(fi=O ; fi<nstep ; fi++){

ss[fi] = (SS *) calloc(1, sizeof(SS));if (!ss[f ii) printf(''failure in

ss[f ii'');

ss[fi)->s = dvector(1,1+2*fi);if (!ss[fil->s ) printf(''failure in ss[fij-

>s');

ss[fij->pu = dvector(1,1+2*fi);if (!ss[fi]->pu ) printf(''failure in ss[f ii-

>pu'');
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ss[fil->pm = dvector(1,1+2*fi);if (!ss[fi]->pm ) printf(''failure in ss[fi]-

>pm'');

ss[fi]->pd = dvector(1,1+2*fi);if (!ss[fi]->pd ) printf(''failure in ss[f ii-

>pd'');

ss[fi]->mid = ivector(1,1+2*fi);if (!ss[fi]->mid ) printf(''failure in

ss[fij->mid'');

sslfi]->midi = ivector(i,1+2*fi);if (!ss[fi]->midi ) printf(' 'failure

in ss(fi]->midi'');

}

ss[O)->ns=1 ;ssCO]->js=O;

for(fi=O ; fi<=nstep; fi++){

ss[fi]->inc = sqrt(pd[t] [3])*sqrt(dt[fi])*2/sqrt(3);

if(fi<nstep){

ss[fi+11->ns = ss[fiJ->ns+2; ss[fi+1]->js = ss[fil->js-1;

}

for(fj=ss Cf i] ->js ; fj <=ss[fi]->js+ss Cf 1] ->ns-1 ; fj++){

fjj = 1+fj-sstfi]->js;

sslfi]->s[fjj] = pd[t] [4]+fj*ss[fi]->inc;

mean = pdCtj [1]*(pdtt] C2]-sslfi]->s[fjj]);

ss[fil->mid[fjj] = fj;

if (mean>0) {

whule(mean*dt Cf ii> (ss [fi]->midCfjj]-fj)*ss Cf i]->inc + ss [fil->inc/2){

ssCfi]->niidlfjj] += 1;

if (fjss [f ii ->j s+ss Cf ii ->ns-1&&fi<nstep) ss [fi+1] ->ns+=1;

if(fj ==ss[fi)->js&&fi<nstep){ss[fi+1]->ns-=1 ;ss[fi+1I->js+=1 ;}

}

}

else{

while(mean*dt If 1] < (ss Cf i] ->mid [fj j]-fj)*ssCfi] >inc-ss Cf i] ->inc/2){

ss[fi]->midlfjjl-=1;

if (fj==ss Cf 1] ->j s+ss Cf i] ->ns-1&&fi<nstep) ss Cfi+1] ->ns-=1;

if(fjss[fil->js&&fi<nstep){sslfi+1]->ns+=1;ss[fi+1]->js_1;}

}

}

ss Cfi)->puCfjj] = DSQFt(mean*dtCf ii )+pd[t] [3] *dt[fj];
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ss[fi]->pu[fjj] += (ss[fi]->midlfjj]-fj)*(ss[fi]->mid[fjj]-1-fj)*DSQR(ss{fj)_

>inc);

ss [fi]->pulfjj] -= mean*dt[fi] *(2*ss [fil->mid[fjj]-1-2*fj)*ss If i)->inc;

ss[fil->pu[fjj] 1= (2*DSQR(ss[fi]->inc));

ss [f i) ->pd If j ji = DSQR(mean*dt If ii ) +pd It) [3) *dt If 1];

ss [fi]->pd[fjjl + (ss [fi]->mid[fj j]+1-fj)*(ss [fi]->mid[fj j] -fj)*DSQR(ss [fil-

>inc);

ss[f ii ->pd[fjj] -= mean*dt If i] *(2*ss[fi]->mid[fjj]+1-2*fj)*ss If i.] ->inc;

ss[fil->pdlfjj] , (2*DSQR(ss[fi)->jnc));

ss [fil ->pm[fjj] = 1-ss [fi] ->pu Ifjj] -ss [fi] ->pdlfjjj;

ss[fi]->s[fjj] = DMAX(O.O,ss[fi]->s[fjj]);

}

}

for(fi=O;fi<=nstep;fi++){

for(fj=1 ; fj <ss If ii >ns ; fj++){

if(fj == 1)ss[fi]->midi[fjl = 2;

else sslfi)->midilfj)=ss[fi]_>midi[fJ_1]+(int)fabs(ss[fj]_>mjd[fj]_ss[fj]_

>mid[fj-1]);

}

}

/*

f or (fi=O;fi<=nstep;fi++){printf(''step['/.i]:\n'', fi);

for(fj=i. ; fj <ss If i) >ns ; fj++){

printf(''7.6.61f\tV.6.61f\ty.6.61f\t'',ss[fj]_>pu[fj],ss[fj)_>pd[fj],55[f1]_

>pmlfj]);

printf(' 'ss:%6.41f\n' ',ss[fi]->s[fj]);

}

}*/

}
extern RG **rg;

void free_rg(int nstep)

{

jut fi;

for(fi=O;fi<=nstep;fi++){

free_dvector(rg[fi)->r,1,i+2*fi);free_dvector(rg[fj]_>pu,1,1+2*fi);

free_dvector(rgtfi)->pm, 1, 1+2*f ±) ;free_dvector(rg[fi]->pd, 1, 1+2*fi);
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free_ivector(rg[fi]->mid, 1, 1+2*fi) ;free_ivector(rg[fi]->midi, 1, 1+2*fi);

free(rg[fi]);

}free(rg);

}

extern SS **ss;

void free_ss(int nstep)

{

mt fi;

for(fi=O ;fi<=nstep;fi++){

free_dvector(ss[fi]->s,1,1+2*fi);free_cjvector(ss[fj]_>pu,1,1+2*fj);

free_dvector(ss[fi]->pm,1,1+2*fi);free_dvector(ss[fjj_>pd,1,j+2*fi);

free_ivector(ss[fi]->mid,1,1+2*fi);free_ivector(ss[fj]_>mjdj,1,1+2*fj);

free(ss [fi]);

}free(ss);

}

Pricing Code

extern GBOND **gb; extern AS **as;

extern AC **ac;

extern mt t, *nas, *ng;

void pri_acin(int ffi, double *straight, double *call)

{

mt f3, fk, imat, *durj;

double iry_g, iry_d, idry_g, idry_d,*sort_dur,*sort_ry,m_c;

duri=ivector(1 ,nas[t]) ; sort_dur=dvector(j. ,nas[t]) ;sort_ry =dvector(i ,nas[t]);

for(fj =i;fj<=nas[t] ;fj++){sort_dur[fjJ = as[tI->dur[fj] ;sort.ry[fj] =

as[t]->ry[fj] ;}

sort2( nas[t], sort_dur, sort_ry);

if(ac[t] ->dur[ffi] <=gb[t]->mat [1]) iry_g = gb[tI->ry[1];

else if(ac[tI->dur[ffi] >=gb[t]->mat [ng[t]]) iry_g = gb[t]->ry[ng[t]];

else{locate( gb[t]->mat, ng[tI, ac[t]->dur[ffi), &imat);
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fk = IMIN(IMAX(imat-(INTORD-l)/2,1),ng[t]+1-INTORD);

polint( &gb[ti->rnat[fk-l], &gb[t]->ry[f k-li ,INTORD,ac[t]->dur[ff ii ,&iry_g,

&idry_g);

}

if(ac[tJ->dur[ffii<=sort_dur[l]) iry_d = sort_ry[l];

else if (ac [ti ->dur [ff ii >=sort_dur [na-s [ti I) iry_d sort...dur [nas It]];
else{locate( sortdur, nas[t], ac[ti->dur[ff ii, &imat);

fk = IMIN (IMAX (irnat- (INTORD-l) /2,1) ,nas [t] +1-INTORD);

polint (&sort_dur [f k-i] , &sortry [f k-li . INTORD, ac [ti ->dur If f ii , kiryd, &idry..d);

}

ac[t]->s[ff ii = iry_d - iryg;

*call = -ac[t]->p_crn[ff ii;

for(fj=l ;fj< =ac[ti->ncolff ii ;fj++){

if(ac[t]->com[ffi] [fj] <=gb[t]->rnat El]) iry . g = gb[t]->ry[l];

else if(ac[t]->corn[ffi] [fji > =gb[ti ->rnat[ng[ti]) iry_g = gb[ti->ry[ng[tii;

else{locate( gb[t]->rnat, ng[t], ac[t]->corn[ff ii [fji, &irnat);

fk = IMIN(IMAX(irnat-(INTORD-l)/2,l) ,ng[ti+l-INTORD);

polint(&gb[ti->rnattf k-li ,&gb[ti->ry[f k-li ,INTORD,ac[t]->corn[ff ii [fji ,&iry_g,&idry_g);

}

rn_c = exp(-ac[t]->corn[ff ii [fj] *(iry_g+ac[t] ->s [ff ii));

rn_c * (fj ==ac[ti->nco[ffi]) ? ac[ti->co[ffii/2 + 100.00 : ac[ti->colffi]/2;

*straight += rn_c;

}

*call += *straight;

free_dvector(sort_dur, 1 ,nas [ti) ;free....dvector(sort_ry, 1 ,nas[t]) ;free_ivector(duri .1 ,nas(

}

extern RG **rg;

extern AC **ac;

extern double **pg,**pdc;

extern mt t;

void priacsc(int ffi, double *straight, double *callable, double *call)

{

mt f i, fj, nstep, exind;

double **p_s, **p.... c, **p....ca, *ppp, *dt;
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ppp = dvector(1,4);

for(fi=1;fi<=4;fi++) ppp[fi] = pg[t][fi];

nstep = ac[tJ->nco[ffi]-1;

dt = dvector(O, nstep);

for(fi=O;fi<=nstep;fi+-f) dt[fi] = 0.5;

set_rg(dt, nstep);

p_s = (double **) calloc(nstep+1, sizeof(double *));if (!p_s) printf(''f allure

in p_s'');

p_c = (double **) calloc(nstep+1. sizeof(double *));if (!p_c) printf(''f allure

in p_c'');

p_ca = (double **) calloc(nstep+1, sizeof(double *));if (!p_ca) printf(''f allure

in p_ca'');

for(fi=nstep;fi>=0;fi--){

p_s[fi] = dvector(1, rg[fi]->ns);

p_c[fi] = dvector(1, rg[fi1>ns);

p_ca[f 1] = dvector(1, rg[fi]->ns);

if (finstep) {

for(fj =1 ; fj <rg[f 1] ->ns ; fj++){

p_s[fi] [fjl = 100 + ac[t]>co[ffiJ/2;

p_c [f I] [fjl = 100 + ac[tJ->co[ff 11/2;

p_ca[f ii Eu] = 0;

}

}

else{

for(fj =1; fj <=rg Ef 1] >ns ; fj++){

ppp[4] = rg[fi]->r[fj];

p_s Ef ii [fj] = rg [f 1] ->pu[fj] *p_s [f 1+1] [rg [f 1] ->midi Efj] +1]

p_s Ef ii Efj] + rg[f ii ->pm[fj] *p_s [f 1+1] [rg [f ii ->midi Efj]];

p_s [f ii [fj] + rg Ef ii ->pd Efj] *p_s [fi+1] Erg Efi] ->midi Efj] -1];

p_s[f ii If j] *= df_sc(dt [ti-I-i), ppp)*exp(_dt[fi+1]*pdc[-t) [1]);

p_s If 1] [fj] += ac[t]->co[ffj]/2;
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p_c Ef ii [fj] = rg Ef ii ->puEfj] *p_c [fi+1] Erg Efi] ->midi Efj] +11;

p_c Efi] [fj] += rg Efi] ->pmEfj] *p_c [fi+l] Erg Efi] ->midi [fj] 1;
p_c Ef ii If j] + rg Ef 1] ->pd Efj] *p_c Ef 1+1] Erg Efi] ->midi EfjI -1];

p_c[f ii [fj] * df_sc(dtEfi+l], ppp)*exp(-dtEfi+1]*pdc[t] El]);

p_cEf ii Efj) += acEtl->co[ffi] /2;

p_ca Ef ii [fj] = rg Efi] ->pu[fj] *p_ca[fi+l] Erg Ef ii ->midi Efj] +11;

p_ca If 1] If j] += rg Efi] ->pmEfj] *p_ca[fi+l] Erg If i] ->midi [fj] 1;
p_ca[fil Ifj] + rg[fil->pdEfj]*p_ca[fi+l] ErgEfil->midi[fj]-l]

p_ca[fi] If ji *= di_sc(dt[fi+1], ppp)*exp(-dtEfi+1]*pdcEt] El]);

ex_ind = iscadat(acEt]->comEffj] [fi], ac[t]->camEffi], ac[t]->ncaEffi]);

if( ex_ind != 0 ){

p_c[fi] Efj] = DMIN(p_clfi] [fj], ac[tI->cax[ff 1] [ex_ind]);

p_calf ii [fj] = p_s Efi] [fj] - p_c[fi] Efj];

}

}

}

if(fi! =nstep){

free_dvector(p_s[f 1+11 ,l,rg[fi+l]->ns);

free_dvector(p_c[fi+l] , l,rg[fi+l1->ns);

free_dvector(p_caEfi+l] ,1 ,rgEfi+l]->ns);

}

}

ppp[4] = pg[t] [4];

*straight = p_s E0] [1] *df_sc(ac Et] ->com[ffi] El] ,ppp)*exp(-ac[t]->comEffi) [1] *pdc[t] [1])

*callab].e	 p_cEO] [1] *df_sc(acEt]_>cojn[ffj] El] ,ppp)*exp(-acEt]->comEffi] El] *pdc[t] El])

*call = *straight-*callable;

free_dvector(p_sEO] ,1,1); free_dvector(p_c[O] .1,1) ;free_dvector(p_caEO] ,1,l);

free (p_s) ;free (p_c) ;free(p_ca);

free_rg(nstep) ;free_dvector(dt,O,nstep) ;free_dvector(ppp, 1,4);
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}

extern double **pg, **pd;

extern RG **rg;

extern SS **ss;

extern AC **ac;

extern jut t;

void pri_acss(int ffi, double *straight, double *callable, double *call)

{

double **p_s, **p_c, **p_ca, *ppg, *ppd, *dt;

double pdd, pdm, pdu, pmd, pmm, pmu, pud, pum, puu;

jut fi, fj, f ii, fi2, nstep, index, ex_ind;

ppg = dvector(1,4);

ppd = dvector(1,4);

for(fi =1;fi<=4;fi++){ppg[f ii = pg[t] [f ii ;ppdtfi) = pd[t] [f ii ;}

nstep = ac[t]->nco[ffi]-1;

dt = dvector(0, nstep);

for(fi=O;fi<=nstep;fi+-f) dt[fi] = 0.5;

set_rg(dt, nstep) ;set_ss(dt, nstep);

p_s = (double **) calloc(nstep4-1, sizeof(double *));if (!p_s) printf(''failure

in p_s'');

p_c = (double **) calloc(nstep+1, sizeof(double *));if (!p_c) printf(''failure

in p_c'');

p_ca = (double **) calloc(nstep+1, sizeof(double *));if (!p_ca) printf(''failure

in p_ca'');

for(fi=nstep;fi>=0 ;fi--){

p_s[f ii = dvector(1, rg[fi)->ns*ss[fi]->ns);

p_c[fi] = dvector(1, rg[fiJ->ns*ss[fi]>ns);

p_ca Cf i] = dvector(1, rg[fi]->ns*ss [fiI->ns);

if (finstep){
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for(fj=1;fj<=rg[fi]->ns*ss[fi]->ns;fj++){

p_s[fi] [fj] = 100 + ac[t]->co[ffi]/2;

p_c[fi] [fj] = 100 + ac[t]->co[ffi)/2;

p_ca[fi] [fj]	 0;

}

}

else{

index = 0;

for(fil=1 ;fil< =rg[fi] ->ns ;fil++){

for(fi2=1 ;fi2<=ss [f ii ->ns ;fi2++){

index += 1;

ppg[4] = rg[fi]->r[f ii];

ppd[4] = ss[fi]->s[fi2];

pdd = rg[fi]->pd[fil]*ss[fi]->pcj[fj2];

pdm = rg[fi]->pd[fil]*ss[fi]->pm[fi2];

pdu = rg[fi]->pd[fil]*ss[fi]->pu[fj2];

pmd = rg[fil->pm[fil]*ss[fi]->pd[fj2];

pmm = rg[fil->pm[f ii] *ss[fi]->pm[fi2];

pmu = rg[fi]->pm[f ii] *ss [fi] ->pu[fi2];

pud = rg[fi]->pu[fil)*ss[fi]->pdffi2];

purn = rg[fi]->pu[f ii] *ss[fi]->pm[fi2];

puu = rg[fi]->pu[fil]*ss[fi]->pu[fi2];

p_s [fi] [index] = pdd*p_s[fi+1] [(rg[fi]->midi [fill -1)*(ss [fi}->midi [fi2]-

1)]

p_s [fi] [index] += pdm*p_s [fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi [fil]-1)*(ss[fi]->midi [fi2])];

p_s[fi] [index] += pdu*p_s [f 1+1] [(rg[fi]->midi[fil]-1)*(ss[fi]->micji [fi2]+1));

p_s [fi] [index] += pmd*p_s [fi+l] [(rg [fi] ->midi [fill ) * (ss [f ii ->midi [f i2] -

1)]

p_s [fi] [index] += pmm*p_s [fi+1] [(rg[fi] ->midi [f ii] )*(ss[fi]->midi [fi2]));

p_s[fi] [index] += pmu*p_s [fi+1] [(rg[fi] ->midi [f ii] )*(ss [fi]->midi[fi2]+l)]

p_s[f ii [index] += pud*p_s [fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi[fil]+1)*(ss[fi]->niidi [fi2] -

1)]

p_s[fi] [index] += pum*p_s [fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi[fil]-s-l)*(ss[fi] ->midi [fi2])]

p_s [fi] [index] += puu*p_s [fi+1] [(rg[fi]->midi[fil]+l)*(ss [fi] ->midi [fi2]+l)];

p_s[fi] [index] *= df_ss(dt[fi+l], ppg, ppd);
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p_s [fi] [index] + ac [t] ->co [ff1] /2;

p_c[f ii [index] = pdd*p_c [fi+1] [(rg[fi]->midi [fil]-1)*(ss [fi] ->midi [f 12]-

1)]

p_c[f ii [index] + pdm*p_c[f 1+1] [(rg[fi] ->midi [filI-1)*(ss [fi] ->midi [f 12])];

p.c[f ii [index] += pdu*p_c[fi+1] [(rg[f 1] ->midi[filI-1)*(ss[fi] ->midi [f 121+1)];

p_c[f ii [index] += pmd*p_c[fi+1] [(rg[f i]->midi[fil])*(ss[fi]->midi[f 12]-

1)]

p_c[f ii [index] += pmm*p_c [fi+1] [(rg[fi] ->midi [fill )*(ss[fi]->midi [fi2I )1;
p_c[fi] [index] += pmu*p_c[fi+1] [(rg[fil->midi[fil])*(ss[fi]->midi[fj2]+j.)];

p_c[fi] [index] + pud*p_c [f 1+1] [(rg[fi]->midi[fil]+1)*(ss[f I] ->midi [f i2]-

1)]

p_c[f ii [index] += pum*p..c[fi+1] [(rg[f 1] ->midi [fil]+1)*(ss [fi] ->midi [f 121)1;

p_c [f 11 [index] + puu*p_c[fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi[fil]+1)*(ss[f 1] ->midi [f 121+1)];

p_c[f ii [index] * df_ss(dt[fi+1], ppg, ppd);

p_c [f ii [index] + ac [t] ->co [ff1] /2;

p_ca [f i] [index] = pdd*p_ca [fi+l1 [(rg [f 1] ->midi [f ii] -1) * (ss [f ii ->midi [fi2]

1)]

p_ca [f 1] [index] += pdm*p_ca[f 1+1] [(rg[fi]->midi [f ii] -1)*(ss [fi] ->midi [f 12])];

p_ca[f ii [index] += pdu*p_ca[fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi [fil]-1)*(ss [fi]->midi[f12]+1)];

p_ca[f 1] [index] += pmd*p_ca[fi+l] [( rg[fi]->midi[fil])*(ss[fi]->injcii[f12]-

1)]

p_ca[f ii [index] += pinm*p_ca[fi+1] [(rg[fi]->midi [f ii] )*(ss[fi] ->midi [f 12])];

p_ca [f 1] [index] += pmu*p_ca[fi+1] [(rg[fi]->midi [fil])*(ss [fi]->midi [fi2])];

p_ca[fi] [index] + pud*p_ca[fi+l] [(rg[fil->midi[fil]+l)*(ss[fi]->midi[f 12]-

1)]

p_ca[fi] [index] += pum*p_ca[fi+1] [(rg[f 1] ->midi [fill +l)*(ss [f 1] ->midi [f 12])];

p_ca[f ii [index] + puu*p_ca[f 1+1] [(rg[fi]->midi[fill+l)*(ss[fi]->midi[fj2]+l)];

p_ca[f 1] [index] *= df_ss(dt[fi+l], ppg, ppd);

ex_ind = iscadat(ac[t]->coni[ff 1] [f 1]. ac[t]->cam[ff 1], ac[t]->nca[ff 1]);

if( ex_ind != 0 ){

p_c[fi] [index] = DMIN(p_c[f 1] [index], ac[t]->cax[ff 1] [ex_ind]);

p_ca[f 1] [index] = p_s Cf ii [index] - p_c Cf 1] [index];

}

}
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}

}

if (fi ! =nstep){

freedvector(p_s[fi+1], 1, rg[fi+1]->ns * ss[fi+1]->ns);

free_dvector(p_c[fi+1], 1, rg[fi+1]->ns * sslfi+1]->ns);

free_dvector(p_ca[fi+1), 1, rg[fi+1]->ns * ss[fi+11->ns);

}

}

*straight = p_s[OJ [1]*df_ss(ac[t]->com[ff ii [1], pg[tI, pd[tI);

*cal].able = p_c[O] [1]*df_ss(ac[t)->com[ff ii [1], pg[t], pd[t]);

*call = *straight - *callable;

free_dvector(p_s[OJ ,1,1) ;free_dvector(p_c[O] ,1,1) ;free_dvector(p_ca[O] .1,1);

free(p_s) ;free(p_c) ;free(p_ca);

free_rg(nstep) ;free_ss(nstep);

freedvector(dt, 0, nstep);

free_dvector(ppg, 1, 4);

free_dvector(ppd, 1, 4);

}

extern double **pg, **pd, rho;

extern RG **rg;

extern SS **ss;

extern AC **ac;

extern mt t;

void pri_cor(int ff1, double *straight, double *callable, double *call)

{

double **p_s, **p_c, **p_ca, *ppg, *ppd, *dt, eta;

double pdd, pdm, pdu, pmd, pmm, pmu. pud, pum, puu;

mt fi, fj, f ii, fi2, nstep, index, ex_ind;

ppg = dvector(1,4);ppd = dvector(1,4);

for(fi=1;fi<=4;fi++){ppg[fiJ'pg[tI If ii ;ppdlfil=pd[tI If ii ;}
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nstep = aclt]->nco[ffi]-1;

dt = dvector(O, nstep);

for(fi=O;fi<=nstep;fi++) dt[fi] = 0.5;

set_rg(dt, nstep) ;set_ss(dt, ustep);

eta = rho > 0 ? rho/36 : -rho/36;

p_s = (double **) calloc(nstep+1, sizeof(double *));jf (!p_s) printf(''failure

in p_s'');

p_c = (double **) calloc(nstep+1, sizeof(double *));if (!p_c) printf(''f allure

in p_c'');

p_ca = (double **) calloc(nstep+1, sizeof(double *));if (!p_ca) printf(''failure

in p_ca'');

for(fi=nstep;fi>=0 ;fi--){

p_s[fi] = dvector(1, rg[fil->ns*ss[fij->ns);

p_c[fi] = dvector(1, rg[fi]->ns*ss[fiJ->ns);

p_ca[f ii = dvector(1, rg[fi)->ns*ss[fi]->ns);

if (finstep) {

for(fj1;fj<=rg[fi]>ns*ss[fi]->ns;fj++){

p_s [f ii [fj] = 100 + ac[tl->co[ffi]/2;

p_c[fi] [fjl = 100 + ac[t]->co[ffi)/2;

p_ca[fil [fj] = 0;

}

else{

index = 0;

for(fil= 1 ;fil< =rg[fi]->ns ;fil++){

for(fi2=1 ; fi2< =ss [f ii ->ns ; fi2++){

index += 1;

ppg[41 = rg[fil->r[f ii];

ppd[4] = ss[fi]->s[fi2];

pdd = rg [fi]>pd[fi1]*ss[fi]->pd[fi2]; pdd += rho > 0 ? 5*eta : -eta;
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pdm = rg[fi]->pd[fil]*ss[fi]->pm[fi2]; pdm + rho > 0 ? -4*eta : -4*eta;

pdu = rg[fi]->pd[fil]*ss[fi]->pu[fi2]; pdu += rho > 0 ? -eta : +5*eta;

pmd = rg[fi]->pm[fil]*ss[fi]->pd[fi2]; pmd += rho > 0 ? -4*eta 	 -4*eta;

pmm = rg[fi]->pm[fil]*ss[fi]->pm[f 12]; pmm += rho > 0 ? 8*eta : 8*eta;

pmu = rg[fi]->pm[fil]*ss[fi]-->pu[fi2]; pmn += rho > 0 ? -4*eta : -4*eta;

pud = rg[fi]->pu[fil]*ss[fi]->pd[fi2]; pud + rho > 0 ? -eta 	 5*eta;

purn = rg[fi)->pu[fil]*ss[fi]->pm[f 12]; pum += rho > 0 ? -4*eta : -4*eta;

puu = rg[fi)->pu[fil]*ss[fi]->pu[fi2]; pun += rho > 0 ? 5*eta 	 -eta;

p_s[fi] [index] = pdd*p_s [fi+1] [(rg[fi]->midi [fill -1)*(ss [f ii ->midi [f 12]-

1)]

p_s[fi] [index] += pdm*p_s [f 1+1] [(rg[f ii ->midi [fil]-l)*(ss[fi)->midi[f 12])]

p_s[fi] [index] + pdu*p_s [fi+l] [(rg[fi] ->midi [filJ-1)*(ss If i] ->midi [f 121+1)];

p_s[fi] [index] += pmd*p_s[f 1+1] [(rg[f ii ->midi [fil])*(ss[fi]->midi [fi2]-

1)]

p_s[f ii [index] += pmm*p_s[fi+1] [(rg[fi]->midi[f ii] )*(ss [fi]->midi[fi2])];

p_s[f ii [index] += pmu*p_s[f 1+1] [(rg[fi]->midi[fil])*(ss[fi]->midi[fi2]+l)];

p_s[fi] [index] += pud*p_s [fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi [fil]+1)*(ss[fi]->midi [f 12]-

1)]

p_s [f 1] [index] += pum*p_s [f 1+1] [(rg[f 1] ->midi [fil]+l)*(ss [fi] ->midi If 12])];

p_s If i] [index] += puu*p_s[fi+1] [(rg[f 1] ->midi[fil]+1)*(ss [fi] ->midi[fi2]+1)];

p_s[f 1] [index] *= df_ss(dt[f 1+1], ppg, ppd);

p_s [f ii [index] + ac [t] ->co [ffi] /2;

p_c [f 1] [index] = pdd*p_c[fi+1] [(rg[fi]->midi [f ii] -1)*(ss [fil->midi[fi2]-

1)]

p_c[fi] [index] + pdm*p_c [fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi If il]-1)* (ss If ii ->midi [f 12])];

p_c[fi] [index] += pdu*p_c[fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi[fil]-l)*(ss[f 1] ->midi [fi2]+1)];
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p_c[fi] [index] + pmd*p_c[fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi[fil])*(ss[fi]->midi[fi2]-

1))

p_c [fi) [index] + pmm*p_c [fi+1) [(rg[fi]->inidi [fill )*(ss[fi]->midi [fi2])];

p_c[fi] [index] + pmu*p_c[f 1+11 [(rg[fi]->midi [fill )*(ss [fi]->midi [fi2]+l)]

p_c[f ii [index] + pud*p_c[fi+ll [(rg[fi]->niidi[fil]+l)*(ss[fi]->midi [fi2]-

1)]

p_c[fi] [index] + pum*p_c[fi+l] [(rg[fi)->xnidi[fi.l]+l)*(ss[fi]->midi[f ±2])];

p_c[fi] [index] += puu*p_c[fi+l] [(rg[fi]->inidi[fil]+l)*(ss[fi]->midi[fi2)+l));

p_c[fi] [index] * df_ss(dt[fi+l], ppg, ppd);

p_c [f i] [index] + ac[t] ->co 1ff i] /2;

p_ca [f ii [index]	 pdd*p_calfi+1] [(rg[fil->midi[fil)-1)*(ss [fi)->midi [fi2]-

1)]

p_ca[fi] [index] + pdni*p_ca[fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi [fil]-1)*(ss[fil->midi If ±2])];

p_ca[fi] [index] + pdu*p_ca[fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi[fil]-l)*(ss[fi]->niidi[fi2]+l)];

p_ca[fi] [index] + pmd*p_ca[fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi [fill )*(ss [fi] ->midi [f 12]-

1)]

p_ca[fi] [index] + pmm*p_ca If 1+1] [(rg[fi]->midi[fil])* (ss[fi]->midi If i2])l;

p_ca [f 1] [index] + pmu*p_ca[fi+l] [(rg[fi]->midi [f ii] )*(ss [f 1] ->midi [f 12])];

p_ca [f ii [index] += pud*p_ca If i+l] I (rg If ii ->midi [fill +1) * (ss If il ->midi If i2]

1))

p_ca[f ii [index] + pum*p_ca[fi+1] [(rg[fi] ->midi If il)+l)*(ss [fi) ->midi[fi2])];

p_ca[fi] [index) 4= puu*p_ca[f 1+1] [(rg[fi]->midi[fill+l)*(ss[fi)->midi[f 121+1)1;

p_ca[f 1] [index) *= df_ss(dt[fi+l], ppg, ppd);

ex_ind = iscadat(ac[t]->com[ff ii [fi], ac[t)->cam[ffi], ac[t]->nca[ffi]);

if( ex_ind	 0 ){

p_c[f 1] [index) = DMIN(p_c[f ±1 [index], ac[t)->cax[ff 1] [ex_ind]);

p_calf i) [index]	 p_s [f 1] [index] - p_c[fi] [index];

}

}

}

}

if(fi!nstep){

free_dvector(p_slfi+l], 1, rg[fi+l]->ns * ss[fi+l1->ns);

free_dvector(p_c[fi+1], 1, rg[fi+1)->ns * ss[fi+1J->ns);

free_dvector(p_ca[fi+l], 1, rg[fi+1]->ns * ss[fi+1)->ns);
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*straight = p_s[O] [1]*df_ss(ac[t]->com[ff ii [1], pg[t], pd[tI);

*callable = p_c[O] [1]*df_ss(ac[t]->com[ff ii [1], pg[t], pd[t]);

*call = *straight - *callable;

free_dvector(p_s [0] ,1,1) ;free_dvector(p_c[0] , 1.1) ;free_dvector(p_ca[0] ,1,1);

free(p_s);free(p_c) ;free(p_ca);free_rg(nstep) ;free_ss(nstep);

free_dvector(dt,O,nstep) ;free_dvector(ppg, 1,4) ;free_dvector(ppd, 1,4);
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Notation

Rt(x)

Wt(X) = 1 - R(x)

Bt,T

PtT

It,T

t,T

Lt,T

Yt,T

zt*
7T

t

Ct

D

(5,7'

F

lit

Ct

P

Recovery rate at time t

Loss rate at time t

Zero coupon bond at time t maturing at time T

Coupon bond at time tmaturing at time T

Instantaneous forward rate at time t for maturity T

Instantaneous spot rate at time t

Instantaneous forward probability of default at time t for maturity T

Instantaneous spot probability of default at time t

Money market rate at time t for maturity T

Zero coupon yield at time t maturing at time T

Density process defining the spot risk measure

Density process defining the T-maturity forward risk measure

Correlation matrix

Continous martingale at time t

Discontinous martingale at time t

Proportional dividend process

Interest accrual factor for a money market deposit at time t maturin

Forward price at time t

Futures price at time t

Coupon at time t

Pricipal
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Vt

cc

9d

Yt

N

T

FtX

ii
Pt

Qt

P

P*

pT

Value of claim at time t, including contractual and non-contractual payoffs

Distribution of random variables determining the recovery rate outcome

Market price of risk for continuous risk sources

Market price of risk for discontinuous risk sources

Convenience yield accruing to investors with long positions in the treasury asset

Doubly stochastic Poisson process indicating the time of default

Time of default

Filtration at time t generated by the random variable X

Instantaneous correlation between variables i and j

Cholesky decomposition of correlation matrix C

Function capturing time dependency in recovery rates

Empirical probability measure

Probability measure associated with the money market deposit numeraire

Probability measure associated with the discount bond with maurity T as numeraire
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t,T
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yn
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t,T

ynm
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yce
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ycm
t,T

ync
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ynce
t,T

yncrn
t,T

Te
t,T

T In
t,T

r ne
t,T

r nm
t,T

T ce
tT

T cm
t,T

r nce
t,T

I ncm
t,T

Conditional current exposure at time t

Conditional expected exposure at time T

Conditional maximal exposure at time T

Conditional current net exposure at time t

Conditional net expected exposure at time T

Conditional conditional net maximal exposure at time T

Conditional current collateralized exposure at time t

Conditional collateralized expected exposure at time T

Conditional collateralized maximal exposure at time T

Conditional collateralized net exposure at time T

Conditional collateralized net expected exposure at time T

Conditional collateralized net maximal exposure at time T

Conditional expected loss at time T

Conditional maximal loss at time T

Conditional net expected loss at time T

Conditional net maximal loss at time T

Conditional expected collateralized loss at time T

Conditional maximal collateralized loss at time T

Conditional net expected collateralized loss at time T

Conditional net maximal collateralized loss at time T
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